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~
HISTORY OF THE SESSION
1.- DURATION OF THE SESSION
1.1
The Fourth Session of the Meteorology (MET) Division Wa!!
convened simultaneously with the First Session of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (GAeI4)of 00, inCoimci1 Chamber 1, Iiiternational
Aviation Building, Montreal, Canada, on 15 June 1954. under the temporary
Chairmanship of Dr. Edward Warner, President of the Council.
102
The Session continued unt,n 14 July 1954, during "hich
time it held 6 plenary meetings.

_&.- OFFICERS

.AND SECRETARIAT

2.1
Mr. K.W.B. Persson (Sweden) was elected Chairman of the
Fourth Session of the Meteorology Division, and Mr. W,A, Dwyer (Australia)
First Vice-Chairman,
Mr. Persson presided over all meetings of the
simultaneous Ses~ion.
2.2
The Chairmen of Committees and Sub-Committees (described
in Part III, Section 1) wereg
Committee A~

Mlr. -W.R. B:!,gg(lj'lrltsd .!):~ngdiom)
Chail"IDBll.Ml!>: L.J. aUiE'a1lid (France)
Vice~Clmh1llilm

C@mmittee Bz

M:I;': A~

,Pel1'UJrli;Jh:>aYllcel

Gh§,Jor.man
(lgmlisl D;L1bl<:'i (Italy)
n©e~Gh9i.llmal1l

Su~mnriti;ee A-I!
Sub-Comm:tt:tee A~8

Mr. Do M. Little (United States)
Mr. K. H. Soliman (Egypt)

Sub-Committee B-1!
Sub-Comm:i:ttee B..2g

Mr. Po J. Meade (United Kingdom)
Mr. No Eo Johnson (United States)

2.3
The Secretary of the Session was Dr. J.H. HElierman, who
\,as assisted by Messrs. F.M, Booth, W.J.V. Branch. Dr. R,V. Garc:£a-Boutigue,
Messrs.C. C. Head 9 G.J.W. Oddie srid J.R. Park of the reAD Sei:iretarilit.
Dr. K. Langlo and Mr. N.L. Veranneman of the WID Secret,ariat were also in
attendanoe.

U-2

2.4
Interpretation in English, French and Spanish and
translation of the documents of the Session was provided Qy the Language
Section under the direction of Mr'. F. Du:rau-Labeyrie.

2.5

Minutes of plenary meetings were prepared by
Miss C. E. Atkinson, of the Conference Branoh.
3.- REPRESENTATION

3.1
Twenty-five Contracting States were represented at the
Fourth Session of the MET Division by the following delegates, alternates,
advisers and observersg
Au~tra1ia

Belgium
,

Brazil

Mr. W. A. w,fer
Mr. J. WQ Stone

Mr. D. J. Anderson

H/Delegation
Delegate
Delegate

Mr. H. Martin

H/Delegation

Lt;-Colo P. Cunha-Mello
Major Eo G. Reis
Mr41 ToO R. Teixeira
Mr~ R. Venerando
Mr'. J<lOC!'OJ~ SC'hmi,dt

H/Delegation
Delegate
Delegate
Delegate
Delegate.

Mr.

Tun Yin

n/Delegation

9i9,nada

Mr. R. c. Graham
Mr. P. D. M<]Taggar"t,..Cowan
Mr. H. Mo Hutchon
Mr. C. C. Boughner

H/Delegation
Delegate
Alt. Delegate
Adviser

Denmark

Mr. O. Amundsen

H/Delegation

Do~inican Republ~

Mr. R. G. Pereg Oviedo
Mr. J'. B. Cambiaso

H/Delegation
Delegate

K. Ho Soliman
A. F. Hassan
K. A. lllialil

H/Delegation
Alt. H}Delegation
Delegate

Mr'. A. Viaut
Mro A. Perlat
Mr. Lo J. Guiraud
Mr. R. Mittner
Mr. R. L. Tasseel

H/Delegation
AltoH/Delegation
Delegate
.Delegate
Delegate

Mr.
Mr'.
Mr'.

Franoe
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IT-;3

Dr. S. N. Sen

H/Deleglltion

k!!l

Mr. M. Mahdavi

Delegate

Irel_and

Dr. M. Dopor'to

H/Delegation

Italx

001. D, Libri
Mr. M. Buochi
Mt-. U. Luocardi

H/Delegstton
Alt. H/Delegatlon
Delegate

Mt-. E. Dabbae

H/Delegatlo11

Mr. O.G,O, SohUt.te

H/DGlogstiol1

Mt-. G.A. Lenstra
Mr. A,G. van del'

Advisor

Net.herlands

De.legat.e ,
Aa

New Zealand

Mt-. O. G. Green

H/Delegation

N9rway

Mr. S. Ved¢

H/Delegation

Prof. H. de Amorim Ferreira
Mr. A. ,5. Sousa

H/Delegation
Delega·te

001. M. M, Merino
Dr. J, A. Barasoain

H/Delegation
Delegate

§.V.!l~

Me .. KeWilBo PertiSon

H/Delegation

Swi.tzerland

Dr. E. Walmer

H/Delegation

~

Mr, A.F. Hass.an

H/De.legati.oll

Thailand

Rear-Admiral O. V. Bwmag

H/Delegat.ion

J.!Bi ted Khlwlorn

l~', W.
Mt-, Po
Nt', E,
Mr', J.
Mr.'o W.

'Portugal

MJ1>.

United States

n.

Bigg

J', Meade
D. , Go Cooper

C. Oumming

A. Grimlt.ed
I. It ©lMkljl()1l '

Mlr. D. M. Little
Mlr. A..'lL Nagle
Capt. J. E. Ab100tt
Mr. ,W. r,. ,H~llll!lJn
MajCl>Z' Ill. D. Z,1GCllllllr'ty
Mlr. L. 1iI0000000antruli
Mlr. N. E, J@hruJoll
M!:-. J. M. &wman

H/Dele£stion
Delegate
Delegate
Delegate
Ad,d.ser
.M.W!1l6E'
" H/Dellllgatio!l.
Alto HIDslegatio!l.
Iil616g1llte

Delegate
l)It1!Jagllltlll
, Dlill®gat®
D®l®g[jl'i!;1ll
Mwil1llillr
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follo~ng

One non-Contracting State
observers:

)"!lS

represented by the

Logvinov
Loginov
ptchelko
3.3

Chief Observer
Observer
Observer

Four international organizations were represented by the

follo~ng!

In terna t ionlb! Airline
Navigator's Council

Mr. W. Bridgeford

International !!r TranS'l2ort
Associgtion

Mr. K. Wood
Mr. A. Asgaard
Mr. J. A. Browne

Mr. G. Chesley
Mr. T. W. Dench

Observer
Observer
Observer

Mr. J. )!:dwards
Mr. K. S. G. Olhede
Mr. D. R. Springer
Mr. E. P. Heybroek

Chief Observer
Observer
Observer
Observer
Observer
Observer
Observer
Secretary

Intern2tional Federation of
Airline Pilot's Associations

Capt. D. Mason

Observer

¥orld Meteorological
Organization

Dr. K. L&nglo
Mr. N.L. Veranneman

Observer
Observer

Mr. R. S. Bush

3.4
The representation at the First Session of the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology is given in its Abridged Final
Report, Volume I.
4.- AGENDA
4.1'
The Agenda transmitted to the Division by the M.r
Navigation Commission was accepted without change.
Certain items in
parts of the Agenda for the First Session of the CAeM, not included in
the Agenda for the simultaneous meeting, were dealt with by the
dmultaneous meeting under appropriate items of its Agenda.
1}etailed Agenda items are shown in Part III, Section 2 of the Chairman I s
r'''port on the Agenda.
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5.- REPORT

5.1
This report was oompiled progressively from the reports
of Committees as the Session progressed and a oomplete draft was submitted
to the olosing plenary in English, Frenoh and Spanish.
6.- MINUTES

6.1
Minutes of plenary meetings were prepared in English,
Frenoh and Spanish,
Summaries of discussions in Committees Aand B were
prepared in English

III-l

PART III
REPORT BY THE CHAIRMi\N
1.- WORKING ARRANGEMENTS
- --

,

- - -.

1.
The Division adopted at its first meeting a proposal for an organization
plan, prepared by the I01!O Secretariat, subject to an amendment by the Delegate
of France, as follows:
Plenary:
. Oormllittee A:
Cormllit.tee B:

Agenda Items 1 and 7
Agenda Item 3
Agenda Items 4, 4. 5 and 6

Note.- For details of the Agenda items see Section 2 of this part.
4.
A Steering Committee.~onsiBting of the Ohairman 'and Vi~e-Ohairman of
the Meeting, the President of OAeM, the Ghair~n of Oormllittees .and the Secretaries
of the Meeting arid its OolDl1littees, met daily with a few exceptions.
3.
The timing of mee'hngs of OolDl1littees was co-ordinated to permit small
delegations to attend all OOlDl1littee meetings.
.
4.

The OOlDl1littees sulJ...divided into the following

Sub-OolDl1littees~

Sub-ColDl1littee A-l:
Sub-OolDl1littee 4=2:

SARPS and Procedures
Codes and COlDl1lunicat:!,ons.

Sub-ColDl1littee B-1:
Sub-OolDl1littee B-2:

Technical Matters and Facilities
Climatological and Administrative Matters

All COlDl1littees completed their work by 11 July 1954.
5.
In response to an invitation by the Secretary General of IC1!O,
Professor J.S. Marshall and asSOCiates, of the Ph1sics Department of McGill
University and Dorval Airport, Montreal. and Dr. Jule Charney, of the 'Princeton
Institu:~e for Advanced Study, USA, delivered lectures on the following subjects:
Professor J. S, Marshall and
associates g

,QrolU),d and

Dr. Jule Charney:

Nrunerical forecastirtg

::.

a~ne

radar

6.
By courtesy of the Delegation of the United states, a film was shown
entitled: "The Sierra Mountain Wave Project".

-

,

,

-

-

_

:

c

c

.

.

.

:

:

~
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7.
Recent advances in meteo.i:'Ologioal instrumentation. were demonstrated by
an,exhibition in the Delegates l IOunge,. of sample instruments and illustr.ative
maijer;!.al, contributed by France, India, New Zealand, the Un.ited Kingdom Ii.'nd the
Ufiited States.
"
8 . A facsimile receiver, connected to the "Central Analysis Office, at
Dorval Airport, of the Meteorological Division,. Canadian Department of Transport,
and installed by court"esy of the Canadian Government, ,enabled weather charts,
disseminated on the Canadian Weatherfax cirCUits, to be received continuously in
the Delegates' lounge.
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2.- REPORT ON THE AGENDA
1.

Agenda Item l.ls

Report on action taken on the recommendations of the MET
Jrd Session

~ivision.

1.1 The Meeting noted the report; prepared by the Secretariat.
2.

Agenda Item 1.2:

Report on matters reguiring continuing action by the Secretariat

2.1 The Meeting noted the report prepared by the Secretariat while
recognilling that it' presented those parts of the Technical Work Progralilme of
the Organization, as established by the Air NaVigation Commission pllior to the
Meeting, having a prim~ily meteorological interest.
3.

Agenda Item 2.1:

Obser'li:lltion networks
. 2. lId,. Preparation of a statement of requirements regarding
upper air data and observations. with particular
. ,;. refer.ence to network density and maximum altitude in
relation to air routes. accuracy of observations and
ava~lability of equipment

3.1 The Meeting iloted::that the problems associated with the location of
upper air observing stations had been considered at many regional meetings and
studied by several technical commissions of ~O. It was agreed that in spite
of the attention given to the subject. there is still a lack of general principles which c'Ould be taken.!Ill guidance for' planning the distribution of upper
air stations' in various parts of the 'World. It was also noted that the only.
existing general guidance for the distribution of upper air observations was a
rule developed by the CommiSSion for Synoptic Weather Information of IMO, at
its 12th Meeting, Paris 1946, which establishes,a requirement for radiosonde
stations to be located at a distance apart not exceeding 300 km, except for
desert and other sparsely popnlated areas and sea areas where a density of only
one station per IQOOkm is. recommended. These requirements are kept virtually
unaltered in the draft Provisional Technical Regulations, Part I (Resolution
No.12) contained in ihe Final Report of the First Session of the Commission
for S,rnoptic Meteorology. When reviewing these requirements the Meeting agreed
that, in view of the diversity of geographical, meteorological and operational
conditions in various parts of the world, it was not practicable to recommend
one single figure for network density which could be applied on a world-wide
basis.
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3.2 The Melet:ilng rev:ilewed the "tentatiiv:e c.QoolusiiolilB Qf:' a, preJ!:Lm:i'nery
study of the network pl'Qblem" arriiv:ed at by the First Session of the flbmnrissio!ll
.for Synoptic Meteo.l"Qlogy of WMJ$ Ilnd considered that there \ms an urgent need
for thc 'establishment of a working progra~ne which would take into account the
needs of aeronautical meteorology, synoptic as well as operational; This
programme, I<ithout overlapping 1-lith the task of the Working Group on Networks
established by the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology, should allow the
assessment of the various factors involved in the requirements of upper air
observation, by analysing the networks; existing or planned in the various
regions, in the light of some generally agreed principles and of the statistical
knol<ledge of the variability of the elements which are most significant for
aeronautical purposes, i.e. wind and temperature. Recommendation No. 4 was
drawn up accordingly.
.
/
3.3 The Meeting also considered that, once the requirement.s of operators
in re.gard to the accuracy of wind and temperature forecasts are knmffi, the
problem of deciding upon network density and frequency of ascents would be rendered
more tractable if statistical information were available about the variability
of wind and temperature both in time and with distance. Ip wall agreed that
valuable' results of world-wide. application could be· obtainect by .the· s.t~dy..:of .the
wind and temperature characteristics in a fairly small number of areas which
had been selected carefully. The Meeting therefore agreed to recommend a
programme of research on these lines. The Meeting proposed, in addition, that
. a summary should be prepared centrally which would combine the results of the
investigations oarried out in each area and also contain an assessment of the
network density and observational frequency needed in different parts of the
world in order that wind and temperature field.s may be determined with the
accuracy reqUired. These proposals are contained in Reoommendation No.5.
3.4 The 14seting, in discussing the accuracy of measurements of upper
air data and the comparability of observations based upon different types of
equipment, noted that the .Regional Assooiations of WMO are to conduct compara-'
tive tests and that in certain regions these tests have been undertaken. It
was agreed that the, tolerances now attainable for . levels below 300 mb were
satisfactory provided that comparability of the eqUipment was assured but that
for observations at levels above 300 mb improvement in absolute accuracy was
required. Recommendation No. 6 was framed accordingly.
3.5 The Meeting concluded that the accuracy of upper wind observations
at high altitudes coUld be improved by applying a correction for the earthts
curvature. The procedures developed in the United States for this purpose were
noted as suitable. Recommendation No. 7 waa framed aocordingly.
3.6 Other recommendations on the Agendl;!. Item are nUJ]lbers e~, 9-:-and 10.
The matters dealt with in the~e recommendations are also referred to in paragraph
1802 of this part of the report while that dealt with in Recommendation Noo 8
is further referred to in paragraph 19030
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Observation netHork$
2.1.2

Evaluation of the operational utility of automatic
wea.ther stations and SFillIGS netHorks and development of suggested, general prtnciples for the
guidance of regional meetings

4.1 The Meeting reviewed the progress made in various countries on
SFERICS equipment and observational techniques and concluded that SFERICS
networks'Vlould provide not only means of filling; to some extent, gaps in
areas with an insufficient number of observing stations but at the same time
information,Which'cannot beobtaiued by other means" since detailed'knowledge
on the location and evolution of storm'centres cannot be generally. obtained
from synoptic charts
Recoinmendation No~'ll aims at drawi'ng the'attention of
Regional Meetings and Regional, Associations to this fact .•
0

4.2 111e Heeting noted Recommendation No. 33 of the COID.m:Lssion for
Aerology of WMJ, which had. been referred for study to IeAO and the CAeM. It Has
agreed that the figures included in that recommendation VleTe satisfactory from
the oper.ational standpoint but that an additional requirement for accuracy of
equipment, independent of the density of the network, shOuld be added.
Recommendation No. 12 uaa dr.mm up accordingly.
4.3 Automatic Heather stations uere considered by the Heeting to
provide' means of filling gaps in regions uhere manned stations cannot be
operated. In areas Hhere the lack of personnel restricts either the times of
observations at a given station of the number of stations uhich can be operated,
automatic stat.ions were considered to provide a means of coping Hith the
situation. A network of automatic stations providing hourly QNH report.s was
further considered as an :LllPortent requirement in certain regions •. Reconunendation
No. 13 was intended to draw the attention of Regional Meetings ~heretoo

4.4 In revie1ding the present accuracy of information obtained by means
of automatic weather stations, the Heeting· agreed that temperature and Hind.
data could be measuX'ed )'[i th a similar degree of accuracy to that given by the
synoptic reporting code. Pressure data can be obtained Hith an accuracy
satisfactory for operational purposes arid"the required maximum error has been
established in Recommendation No. 14. Information available to the Heeting
indicates that there is satisfactory progress in obtaining some indication of
height of clouds ~nd visibility with automatic stations.
5.

Agenda Item 2.1:

Observation net.Horks
Bvaluation of thB operational utility of ground
Kadar for the observe,tion of en route and terminal
>leather

(L."ld.

50'. The Neeting discussed the potential v.alue of grol1Jl.dradar equipment.
notec the practical limi t.a.tions uhieh prev'El!1'G a single type of 'radar from
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providing all the information which would be desirable. It was recognized that
a major decision should be made as to what iDformation would be given the
highest priority, since, broadly speaking, equipment which provides detailed
information of cloud distribution does not exhibit the pattern of precipitation
and vice versa. However, it was not considered "possible to arrive at a definite
conclusion at this stage and, therefore, 1leo_olllmendation No. 15 was intended
mainly to draw attention to the advantage of using groUnd radar equipment for
meteorological purposes at aerodromes and to point out the possibility of using
certain equipment for obtaining information on the vertical structure of cloud
systems.
5.2 The Meeting noted that consideration of cost may prevent or delay
the provision of radar exclusiveiy for meteorological use at aerodromes. It
was agreed therefore that wnere such equipment, permitting the detection of
weather echoes, is already ins~81led for other purposes, efforts should be mad~
to ensure that meteorological offices are provided with as much information as '
possible about the storm areas within range of the radar. Recommendation No. 16
was therefore drawn up.
5.3 The Meeting considered that it would be useful if the WMO could arrange
to circUlate amongst Members limited technical details of any existing ground
radar reporting stat~ons which are used for meteorological purposes.
The Meeting also noted that the costs of rad~ equipment at present
available appear to vary widely. It was considered that each country could best
decide upon its own requirements in respect of radar, provided information was
available about the capabilities and the installation and maintenance costs of
various radar nsets. It was therefore recOllllllended that 'lIMO arrange to collect
and circulate such information. (RecOllllllendation No. 17).
5.4 The Meeting also discussed whether' any special qualifications would
be required of meteorologists called upon to interpret the weather echoes
appearing on radar scopes. It was considered that high qualifications and
training of a special kind would be needed to bring out the full meteorological
potentialities of the radar display, but it had been'found in several countries
that meteorological personnel. without special training' in'trhe USe of radar equipment,
had been able to make valuable deductions from the weather echoes snown on the
display. The interpretations of these personnel have, however, improved with
experience. The Meeting therefore agreed that the illustrated summary of existing
knowledge on interpretation of weather echoes, mentioned in Recommendation No. 61
of Agenda Item 4.5.1 (Airborne Radar), would serve a useful purpose in helping
forecasters to acquire the advantages of experience quickly.
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Agenda Item 3.1:

Preparation of recommerld:ations far Standards and
Recommended Practices - Meteorology, including
Appropriate parts of the"Specifications for
Meteorological Services for International Air
Navigationll, as modified in the light of recent
experience and new requirements
3.1.2 1l!?propriate parts of SUPPlementary procedures
approved for universal application'

6.1
In developang Standards and Recommended Practices for Meteorology
the Division, taking note of the directives of the Air Navigation Commission
regarding the'nature of the material to be incorporated, was able ·to develop broad
objective statements delineating the obligations of Contracting States for the
provision of meteol'ological services for international air navigation. . In the
preparation of the material regard was also paid to the document IOAO
Doc 7475/YtJM)'No',25. ooingthe.WorkipgArrangementflootiween the International Civ:i.l
Aviation Organization and the World, Me'teorological Organization. The MeEl.tillg
believes that the text .submitted in Part IV, Recommendation No •. 1 is in accord
with these working arrangements.
6.2
Tho material submitted as draft standards and Recommended .
Practices is regarded as being sufficiently mature for such status. It has been
evolved in the light of experience gained in the use of detailed procedural
material over a number of years. In particular, Doc 7l44-MET/52l ;".Ml!iT
IMSpecification!ll~h8,a provided the basic e.xperience for the great majority of the
material other than' CQ.ds!Il,;
6.3
Integration of the material with the existing text of Annex 3
and the putting into. effect of the working arrangements previously referred to
has resulted in new treatment of the codes previously included in Annex 3. It
will be seen from an examinatIon of 2.5 of the draft text that WMO has the
:respolWibil1tyfor developing and promulgatlng all international figure codes
ot.her than the J?OMAR code •. The POMAR code presents a different case as ICAD
and WMO are both concerned with this code. Th~ Meeting recognized that the
operational sections of the PGMAR code made its inclusion in the Annex necessary.
The text relating to the POMAR code has not been changed in substance from that
now in the Annex.

6.4
In view of the elliaination from the Annex of the figure codes
controlled by WMO, attention was given to the possibility of a serious gap being
created in IOADU s requir'llments. This gap would be created by the absence of any
stateD16nt by lCAO of the elements operationally necessary in the several reports
and forecasts covered by the codes. The working arrangements, particularly
paragraph 2,3. were taken into account. ,It was considered that the,
codes "ere satisfactory at present and any changes that became necessary could
be made known to loMO by suitable. recommendationafromlCAO. It waS assumed that
WMO would not eliminate any elements from the codes without agreement of rOAO.
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6, 5
The Commission will no'te 'that 'throughout the tex't the references
to regional agreement or agreement betweeI\ the Meteorological Authority and the
operator are fairly extensive. They reflect the extreme importance in the
provision of meteorological services for international air navigation of regional
planning but each case is regarded as either necessary or desl,rable according
to the status given.
6.6
The Commission will wish to note the action taken in relation
to the use of the AIREP form of message. In 2.5.3 the claus.es covering the
transmission from air to ground of air-reports by radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony have been taken from the MET SPECS as amended (Appendix 2. paragraphS 3.3.1
and 3.3.2 with the lead-in clause of 3.3 as given on page 41 of Doc 7144-MET/521).
while 2.5.4 covering the transmission of air-reports ground-to-ground repeats
the text already adopted for Annex: :3 in .amendment No. 38 as 1.9.
6.7
III connection with t;h'J exclusive use of AIREP in radiotelephony,
the Commission will wish to know the circumstances considered by the Meeting
concerning tpe. possibility for the need to introduce an exception to this Standard.
The Meeting is of :the opinion that the Standard should not preclude an aircraft
that is normally reporting in POMAR by radiotelegraphy from passing the report,
already coded tn the POMAR form, in that form by radiotelephony if circumstances
arise that make transmission by radiotelegraphy difficult. Although making no
specific recommendation the Meeting is of the opinion that the Air Navigation
Commission should consider whether this ex.ceptional case should be reflected in
the Annex.
6.8
The Meeting considers that a number of the requirements suc'h
as liaison, notification, etc. will only achieve their full purpose if comparable
provisions appear in other Annexes ·toensure that Contracting States make similar
proviSions for compliance ~ the personnel concerned. To this end Recommendation
No. 18 is included in Part V of the Report.
6.9
The· attention of the Air Navigation Commission is drawn to the
definit.ion of flight level and the associated notes. This definition was taken
from Doc 7030 without change but the meeting believes that the explanatory notes,
although regarded as necessary for an understanding of the interrelationship of
altitude, height and flight levels, would benefit from a careful review and
clear expression. In particular, it was IlDted that in the reference to a QFE
altimeter setting the phrase "height above ll might be further clarified to
indicate that the aircraft might in fact be below '~hedatum. It was suggested
that "height from" be used but this was not agreed to as it did not satisfy the
operational usage wherein the height above is given either· as a positive or a
negative quantity.
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, Considerable difficulty was experienoed in the French and
Spanish texts from the usa of the w~ "'service" in the English text. ' In 'the
English text ita Ulle has beeb. confined to the singular farm and indicat6l'l 'a
service rendered as opposed to the Qrganization rendering the Ilel'vioe, Delega.tes
whose native tongues ara French end Spanish have assisted in the translation of
the text to the extent neoessary to ensure that the three texts convey precisely
the same meaning. There is a reSidual diffioulty. howav.:>r, in that in subsequent
development of the text equal care must be taken to avoid reference in French
and SpanIsh that might imply the C4'ganization ratha'r t.han the servioe rendered.
It is snggested therefore tha1; the Air Navigation Canmiellion should (,\on,,~
whether an alternative w~ could be used in the Engli!lh teit in order that,1)he
fear of misuse in the French end Spanish texts can be avoided with oertainty,
6.11
A signifioant dUferenoo in outlook was revealed regarding
the meteorological ini'ormation to be made available to operator'ls local representatives beyond that neoessary for the disoharge of hiS duties in connection
with flights arriving at or departing frem the local ae:roorane, or othoo.' information
normally available at meteorological offioes. Two strongly opposing views WBre
exprea,jed with reference to the related paragraph 2.4.3.;,J of the proposed SARPS.
A majority opinion regarding this Reoommended Practioe waa that the operator m~
require this, edditional information in order to ccmply with paragraph 4 q 6of
Annel< 60
H""Bver, a Bubstantial minori"ty feared that the RaGOllfIllElnded PractIce
was too broBli in scope end would rsquire the metea&"ologioal office to meet
unlimited demands for meteorologioal information for operational control purposes.
Further" it was feared that it might "reate duplioation of work fC4' meteorological
offices and cause mutual interference of responsibilities of the various offices.
The text now contained in the proposed RecO!llIllended Practice 'Was approved by a
vote of ]2 in favour and 7 opposed, thoa~ opposing being forced to take this
attitude because, in their opinion, the ooncapt of opl!!'atlonal oontrolwas immature."

'"

§!~,

statements by the Delegations of Egyp,t, France, Portugal and the
United KingdOOl, Part. VII, parag"'''phe ;,J,,2, 4,,3, 5 and 6, resp.ctivelyo
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Agenda Item 3.2:

Report - MET, Fourth Seasion
Preparation ~f recommendations for meteorological procedures
for Air NavigationServices, inoludipg
;.2.1 Appropri\!te parts of the "Specifications for Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation",
modified as necessary in the light of recent experience
and new requirements. which are not included in the
proposed MET BARPS
3.2.2

Appropriate parts of the Supplementary Procedures
- Meteorology. approved for universal application
which are not included in the proposed MET SARPS

7.1
The Meeting reviewed Doc 7144 with a view to its amendment
in the light of the experience gained in the application of the specifications
and having regard to the prbposals for the expansion of Annex 3 reported under
Agen~a Item 3.1.
The Meeting considered that the PANS should be reoriented to
align with the architecture proposed for the expanded Annex 3 but the time
available did not' permit the adjustment of the text to fit the new architecture.
It was decided therefore that the Meeting would record its action in the form.
of an agreed contents list and a· detailed record of the amendments to the text
of the Specifications in Doc 7144 (~Recommendation No.3). It considers that
the resultant text shoUld be re-aligned to conform to the agreed architecture.
It 1s recognized that some editorial adjustment of the text will be necessary.
7.2
The proposals for proce<fures \~ere prepared insofar as was
practicable in accordance with the working arrangements between IGAD and WMO,
IGAD Doc 7475 WMO-No. 25, in particular, paragraph 2.2.2 thereof. The Meeting
found that it was not possible at this stage to separate all material of the
type now contained in the MET IISpecificaUons" into t'fO distinct parts. It
found that. such a separation could be aohieved without difficulty for the major
part of the material contained in present Parts 2 and 3 of the MET· "SpeCifications"
and, on the other hand, for a number of appendices. However, it was recognizeq
that the greater part of the material contained in Part 4 and some of the appendices
were of a heterogeneous nature and might be considered to be partly.potential SARPS
material, partly material qualifying for treatment as referred to in the second
sentence of para.graph 2.2.2 of the Working Arrangements and partly prooedural
material which might not at any time be found suitable for disposit·ion either
as SARFS or manual material. The Meeting· recognized that this finding was not
in conflict with the present text of paragraph 2.2.2 of the Working Arrangements,
as paragraph 2.2.1 recognizes that it need not be accepted that complete separation
could be achieved by this first meeting, conducted .under the terms of the Working
Arrangements. It was also recognized that paragraph 2.2.1 of the Working Arrangements
states that both categories of material are to be "developed" by simultaneous meetings,
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which anticipates· ,a continuing action. The Meeting accoxrlingly agreed that
the material not falling specifically into either category should be l'egaxrled
as of joint interest, ~hould be given equal status within the two organizatioP'
and should be published as identical te:><;.t.
7.3
An analysis of this material showed that it is largely of a
character equivalent to that of Procedures for Air Navigation Services, in the
sense in which this term is used within lCAD, whereas, on the other hand, it
was found that lIMO could accommodate it without difficulty within its series
of "Technical Regulations" now under development. The meeting agreed, therefore,
that this material should be published as "Procedures for Air Navigation Services
- Meteorology", and by lIMO as "Technical Regulations". In order to ensure
clear recognition of the joint character of the material, it was agreed that
it was desirable to publish it under the common sub-title "Specifications for
Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation".
The Meeting further discussed the ·development of resulting
7.4
texts and the question of separation of responsibility for publiGation \;letween
ICAD and. WMO. As a result of this discussion Recommendation No. 19 was made.
7.5
It is considered that the procedures as proposed are in
general represe.ntative of methods firmly agreed among the Contrac;ting States
for detailed application of the Annex as newly drafted. Note was taken, in
the course of the work, of certain new or comparatively new concepts. Of
these it was found possible to include procedures regarding the preparation of
AIREP·messages, and the forms of messages for transmission by radiotelephony,
as developed l;ly the First Air Navigation Conference, are reflected.
7.6
The recommended procedures for plain language radiotelephony
messages were PDt accepted by all States.

*

7.7
The following item considered in connection with groundto-air meteorological transmissions was not regaxrled as being sufficiently
mature for inclusion as an agreed procedure 3
7.8
Key woxrl indication of "favourable weather conditions". The
Meeting noted that, in accordance with Recommendation 23 of the 1st Air Navigation Conference, Australia has recently iptroduced a procedure for use, on
an e:x;perimental basis, of a Single key word for indioating favourable weather
conditions. Time did not permit of a full e:x;ploration of the method introduoed
by Australia in regard to its applicability in other parts of the world and· of
its reperoUssions on procedures and communications arrangements, both on AFTN
channe~s and aero-mobile channels.
However, the Meeting e:x;pressed appreciation
for the initiative shown by Australia and wished to have its interest in·the outcome

*

Sae.. statements by Delegations of Canada, France and the United States,
Part VII, paragraphS 2.2,4.1, 4.2 and·7.1, respectiVely.
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of the experiment I"ocorded, Tile resnlts will be commltnicl.{"t,ed to States upon
completion oj' ·t~'1e experiment tO~Tards the end of 1954.
7,9
Action taken under Agenda nell) 4,2,1 was noted and consideration was given to the need for provision to be made' for the. reporting of,
phenomena' associated ~rit,h mountain ~taveso In ·this instance also it was not
considered that· time was yet opportune for such a procedure to be established,
7,10
1'he Meeting' had no time to examine the question of an
a,bbreviated form of reques't 'by a,ircraft 'for significant weather'informat;ionj
which i t had been invited to 'examine with a view to the eventual inclusion' of
a suitable procedure' in the document,
7,11
In certain caseeit has been found that slight. variations
between supplementary procedures in Doc 7030 could be, satisfactorily assimilated into a worldwide procedure, No detailed examination of Doc '7030 to
reflect this l1as )Jeenmade but the consequential action. necessary i.s
cons:idered to b6'.. a matter: that can be advanced by the Secretariat through the
Air NavigatIon Commission In the normal channels,
Meteorologles.}: Summaries
7.12
It was decided not to 'prOVide, in the procedures, for tl1e ,
routine preparation' ofmeteorological sunnnaries.. 'the original requirement,' had
been based
the' factth~t, at the tiine of the previous :simultaneous .. meetihg~,
new codes providing observation:,,-l data in smaller intel;'vals had recentlyqeEm
brought into use'; and operators'required suminaries based'on thes<?new intervaI{i!
as soon aspossfbie~' Meteorological. sunnnaries, providing data imined:iately'
after the end of each month, Were therefore introduced, ,Now. that, it is
possible to 'p:t'!3pare slliriinariescoirering a five-year period, operators reqqiie
climatological s1.ll1l11lai'ies for their operational purposes and state that meteorological summaries' are no longer necessary, It is expected that some State!!
may wish to conilnue to'prepare meteorological summaries, even if' they do n'ot
publish them, as Olle of the steps in the preparation of climatological slumiiarles.

on

7.13
In order to meet the operators i reqt:lirementfor lni'orraation
Hhich will 'perm:l,t im analysis', within a short time after each operat:i.on~ of:the
effects of weat,her" prpvision' has been made for l;'outine observational datil. for
international. aerodrbmesto be made available,
.
.
Standardization of scales of weather charts and height intervals between
isohYPses

7.14
The Meeting was presented with a request from the operators
to consider the feasibility of standardizing the scales of weather 'charts ,
included in flight forecast folders, the intervals of vertical distance between
isohypses shown thereon, and to provide for one common isohy.pse between all
charls for each given pressure value. It was submitted that standardization
would be in the interest of operators as it would allow a ~niform method,
including the use of standard templates, for deriving Hind speed from upper air
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charts. It was believed th~t it w'Juld be. inconvenient for meteorological offices to
provide to pilots in their forecast folders charts based upon parameters essentlally
different from those for internal office use. l'he Meeting recognized that time did
not permit of a full exploration of this matter but it was aware of efforts made,
through WMO, regarding tho question of standardization of weather charts.

7.15
In view of the fact· that the' matter might have important aspecta
o.ther than those tabled at. the Meeting (1'or instance, standardization of dimensional
units and variations between operators regarding the use made of these charts in
the cockpit) it was felt that the matter was not ripe for a recommendation. Action
on this subject at this stage would, neoessarily, be limited to inviting the attention of both Organizations to this question for further consideration.
Information for Take-off. Al!.0:Q1l..£h and

L~ndiru:

7.16
When reconsidering Appendix 1, paragraph 4.3 of the present MET
Specifications, the Meeting noted the request of the Air Navigation Commission to
develop appropriate procedures coverlnt: the meteorological information required by
pilots-in-command in preparing for take-off, approach and landing. Time did not
permit of the exhaustive study required for full consideration of developments since
the Jrd Session of the MET DivIsion, when that meeting in its Recommendation No. I
developed a series of principles aimed at regularizing the manner in whioh the required data were to be obtained. In particular, the significant progress on the
subject, made by the First Air Navigation Conference, could not be reviewed in detai~
but the meeting agreed that the subject warranted early attention and it framed Recommendation No. 20 acc9rdingly.
Manual of Meteorological Observations in Aircraft

7.17
The meeting was made aware of the development by WMO of a Manual
entitled "Manual.of Meteorological Observations in Aircraft" which was intended to
facilitate the application of Appendix 2 (Aircraft Meteorological Observations and
Reports) of the existing Meteorological Specifications. Appropriate mention has been
made of this Manual in the text of the ~wteorological Procedures developed at this
meeting,
Ground Profiles on Flight

Fgre~orms

7,18
Th'" l~etillg noted the desirability for standardization of'the' width
of the trac], ·to.be coyered by the ground profilo referred to in Appendj.x. 5; 2.2.2.8
of the proposed ME:T".PANS •. The discussions revealed that there was considerable divergence in present' practices' and it is considerc'd that lOAO should pursue' the' matter
with a view to making proposals that would. meet 'operational requirements on a worldwide basis,
Miscellaneous Recommendations

7019
Other recommendations relating to this agenda item are given in
Part V (Recommsndations Nos. 21, 22 and 23)0
8.

Agenda Item 3031

PiSEosition of any residual material from the ·Specifications
for Meteorological Services for International Ail' Navigation"
and the SUEP1~nt~_rroceduro. - ~~teorology, approved for
universal agpli.cati!2!h.-which have not been included in the proposed MET SAJ(PS or MET PANS
8.1
In view of the conclusions of th~ meeting recorded in para 7,4 above,
no specific recommendation was prepared, i t having beon understood that proposalS would
bs forthcoming for consideration by States es a result of tho post-meeting action envisaged.
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9.

!genda Item 3.4:

Preparation of amendments to the Standards and Recommend-

ed Practices conta1ned in Annex 3, 2pd edition, in the

light of the changes recommended by HMO in the meteorological figure codes employed in aerop;utical meteorology

9.1

The Meeting examined· the new aeronautical meteorological code
forms and codes as developed by the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology and
approved by Resolution 21 (EO-IV) of the Executive Committee of the World
Veteorological Organization for implementation as from 1 January 1955. The
analyses of the new codes indicated that they constituted a definite improve_
ment over the existing codes and that they meet the basic requirements of
international air navigation. A number of suggestions for further improvement
of these codes were made and the Meeting believed it appropriate to request HMO
to consider these suggestions, as contained in Recommendation No. 24, with a
view to incorporating them, as soon as practicable, in the new codes. It is
to be noted that none of the proposed changes or additions is of a major·
nature.
The Meeting considered a number of proposals for changes in
9.2
the field of code matters, but these proposals were not found appropriate for
retention at this stage. These proposals were:
i)

a changeover from the code name AERO to the code name METARJ. this
changeover was proposed on the grounds that the expression AERO may
lead to confusion with other similar expressions;

ii)

indication of the manner in which hshs (height of cloud base in the
8Ns Ch s h s group) is observed; it "as agreed that there did not appear
to be an operational requirement for such an indication and,
particularly, that such an indication should not be included if it
involved increaSing the length of AERO and MMMMM!BBBBB messages;

iii)

inclusion of forecast temperature, wet bulb temperature (or relative
humidity) and pressure-altitude in the TAFOR code. There was not
sufficient evidence to show that the inclusion, for preliminary
planning purposes, of such information .in·' TAFOR messages is a worldwide requirement, It was agreed t,hat, -if such requirements exist on
a regional scale, the matter of developing additional regional groups
for the TAFOR code should be dealt with at regional meetings.

9.3
The Meeting wished to record that all ICAO documents should
be amended for the new aeronautical meteorological code names which will become
effective on 1 January 1955. It also recommende<i a change in the definition
of QBB for consistency with the method of reporting cloud in the new aerol'.l~utical meteorological codes. (Recommendation No. 25).
.
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Horizontal visibility observations for aerodromes
9.4
The meeting noted Recommendation No. 13 of the First Air Navigation
Conference and subsequent ICAD Council action thereon, and also noted Recommendation
No. 24 of OSM-I, subsequent WMO Executive Committee status, and "fo11oH-up"
action thereon by the WMO Secretariat.
The Meeting considered that there Has perhaps a certain amount
of misunderstanding or a possible lack of clarity relative to the subject of
horizontal visibility observations for aerodromes. It Has believed that the
basis of the misunderstanding can be fotL~d in two factors:
a) the use of the misdescriptive term "average" (used by the 1st
Air Navigation Conference) to describe the prevailing horizontal visibility
at aerodromes, and
b) the belief that the observational task for the MET observer in
reporting prevailing horizontal visibility at aerodromes was time consuming
and could possible necessitate an increase of observing staff.
The Meeting noted also that both the 4th Session of the rCAO MET
Division and the 1st Session of CAeM of WMO had been requested to "study" the
present status of the problem requiring "urgent action to remove the existing
anomaly"; and "to study the problem with the object of achieving the highest
degree of uniformity in national instructions and practical realization" by the
ICAO Secretariat and the President of CAeM, respectively.
Ooerational reqUirements for aerodrome visibilities
9.5
From the vieHs of the aeronautical users as expressed by
representatives of rATA, it was clear that the aeronautical operational
requirements for aerodrome visibilities were (in decreasing order of priority);
a) the prevailing visibility for the aerodrome in the AERO
plus the runway visual range in Remarks
b) the prevailing visibility for the aerodrome in the AERO plus
the minimum aerodrome visibility and direction in Remarks.
The Meeting recognized that any consideration of "runway
visual range" or runway visibilities was beyond the scope of the Agenda Item,
that this matter had been handled by the 1st Air Navigation Conference, and that
the sole consideration "as the horizontal visibility taken at aerodromes and
coded (or added) in the AERO report (i.e. VV in the VVww/group plus Remarks, as
appropriate) .
Determination of Visibility index (VV)
9.6
The Meeting reviewed the practice presently in use by several
states and concluded that the instructions presently in effect in certain
States, as giv·en in Appendix A to Part V, meet the ·needs of the aeronautical
·interests and provide the observing instructions to the recommended CSM-I rule
Hhl.ch ,[ould permit finalization of the question of VV in the AERO, and possibly
in the SYNOP report, by CIHO and CSH.
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9.7
The Meeting reviewed the use of such terms as "average",
"prevailing", "prodominating" to describe the visibility as defined by Recommendation No. 24 of CSM-I and concluded that these terms were not suitable. Thus it
,JaS agreed that the term "visibility index" is a more suitable name to indicate
the visibility required in the AERO and SYNOP Code as defined by CSM-I.
9.8
The Meeting noted that a number of States either had adopted
or were about to adopt Gon 1 January 1955) the prevailing visibility concept and
the fact that a substantial lack of standardized international practices existed
in this meteorological parameter of vital importance to in~ernational aviation
interests.
lGAO and HNO action
9.9
The Heeting noted that final approval of both Recommendation 13
of the 1st Air Navigation Conference and Recommendation 24 of CMS-I had not been
given either by the lGAO Councilor the Executive Committee of HMO respectively
inasmuch as both bodies had deferred final action on this subject pending further
review and study of the problem by:
a) the Air Navigation Commission of lGAO "with respect to the
application of operators' minimall;
b) four commissions of HMO (Le. GAeM, CIMJ, CSM and CMM) with
the object of achieving the highest degree of uniformity in national
instructions; and additionally the WHO Secretariat for necessary action
to determine the observing practices currently being employed throughout
the world;
c) CHI) which has established a Horking Group on the Measurement
of Visibility for Synoptic and Aero Reports with the main object of
studying and recommending a rule for observing the visibility (VV), as
recommended by CSH-I.
Urgency

o~roblem

9.10
The Meeting believed that because aerodrome visibility is of
vital importance to international aviation due to its effect on aerodrome minima,
the CAeM interest involved was substantial 'Uld that early solution of this
problem was essential. It was not aware of a similar urgency in the non aeronautical meteorological fields of the 'general synoptic or maritime interests.
The Heeting accordingly believes that continuing action as a
matter of urgency should be given to this subject by both, IGAO and ~10 in order
that earliest resolution of ~he problem may be attained. (Recommendation No. 28).
Other conclusions concerning visibility

9.11

The Heeting further concluded that:

a) A name should be given to represent the type of observation of
horizontal visibility on aerodromes (VV);

111.-
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1)) Instruotions shoUld be given for observing VV in oonf'ormity
with the definition proposed by Reoommendation No.24-i of CSM-I, namely:
wThe ,'greatest v:i,.sibility which is attainEld or surpassEld
throughout half of thEl horizon oirclEl, not nEloElssarily
oontinuous. w;'

0)

TIlEl instruotions should bEls1mplEl and praotioablEl;

'd) When appropriatEl, minimum aerodrome visibility and
direotion oould De added as a Remark tQ the AERO.
Trials of method of determination of visibility index

9.:12

It is proposed that thElWMO arrap,ge
given in AppElndix A to Part V in. order that OHIO may
observing rules,whioh will permit finalization of thEl
SYNOP and AERO reports. (Recommendations Nos. 26 and

,trials of the method
Elstablish thEl
question of VV in
27.)

Oode for high level forecasts~QRJ

9.13
'In ViEll~ of the differenoe in operation between jet-engined
aircraft and the oonventionalpistQn-engined 'a'ircra:rt, the MeElting oonsidElrEld
that the flight forecast oodeFIFOR, whioh'was develoPEld for flights oarried
out by cenv:eritiQ'nlill pis,tbn-eng:j;'ned airoraft, does not give suffioient information soas"to be::suUable fOr high level operational foreoa~ts.' cReplying to
the request ilontainadd;n RElsolution 2 (CSM-1) oftlia Oollllidssionfor, Synoptic:
MetElo:rology, of:l\!MO",(.thEl MEl sting :has Elstabllshed thEl' detailed, requiremElnts for
a code fo:rmsuil.table ,for high levElI forecast, messagEls ,(H1FOll)'" with a v:i,Elw,to
thesEl requirements bEling forwar4ed ,to WMO wi'th a request to' develop the
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appropriate code. In the establishment pf the requirements the Meeting, aware
that such a code could be developed either on a route forecast basis or on a
flight forecast basis, agreed that the present requirement was for a code developed on a flight forecast basis for· the purpose of ground/ground exchange.
Accordingly, Recommendation 29 was adopted.
Code for ground weather radar reports
9.14
The Meeting considered the growing use of ground weather
radar reports as an aid to aeronautical meteorology both in the local storm
warning sense and in the operational forecast sense especially for violent
weather such as thunderstorms, snow-storms, frontal activity, etc.
9.15
The Meeting noted that as the range of the ground weather
radar equipment increased, as for example from a 50-mile range to a 150-mile
range, the need for a suitable means for exchanging weather radar information
between meteorological offices likewise increased.
9.16
Also it was noted that, as the number of weather radar
stations increased within an area, the need of utilizing a convenient code
for exchange of such data bec~e apparent. From a standpoint of maximum
utility of communication time on ground-to-ground channels, it is also clear
that some type of numerical code is needed to assist in this regard and,
additionally, possibly to OVercome any language problem which may also arise on
any multilingual continent such as Europe.
9.17
The Meeti~ further noted that WMJ has for some years reserved the $ Decade (80 - 89) in the WM:l code (FM) .system for "Electronic
Reports" which would include both "atmospherics" and "radar" weather reports.
CSM-I has recommended a code for· "atmospherics" (SFERICS) for intorduction on
January 1st, 1955, but had not provided for a weather radar code. Accordingly,
the Meeting made Recommendation No. )0.
Surface ice reports by and for aircraft
9.18
The Meeting noted thee-xisting WMO resol'!ltions and recommendations on the subject of "Reports of Ice by and for Aircraft" and "Reporting
landing .conditions for an aircraft on ice or between ice floes in coded form"
(Res. 83, CMM, 1947 and Rec.30 CMM...I, 1952). It was noted that the subject of
reports of ice ~ an aircraft was fully considered by CAeM during its present
seSSion, and that only the matter of reporting ice or ice floes for an aircraft
about to land or ditch remained.
9.19
The Meeting, noting that it was only concerned with the
ground observation and reporting of ice or ice floes, considered that· the
problem presents two aspects i.e.
a)

Regular aircraft operations which are carried out with intended
landing on ice or between ice floes

The Meeting concluded that if landings are intended on ice or
between ice floes, meteorological information could only be reported by a
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ground observer located at the point of intended landing. It appears reasonable to assuJne that the best way to give-the landing information would be in
plain,language and according to ,rules agreed upon between:the operator
'
and the observer. rtegUl.ar aircraft operations with intended landing on sea
ice ,lould be an exception rather than the rule; and such operations would
normally be national or local rather than international. Therefore it is
considered that there exists no operational necessity for the development or
an international numerical code or international meteorological procedure for
planned landing purposes.
p

b)

Forced landing on ice or ditching between ice floes

In the instance of a forced landing or ditching of an aircraft on ice or between ice floes the probability of establishing air-ground
communications contact with a ground observer in the vicinity of the forced
landing or ditching area appeared remote unless some sort of aerodrome was in
operation at the site. In such an instance the observer should attempt to
communicate with the aircraft in plain language without recourse to procedures
or code forms. In any event the pilot would not have time to decode a
numerically encoded meteorological mellsage and where possible every attempt
should be made to convey all weather informat'ion to the pilot in command in
plain language. Therefore it is again considered that there exists no
operational necessity for the development of an international numerical code
or international meteorological procedure for the reporting of ice for ditching or landing bet,,,een ice floes.
Aql.dition of optional group to AERO" report' eontainiw(runway visual
, range and ,height' of cloud base,

9.20
'1'he Meeting examined a proposal for an additional optional
group in the AERO report in order to provide aircraft in flight (en route
prior to approach) with reports on runwa:y visual range and height of base of
cloud (at a point near the middle marker) (2VrV)1 ~). The Meeting noted that
such reports could be useful to operations in cerWaln limited areas, but agreed
that there was no worldwide requirement to provide at the present time a code
group for such information. It was also noted that the present AERO report
provided a means for reporting this information under "additional information~
in plain language and the Meeting agreed that existing requirements of particular operations could be taken care of on a local basis by this means.
Dofinition of "Significant Cloud'"
9.21
The 'Meeting found that the difficulties previously reported
in the use of the definition of "significant cloud" would be eliminated by the
introduction of the new procedures as recommended by RecoIiilnendationNci: c5,(CSM-I)
and agreed that no further action was required.
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for U!liL::W...J?4:Q!Jl}d-.iJ-ir radi,ote],e1lh2!1Y
tr~.m;b~siQn§.

10.],
The Meet.ing took note of cert.ain of the di.fficult.ies presently
being p.J;."Perienced .by aircrews when receiving meteorological ;j,nformationover
ground/air radiotelephony channels; ·special regard was paid to those cases in
which aircrews are faceci Nith t.he problernof copying an extended 'bulletin of
aerodrome reports. or' a lengthy forecast message. The use of 'the names of elements
(e,g,,· WIND,VISIBILITY, CLOUD,. etc. ) . in messages ,Torthe.purpoSe· of 1) increasing·
intelligibility of the'message, 2) modifying the acceptance rate with which air- .
cre~/S can accurately reco:r;d the infor!ll/l.tion, and 3) ensuring positive rec"tipt· of
the meteorologioal message to the aircran in flight,· \~asalso·cons.:tde:r;ad.

Howeve:r, the Heeting ~"ealized that s~eh ,matters. wel'e ou'tside
the seope,9f"lneteorological.considerations and were'princ.1.pally<;>ither'!il:i'
operat:tonsor a comm1¥'lications matter and. accordingly !ll/l.de RecOlnrnendatioil~.
No.31, 32, 33.
'
.
The Meeting further appreciated that, at some future time after
the standard forms of meteorological information for radiotelephony transmissions
have received further international operational usage, attention might again be
directed to the plain language eqUivalents used for decoding meteorological inform-'
ation having due regard to those operational and communications problems which
may arise in the light of developing operational use.
Appropriate procedures are incorporated in Appendix
PANS material covered by Recommendation No.3.

n.

~

of the

Ag,gpda Itern 3.5:, Preparation of proposals for StMda:rds. Recommended
Practices or PANS in regard.to
'

J. 5 ,2 The radiotelephonic plain language eauivllJ ent,l>
for the meteorologicru. figure code for "present
·weather"
'.
TIle Meeting, while considering the abbrevia~ed terminology
of the decode for the presel).t weath€!r "ww" cod.e, also considered i.ts applicability to the forecast Weather IIwl"'l"~code. The oonc;Lusion was :reached that one'
and the same abbreviated decoCle can be·used·both for
and IIwlwllI.

"ww"
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As to the three languages in which the text should appear, the
Committee oonsidered only the English teXt, leaving the Secretariat to deal·
. with the appropriate corresponding texts in French and Spanish. The Meeting
considered that the French .and Spanish tsx·l;s should be circulated to the States
for comment at the same time as the remainder of the material in Part IV of the
report.
The text proposed·by the Meeting appears in Recommendation no.3
(Appendix X of the PAnS material).
12.

Agenda Item 3.6:

Determination of the criteria to be applied in classifying
meteorological traffic. including aircraft weather reports,
as "dead" traffic

12.1
The Meeting understood that the intent of Recommendation No. 37 of the
5th Session of the COM Division was to apply indicator groups, Which establish
handling ·as a lower priority and/or cancelling of messages, on AFTN circuits
only, that is.ci~uits which operate in accordance with ICAO procedures rather
than ·circuitswhioh operate on a planned schedule basis. The Meeting recognized
that the indicator procedures for "dead" traffic could be of use to meteoro.logical services and acoordingly established time intervals after which various
olasses·.of meteorological messages can be downgraded in priority or canoelled
in aooordanoe with the procedure established by the COM Division. The Meeting's
Reoommendations Nos. 34. 35 and 36 on the subject include notes on the application
of the recommended time intervals, and Recommendation No. 37 suggests the possibility of co-ordination with procedures on meteorological circuits.
13.

Agenda· Item 4.1:

Aircraft icing
4.1.1

Recondderation of NET Division. 3rd Session,
Recommendation No. 10 in the light of the further
~perience of States ~d the recommendations of
the 1st Air Navigation Conference

13.1
Recommendation No, 10 of the 3rd Session of the MET Division
set forth proposals for a standard classification for types of aircraft icing
and for a study of such problems as the development of an icing rate meter, the
·icing characteristics of turbine-type aircraft power plants, the development of
a humidity measuring device capable of functioning at low temperatures and the
feasibili ty of installing, on special aircraft, equipment for measuring the .size
and distribution of drops ",ithin clouds. Parts of this re.collhnendation failed
to gain the approval of the rCAD Council and, in particular, a simpler classification for types of aircraft icing appeared to be desirable and was later proposed by the 1st Air Navigation Gon{erence.
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13.2
The Meeting re-considered the recommendation referred to above
and, in so doing, brought under review the progress made by States in research
and development work on the difficult problems associated with aircraft icing.
It was clear that States have shown great interest in this question and have made
great efforts to obtain reliable and accurate information.about the· conditions
which lead to ice accretion on aircraft. Instruments already in use have been
tlioroughly tested and neW instruments have been devised to measure the ·significant
atmospheric parameters. Moreover, a better understanding of the causes and
effects of aircraft icing has resulted from advances made in thermodynamic studies
of the problem. Attempts have also been made to correlate experimental results
with synoptic conditions.
13.3
It was agreed that the most urgent need, and one on which early
action may be practicable, .conCerns the adoption of a standard instrument, to be
fitted to commercial ..air.crs.ft as an indicator of ioe aocretion; The· Meeting
did not feel competent to afTer advioe on a partioular instrument but felt
that among those now in use it may be possible to select a suitable one so that
the important objective of standardisation could be aohieved. It was also conside~
ed that significant evidence had been found to indicate that ice formation may be
classified into well flefined groups based on the shapes assumed by the accretion.
While more research on this aspect remains to be done, the Meeting agreed that
attention should be give!! ..t,o,the development of an instrument which would provide
an accurate indication of both the rate and the shape of icing. Recommendation
No. 38 was accordingly agreed . upon.
13.4
An important problem is the degree of iCing experienced by different types of aircraft in synoptic situati9nswhich are favourable to ice
accretion. The Meeting considered that this question could well be approached
with greater determination and agreed that states should be requested to make
special efforts to ensure that meteorplogical offices obtain icing reports from
as many aircraft as possible. In view of the urgency of this question, it was
considered that States should work independently for the time being but it was
envisaged that a scheme would be organised, when appropriate, on a regional basis.
Recommendation No • .39 was therefore ctrawn up.·
.
l3.5
The Meeting considered the existing reporting code for aircraft icing but agreect that the time was not yet appropriate for recommending
any changes.
13.6
Paragraph 10.8.8 of Recommendation No. 10 of the 3rd Session
of the MET DivisionLw:hic.h invited WMO to study the physical characteristics of
clouds and promote research on the relation between these characteristics and
icing on objects;\.n clOuil•. waa notect and endorsed by the Meeting.
13.7
The Meeting also supported paragraph 10.8.9 of Recommendation
No. 10 of the 3rd Session of the MET Division which requested operators to supply
their respective meteorological authorities with all available information on

icing experienced hy their aircraft, including, in particular, any reports
having meteorological significance supplied to their engineering secti~nso
13 8
The Meeting took note of a statement by lIlMCl aoout the
methods adopted by various authorities for presenting reports on
observations of a~rcraft icingo In many cases it has not been possible to
compare the repor!ts uithout having recourse to the raw datao The Meeting agreed
that an internat:i'onally agreed procedure for summarizing icing observations
\.Jould be desirable and dreu up Recommendation Noo 40 accordinglyo
0

differa~t

13 09
The Heeting also discussed whether a requirement existed for a
standard humidity measuring device suitable for commercial aircraft but reached
no conclusion on the subject.
13010
The Neeting noted that there is an urgent need for reliabl~ measurements of atmospheric parameters under icing conditions. It uas recognized that
accurate determination of "/ater contents, drop sizes and drop size distribution
in cloud~c8.l<not be made with instruments of a type uhich oOeLld be suitable for commercial aircrafto It ~/8.S considered necessary to develop a sui table icing rate
met.er, for researoh purposes, 1>lhioh can overcome the thermodynamic limitations of
presently used icing indicators. On the other hand, the Heeting considered that
the crit.ical revision of t.he dat.a available on uater cont.ent., drop sizes and
drop size distribut.ion uit.hin clouds seems to be neoessary. Conclusions draun
on the basis of observat.ions t.aken with rotating cylinders and similar types of
instrument.s now appear unwaTrsnt.ed, in the light of tJ:le recent studies on the
thermodynam:i.cs of ice accret.ion. Collect:i.on of reliable met.e0rologioal dat.a
indicating t.he dist.ribut.ion of the relevant. atmospheric parameters in connection
Kith given synopt.ic situat.ions, as well as the geographical and seasonal
1fariations of icing occurrences, has t'W'o main aercn-autical purposes: firstly,
t.hey are used to establish design requirements for icing prot.ection syst.ems;
secondly, they axe of operational interest for ruJIlI8!l!!ing thll llOOl!1llt of i<Cl1l aC<Cllrlltion
likely to be experienced by an aircraft on a par,,:umlar i'lighto liowever, no
recollllllenda.tion was made on these matt.erso
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Turbulence
4.2.1g Review of progress on the turbulence research,
programme instituted in accordance with MET
Division, 3rd Session, Recommendat,ion No.2
and thedevelopnient of plans for completion of
the' programme.

14.1
On the problem of turbulence, Recommendation No. 2 of the
Third Session of the MET Division and the Fifth Session of the CAeM of IMO
outlined a programme of research designed to cover various aspects of instrumental measurement and to secure the collection of turbulence reports from
civil pilots for systematic comparison with synoptic, factors. The Meeting
considered that the research, projects undertaken by States had made
encouraging progress but it was clear that mUch remains to be done before the
objectives of the Recommendation referred to above are attained. MOreover,
there appears to be a re'quirement for a s = y showing the present pOSition
with regard to turbulence research and it, is propoeed that this question be
referred to WMO.The Meeting also" agreed that the WMO sbould be the central
agency for collecting reports on turbulence research and therefore proposed
a slight amendment to Recommendation No.2" paragraph 2.3.1 made by the
Third Session of the MET Division and ,the Fifth Session of the GAeM of rno.
Recommendation No. 41, incorporating the considerations discussed above, was
therefore drawn up.
14.2
The Meeting noted Reco1ll1Jlendation No.2, paragraph 2.3.6.1,
of the Third Session of the MET Division and the Fifth Session of the GAeM
of IMO and wished to streSS the need f~r a standardized turbulence indicator
for installation in commercial aircraft. Paragraphs 2.3.6.2 and 2.3.6.3
of Recommendation No.2, which deal respectively with the incorporation of
turbulence measuring devices in the, equipment used for routine upper air
ascents and the question of collaboration amongst States in ,turbulence
research, were also,~discussed and endorsed by the Meeting.
14.3
The scheme for obtaining reports of turbulence experienced
by civil aircraft in flight has met with disappointing response, fewer'
than 100 reports having been collected so,'f'ar. The Meeting examined this
question carefully and considered means of achieving greater success. The
scheme was amended in such a, way as to .ensure 91oserco-operation by
meteorologists at airfields and constantr,eminders' to pilots of the need
for turbulence reports; The Meeting aum considered that special value .Iould
attach to reports of turbulence or no turbulence which related to the standard
time for upper air ascents. RecommendatiQ>ll No. 42 ~was drafted accordingly and,
if this is approved,a consequential change will have to be made in the
standard form of turbulence report (enclosure to Letter Ref. AN 10/11.4 - 419).
After considerable discussion on the agency who would collect and evaluate
the reports, the majority decision of the Meeting was to retain unaltered the
procedure included in paragraphs2,3,5.J,2 • .3.5.4~ 2.3.5.5 and 2.3.5.6 of
Recommendation No. :2 of the 'Third SesSion of the MET Division and the Fifth
Session of the CAeM of IMO.
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14.4
The Meeting discussed the various phenomena included within
the term "mountain waves". It was agreed that the "Specifications" should
emphasize the importance of supplying information on these phenomena to pilots
and other operating personnel, that instructions and procedures for aircraft
weather reporting should include provision for reporting these phenomena under
"Remarks", and that the WMJ should be asked to compile a monograph on "mountain
waves ll sUllllllaXizing existing knowledge as an aid to meteorological offices.
Recommendation No. 43 covers the last-mentioned question.
15.

Agenda Item 4.2:

,Turbulence
4.2.2

Consideration of the possibility of further
developrrumt of the specification for turbulence
recommended by the First Air Navigation Conference

15.1
The Meeting considered the specifications for turbulence
which are used in air-reports from aircraft (AlREP and POMAR), as recommended
by the First Air Navigation Conference. Several attempts were made to find a
more detailed classification of the phenomenon, including frequency and some
extreme forms which may affect safety of aircraft. It was agreed, however,
that it would be premature, at this stage, to make any specific recommendation
to alter the existing classification., Recommendation No. 44 expresses the view
of the Meeting in this regard.
15.2
Under the same Agenda item the Meeting discussed the definition
of a gust and some related problems. The subject was primarily included for
discussion as a result of a request from the World Meteorological Organization
to be provided by ICAO and the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology with a
definition of a gust of importance to aviation. The Meeting noted that the,
Air I~avigation Commission of leAO referred the subject to the Fourth Sesfli'on
of the MET Division with the understanding that the Division should be invited
to explore present meteorological knowledge of the gust phenomenon in order to
assist States in their investigations regarding the effects of gusts on
structural strength and controllability of ajrcraft. It was recognized that
the lack of a consistent analysis of the complex structure of gusts and the
vagueness of the terminology were important factors precluding a clear
understanding of the problem and a precise statement of the question posed
by WMD. The Meeting therefore agreed that a set of concepts by means of which
the structure of wind fluctuations could be approximately described was,
necessary. Definitions for these concepts are proposed in Recommendation No. 45.
Although the various aspects of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence were
considered in the discussion, Recommendation No. '45 has been mainly restricted
to one of the aspects of the problem, namely opercl.'l..ion of aircraft near the
ground. It is expected, however, that the set of definitions which,are offered
therein will be found to be of general application. It should be emphasized
that the main objective of Recomniendation No. 45 is to establish a clearcut
distinction bet,leen definitions of gust and related parameters on the one hand
and reporting criteria on the other.
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15.3
The Meeting considered that a brief r~sume of the discussion
"hich led to Recommendation No. 45 should appear in the Final Report as a
complement to the comment which follows the recommendation. This r~sume has
been included in Part VIII.
16.

Agenda Item i.,d:

Pressure pattern navigation
4.3.1:

Re-evaluation of the meteorological requirements
arising fram the operatignal use currently made.
or likely to be made in the immediate future. of
pressure pattern naVigational techniques, taking
into account the results of the IG&O study car2'ied
out in accordance with the MET Division, 3rd Session,
Reco_lldatron ,No, 7
~

16.1
This Agenda Item is concerned largely With the North
Atlantic trial of an augmented progrrumn:e of upper air observations and the
Meeting gave careful consideration to the report on the results of the trial
"hich is contained in IG&O Circular 35-AN/30.
.
16.2
In the discussion of the practices employed by the various
operators "lio use various flight planning !ll6thods, it became clear to the
Heeting that no'simple definition could be formul.ated to describe pressure
pattern flying. 'fhis term must be accepted as including within its meaning
all procedures which operators use for taking account of meteorological
conditions "hen selecting a track to be flown from one point to another.
16.3
The Meeting gave separate consideration to the eleven
conclusions reached in the report of the North Atlantic trial and was content
to note conclusions~ 1,' 6. 7 and 10.
16.4
Conclusion No. 3 suggests that it is inadvisable, for the
present, to attempt to standardize meteorological procedures for the utilization
of upper air data for pressure pattern flying While accepting this conclusion
insofar as i t relates to the North Atlantic trial, the J.Beting agreed that
present standard procedures for forecast docU!ll6ntation are already proving
cumbersome at meteorological offices with large commitments towards.o;erators
using pressure pattern flying or similar techniques and, in the fUture, may
present difficulty to a greater number of meteorological offices. Appropriate
procedures a.re incorporated in the PANS material covered by Recommendation
No.3.
~
0

16.5
Discussion of' cooolnsions 5, 8 and 9. and 11 contained in
ICAO Circular 35-AN!30 led to RecOlDlllElndations Nos. 46. 47 and 480
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16.6
The Meeting considered the explanatory notes preceding
Reconunendation No. 7 of the Third Session of the MET Division, which .•was
held simultaneously with the Fifth Session of the Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorology of the IMD, and agreed that they contain an up-to-date exposition
of the problems associated with pressure pattern flying and that it is highly
desirable that investigations should continue into all the problems referred
to.
170

Agenda Item 4.3:

Pressure pattern na:vigation
4.3.2:

Review of progress in the location and forecasting
of jet streams and evaluation of the potentialities
of greater operational utilization of jet stream
~

17.1
The Meeting reviewed progress made since the Third Session
of the MET Division in accumulating information about jet stream&, irr the
synoptic problem of their precise location and movement and in the operational
utilization of jet stream data. A number of investigations, carried out by
research institutes and meteorological services in various States, have
considerably advanced the knowledge of this characteristic feature of the
circulation of the upper troposphere. It is recognized, however, that 'there
is no clearly formulated definition of this phenomenon and that there is a
need for a clear distinction between jet stream ~nd other types of strong
currents in the atmosphere. Recommendation No. 49 was formulated accordingly.
17.2
The l-s'eting was concerned about the difficulties which at
the present time hamper progress in this special field. In spite of the
advances made in the location and forecasting of jet streams and in the knowledge
of their physical characteristics, there will continue to be serious limitations
in the value of the advice given to airline operators wishing to make use of
jet streams in their day-to-day operations. The main difficulty is that the
dimensions of the jet streams exclude the possibility of having a sufficiently
close network of upper air stations to fix their precise locations. The most
hopeful line of attack would appear to be for operaoors to improve the
accuracy of aircraft reports of temperature, D-value and wind velocity, Recommendation No. 52 under Agenda Item 4.4.2 was considered to cover this point.
17.3
Many of the investigations on the jet stream, referred to
above, have been made in ±nstitutes and meteorological services under special
research projects. The results of these investigations have not been integrated
and they are contained in a number of papers published in technical magazines
or included in special reports with rather restricted circulation. The need
for a publication which would summarize the present knowledge and serve as a
source of information primari.ly for operators and aircrel-lS is expressed in
1 a) of Recommendation No. 50. At the same time, progress made independently
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by various investigators in the field needs to be integrated and made
available primarily to meteorologists in such a manner that they can easily
find an up-to-date account of the results and a comparison of methods and
techniques. 1 b) of Recommendation No. 50 calls for action in this respect.
17.4
The Meeting recognized that detailed analysis of the jet
streams and the forecasting of trends require specially trained meteorologists
able to devote a considerable time to these particular problems. Such
facilities are not normally available in meteorological offices concerned
with routine work. Recommendation No. 51 indicates action to cope \dth this
situation.
18.

Agenda Item 4.4:

Meteorological services for high level oparation
4.4.1:

Special meteorological requirements of high
level operation

18.1
High level operations are deemed to be those carried out by
turbo-prop and jet aircraft and concern flights at cruising levels of 8 km
(25,000 feet) and above,normally about 10 km (30,000 feet) in the case of
turbo-prop aircraft and about 13 km (40,000 feet) (at present) in the case
of jet aircraft. Experience in the commercial operation of these types of
aircraft began in 1952 and is still somewhat limited. The conclusions
reached by the Meeting were therefore tentative but should give reliable
guidance as to the meteorological organization that will be required in the
near future for high le~l operations.
18.2
In its consideration of this subject, the Meeting formed
the opinion that an improvement in existing conditions would result if upper
air stations continued their routine ascents to as great a height as possible
and that an examination of the standard frequency of upper air ascents may
be desirable. c. These particular questions were discussed under Agenda Item
2.1.1.

18.3
The subjects discussed by the Meeting included forecasting
procedures for high flying aircraft, the making of meteorological observations
in high flying aircraft, chart plotting and forecasting procedures at
meteorological offices which may be concerned with the suPPly of information
for high level operations, in-flight meteorological watch and measures
necessary to ensure its efficiency when applied to high level operations
(Recommendation Nos. 52 to 57).
18.4
In the light of the limited information available to the
Meeting, it was accepted that existing procedures for forecast documentation,
suitably amended as to height, will, for the time being,adequately meet the
needs of high flying aircraft with the addition of the following details to
the cross-section form: the level of the tropopause along the route, special
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reference to regions of strong winds or jet-streams, turbulence, as well as
into~tion about the winds and temperatures for the climb and descent for a
distance of 350 kill (200 mil~s) from the aerodromes of departure and destination.
Appropriate procedures are incorporated in the PANS material covered by Recommendation No.3.
lR. ~
The range of aircraft used for high level operat;!.ollS vas not
considered to affect forecasting procedures or the range covered by ground to ground
exchange 01' meteoroLogical information oe'tween meueorological o:tTices and
related services.

.

Agenda Item 4.4;
'

Meteorological services for high level operation
4.4.2:

Exchange of views upon forecasting techniques
recommended for use in providing meteorololiical
services for high level operation
,-1;--'

19.1
When the time arrived for discussion of this Agenda Item,
the Meeting had already examined and made recommendatiollS upon a number of
special aspects during its consideration of 'the separate Agenda Items dealing
with the special meteorological requirements of high level operations (4.4.1).
jet streams (4.3.2), and turbulence (4.2). Throughout these earlier discussions
the Meeting had kept in mind the general exchange of views upon forecasting
techniques for h~gh level operations that was to follow and this led to an
integration of the whole series of discussions. In what follows, therefore,
attention is mainly confined to questions not dealt with specifically under
Agenda Items 4.2, 4.3.2 and 4.4.1.
19.2
The exchange of views and the subsequent discussion were of
considerable interest and it was clear that almost all meteorological services
are paying serious attention to the special problems that arise in'forecasting
conditions at high levels in the atmosphere. Many of the opinions expressed
were naturally of a tentative character ,and much research and investigational,
work still needs to be done before forecasting rules for application to high
levels can be formulated with the required precision.
19.3
In extra-tropical latitudes one of tl].e fundamental problems
of high level forecasting concerns the accurate drawing of the contour field
at levels of 200 mb and above. Important factors in this respect are the
inadequate network of upper air stations, the need to extend considerably the
heights, regularly attained by upper air soundings and the large errors of the
observations made at great heights especially by radiosonde equipment. In
some countries use is being made of isotachs and stream lines, generally in
conjunction with the contour distribution, to give a more complete picture of
the high level flew patterns., This technique has shown promise and reflects
the great value of accurate upper wind 'observations. In tropical latitudes
the geostrophic approximations cease to be valid and in consequence contour
charts have but little value. In these regions therefore it is essential
to use stream lines and isotachs to trr to map the wind field.
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19.4
In the construction of upper ail'. charts for various levels it
appears to be the general pra(l"tice to regard the 500 mb chart as the basic one
and the accurate drawing of it is therefore ·the first consideration. In this
connection it WaS noted that attempts are being made to indicate the position
of fronts at the 500 mb level. When this chart has been completed, the construction of chaJ.;ts for higher lavels - 3qo nib, 200 nib and, in some countries,
100 mb or simi1ax'''levels - is carried out, usually by the graphical addi Uon
of thicknesses far successive layers. 'rhis technique operates sa'bisfactorily
up to :3 00 l1ibbu.t 'difficul ties occur at the 200 mb level and become more
important f~rthelOO mb chart. These adse partly because of the position of
the tropopause and partly because of the errors in observed pressure heights.
At the highest levels therefore it is necessary to give full 'wight to the
reported winds in spacing the contours, and contour heights are best regarded
as indicating merely the broad features of the flow pattern. It has been
recogilized that in spite of the large arid varitidgradients illlpliedbythe
contour heights at 100 mb, the contour patterns and the fields of flm!' are
highly conservative.
.
19.5
It was interesting to'note that same meteorological services
have tried to clarify the problem of the high level wind distl'ibutiOll by
statistical studies into the variability of the wind and have founde~idence
of a fairly high per'sistence at about 100 mb.
19.6
It ".as re cOgiliz£!d that practical difficultie s stand in th"
way of proposals to increase the network ocr upper air stations and the main
potential source of additional data "J"aS consid.ered to be aircraft reports of
temperatvre, D-value and Hind velocity, There is, however, considerable
room for imprmrement in the accuracy of .these reports and action on this
question is called for in Recommendation' No. 58.
19.7
Special problems in high level forecasting, apartf'rOll1
turbulence and .jet stre81Ils, "hich are referred to elsewhere, concern the
tropopause, the vertical extent of cUlllulonimbus clouds and the occurrence
and extent of cirrus clouds. The height of the tropopause has come to be
recogilized as a factor of major importance in high. leva 1 forecasting as it
may assist in indicating oparationalJ;y- sigilifiQant features such as >lind
and temperature gradients and areas of turbulenoe, The Mgeting considered
that the routine charting oft.he tropopause height is an essential aid in
high level fore casting and acc<Jrdingly agreed upon the first part of
RecolD1Ilendation No, 59,
19.8
Forecasting the vertical. development of cumulonimbus ".lauds
presents a difficult problem because of their tendency, in exceptional cases,
to modify the tropqpause surface, A somsHhat unexpected factor in' the
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forecasting of cirrus clouds has arisen tht·ough the fact th;a.t pilots have
reported flyil'lg through or near such clouds which, though operat~,onally
important, have not been sufficiently dense to be observed from ~he ground 0
The second part of Reco~endation Noo 59 refers to these problemso
1909

The Meeting considered that a number of neH and important
.to be stmUed .in the development of a sound forecasting technique
for high level' operationso Apart from such assistance as may be derived from
published research, the various meteorological services al"e working·on these
problems more or less independentlyo It was considered that very great
advantages and quicker progress "lOuld result if there were exchanges of
forecasting personnel among the different States for the purpose of
discussing problems of high level forecasting and of. studying the techniques
in course of developmento Recommendation NC'o 60 stresses the importance
of such visits in assi;lting the solution af hi.gh level forecasting problemso

probl~l1!IL.haVll

200

Agenda Item 4.,2g

Airborne weather radar

40501:

Use of alrborne eg;gillllent for
yarl1ing pl.lr!2oses

meteoralog~

2001
In its cansideration of this Agenda Item. the Meeting Has
able to take account af the study of available rada~ equiprnent~ arid their
performance characte:t:istics which had been made by the l'i1'th Session of the
COM Divisiono The potsntialit:!.es of rad= equipment have long been recognhed
by metearologist.s, ami operat.ors have also shmffi a great interest in airborne
radar because of the prospect.s it affers of greater safety in .flight combined
with greater riding comfort for passengerso Although airborne radar may be
used for such purposes as the avoidance of terrain collision and the display
of nearby aircraft, i t appears that airline operators cons;ider that. the primary
function of this equipment. is the disple;y of haza,rdous wea.t.her
0

20.2
The development. of airborne radar for Heather purposes
involves· a number of practical problems, including the weight and mounting
of the equipment., technical problems. such as choice of wave length, and
alsa problems concerned HUh the pilotis interpret.ation of the display an
the radar screeno
200:3
The Maet.ing cOlls:!.dered that expsrience would be a factor
of very great. yalue in assist:!.ng a pilot to malee the most complete int.erpretation possible of the radar serf,en displayo As a basis for helping pilots to
gain this experience, it was agreed that ·an illustrated SUIlllDE.ry of existing
knowledge on the interpretatian of radar echoos was requiredo The first part.
of Recom:mendatian No. 61 reflects this opiniono
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20.4
The l"""tj,ng considered, hO>lever, that experience alone would
not enable the pilot to make th<o best use of radat' equipment and agreed that
there WilS still' considerabl., room for development'in the technique of interpretation as applied to weather.' Ch~l·liIote;d,stios. The Meeting, the):'<lfore
PI'opost1d !that this qUElstion ShOllld be referred to a panel of' experts. The
second part of RecommendaGion No. 61 was dora,ill up accordingly.
2,0.5
A furthor prOblem considerod by the Meeting concerned the
value' to the mateorologist on th" gi'ound of the pilo'~' s interpreta:tiorr of the
radar screen. Several .important aspects of, this problem were considered by
the Jo\ea-olng such a's the following: the' type of information which would be
required by meteorologists;' the amount 01' interpretation which ,the' observer
himself (the pilot) would include' in the information transmitted; the form
of messages to be used for radar weather infcn:mation and the proce\lures to be,
used in reporting. The Meeting, hOHever, considered it would be premature
to make'anyrecammendations at this stage.
21.

Agenda Item 5.1:' .QQruli.deration of" suftapility and presentation of
availah~ climat~al data, including proposals for
their improvEll)lemt. f"ar
5.1.1

Aircraft performance requirements regarding
temperature, humidity. wind and pressure

5.1.2

Aerodrome site selection. design and
useability

5.1. 3

OPerators I route planning.

21.1
Di'scussions, in whp-ch the vieusof IAl'A VIere given f"ull
consideration; led to the development of sets of requirements for the purpose
indicated in each of the three sub-items of 'the main Agenda, Item, ,after which
corresponding practical methods of providing 'the information necessary to meet
present minill\um requirements "Iere agreeq uPQn. At this point,it was found
that in both the requirements and the meth"ds of meeting thalli there was
considerable overlap among the Agenda 81lb-items and thereafter the Agenda
Item was considered in toto.
"
21.2
Whil-e it was belieired that a oons:tderable prqportion of
the required information could be derived from clj.matological summaries,
the need was recognized for aeronautical descriptive climatological memoranda
for amplification and to highlight the more significant aspects of the
weather 'regimes en ratite and at aerodromes.
"
21.3
After the report of the Chairman of the CAeM Working Group
on climatological 811llllIlB.ries' was distributed (on 23 June 1954) the Meeting
reoonsidered its proposals ,for meeting pr8sentrequirements and ;finalized
them (Recommendation No. 62 ). All except three preferred models now recommended are similar to models recommended by the' CAeM Working Gr'Olip. \ The'
exceptions are the summary of height of, tops of cloud'below a high level
station, the joint summary of surface temperature ,and humidity and the .1 oint
sUllll1l8.I'Y of, surface temperature and wind component along 'the runwaYS,ilhioh
have no counterparts in the tables of th" CAeM Working Group. Three aeronautical'climatological summaries recommended by the CAeMWprking Group are
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believed unnecessary at present, namely, the table containing visibility and
cloud height summaries for each of the 24 hours on one sheet, the table
'
giving the frequency distribution of humidity in the upper air and the
statistics relating to the altitude of standard pressure surfaces. The
remaining summaries recommended by the CAeM~orking Group. are not specifically
aeronautical requirements and have not therefore been examined critically.
However they have been referred to in Recommendation No. 62
in order to
avoid the inconvenience in the further processing of this material which would
be likely to result from its separation into two parts. (It is understood
that the whole of this recommendation will require the prior concurrence of
the President of the Commission for Climatology before being considered by
the Executive Cornmi ttee or Congress of WMl). No summaries of llppel"1 winds
for individual stations have been included as an aeronautical requirement;
the Meeting believed it preferable to present upper wind data by means of
isopleths on (Jharts, since interpolations would then be carried out making
use of all other relevant information regarding the wind field (Recommendation No. 63).
21.4

With reference to Recommendation No. 50 of the MET Com-

mi ttee of the IeAO SEA/SOP RAN Heeting,- i t was felt that the summaries and

memoranda now proposed would meet"requirements. in,respedt' of'. ":ae:renau'ti(Jal
climatological statistics pertaining to sea area" and uninhabited land areas"
as far as was practicable for the time being. The possibility of further
action would depend, in particular, on progress in the summarization of
aircraft weather reports. For this reason, and also because of the more
general value which may be expected to be derived from summarized aircraft
weather reports, Recommendations Nos. 51 and 52 of the ICAO SEA/SOP RAN
Meeting were svpported (Recommendation No. 64).
21.5
The }~eting considered the aeronautical requirements in
respect of climatological atlases but believed that those ,primarily responsible
for the development of these atlases could obtain the necessary guidance
from the list of aeronautical requirements for climatological summaries which
appears in Part VIII. No recommendation on this subject was therefore made.
21.6
The Meeting considered the present availability of aeronautical climatological information. From information provided by Representatives
of States and rATA it appeared that a number of States had begun the preparation
of climatological summaries following the pattern of the Tables given in
Appendix 9 of the "NET Specifications", although few States had yet published
them. In relation to requirements, therefore, it appeared that available
data were at present rather fe.", and in some cases the intervals used in the
frequency summaries did not meet current requirements. However, it was usual
for States to attempt to meet reasonable requests for climatological information, in standard or other form as agreed with the operators.
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M9-ceorological personnel
6.1.1:

Consideration of qualifications and possible
means of improving the supply of meteorological
personnel for employment at international aerodromesto meet current and future meteorological
operational requirements

22.1
The high qualifications proposed by the GAeH for meteorologists
and meteorological assistants were taken into conSideration, along with the
special working conditions of these personnel, when discussing the supply of
meteorological personnel for employment at international aerodromes.
22.2
It was felt that the special attention of States should be
invited to this problem,which "las recognized to be primarily an economic
one to be solved by the individual States. (Recommendation No. 65).
22.3
The meeting also discussed the' efficient use of existing
personnel, taking advantage of recent technological advances, such as facsimile,
which would permit the concentration of highly qualified personnel in a few
centres. It was agreed that this too was an administrative problem for
individual States.
23.

Agenda Item 6.1:

Heteorological wrsonnel
6.1.2:

Review of training material used by technical
assistance missions and fOrmulation. as necesB~,
of recommendations for improvement

23.1
The meeting considered the training material developed by
IeAO for !Reteorological personnel. Several points of detail were drawn to
the attention of lGAO for future guidance (Recommendation No. 66). In
particular it was noted that the Training Hanual should be as international
in scope and chare.cter as possible.
23.2
It was considered that the qualifications and training,
recommended by the First Session of GAeH, for meteorologistS.and meteorological
assistants, should be incorporated in the IGAO Training ~'i3morandum. With these
changes, together with prOVisions to ensure an adequate level of accomplishment
in all subjects covered, it was believed that these parts of the Training
Memorandum would be satisfactory in all respects. It was not thought profitable
to have a detailed examination of this material oarried out by means of stud;r
by States.
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Agenda Item 6.2:

TIF35

PublicatiQllil.·
6.2.1: . Consideration oL.!lJ.lll.J;i!ic prollosals for the
Dleteorological contents, including abbrBviations,
~Q!lallt:i.cal Information Publications

24.1
The guidance material relating to the meteorological iD£ormation
to be included in Aeronautical IUformatlon Publications,as given in Annex 15,
Attachment A, paragraph 3, and Attaohment C, Forms 10 and 11, was examined.
A
recommendationl for the incluSion of additional information was made with the
objeot of improving the contents of AlPs (Recommendation No.2).
24.2
Those abbreviations inAttachme~t F to Annex 15 whioh
appeared to be applicable to meteorology were examined and proposals for
amendments and additions weI'S included· in the same recommendation. A proposal
to change the existing abbreviations for meteorological offices fromMM:J; WO,
DID, and SMJ, which were not self evident in French and Spanish,to MET 1, .
MET 2; MET :;land MET 4, did not receive suff.icient support to be inoluded in
the reoommendation. However, Ii. separate recommendation was IDade for a· .
ra-examination of these particular abbreviations (Recommendation No. 67).
2~.

Agenda Item 6.2:

Publications
6.2.2:

Consig,!.lmtion or .§Peoific ·proposals for the layout
end oontents of the "Combined M~teorblogical
Tables for Int~rnational Air Navigation"·

25.1 .
TheM3eting recognized that the architectUre of the "'Combined
Meteorological 'Tables" and that" of the relevant parts o;f the Regional Plan should
be. the same and that only data,iled changes shoul.d be considered (Reool)ll!lendatiol\
No. 68).
.
..
It was felt that the document aid not ~Qlly meet operational requirements
and that there I<as a need for a table shmTing the. mateorological information
available. at Flight Information Centres for transmfssion to aircraft in flight
(Recommendation No. 69); while· Tables lVand VI were of administrative value
they were of rather limited operational value.
26.

Ag",nda Item 7:

Reyiew of

'"tim

Wo.rk Pr.Q!Q'.1l1ll!lliLQf t.he Division

26.1
The ~fs,,'!;ingrevi<9wad the draft i~ol"k Progrrunme of the
Organization ~n the field of Meteorology dev&loped by the Secretariat from
that established by the Air Navigation Commission prior to the Maeting (see
aotion on Agenda Item 1.2), taking into consideration those projeots, recom.mended by this Maeting whioh require action other than routine follow-up. The
new draft Work PrograJmna of the Organization irl the field of Meteorology. is
reproduced in this r';lpol"t as Par.t VI.

"

IV,- Recommendations - SARPS

!
IV':'l

PART IV
JlECOMMENDATIONS FOR STANDARDS, RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
AND PROCEDURES

It ts recmnmenaed that I
1) lCAO arrange for the amendment of Annex 3, 2nd edition, and
Amendments 38 and 39 thereto, as shown below;

2) WHO incorporate the material shoHn below, with appropriate
statu.s, in its Technical Regulations, now in cour/fe of development,
Q~ the title of Annex 3,ffStandards and Recorunended PracticesMeteorological Codes" and substitute in lieu thereof the title "Standards and
Recommended Practices - 11.eteorology,"

Delete the whole of' the contents of Chapters 1, 2 and 3 and substitute
in lieuthereof the fo1loHing:
"g~R

1 - DEHNITIONS AND APPLICABILITY

When the following terms are used in the Standards and Recommended
Practices for Meteorology. they have the following meanings:
ADVISORY-MESSAGES., Meteoroiogica.1messages .that may.have an important
effect on the operation of an aircraft"
AEllODROHE, A defined area on land or water (including any buildings,
installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or in part for
the arrival, departure and movement of' aircraft,

AIR TRAFFIC SERVICE UNITS
Fligr,t hlformation ceptre, A unit established to provide flight information service and alerting service,
Air

t~affic

control units

fll:'28 £,.ll.t3:<21~<::_'mtre,
service to IFft flights.

A unit established to provide air traffi c control
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Approach control office. A unit established to provide air traffic
control service to IFR flights arriving at, or departing from, one or more
aerodromes.
Aerodrome control tower.
service to aerodrome traffic.

A unit established to provide air traffic control

ALTITUDE.* The vertical distance of a level, point or an object considered
as a point measured from mean sea level.
BRIEFING. Verbal explanation given by a meteorologist of existing and
expected meteorologioal conditions with the aid of meteorological oharts.
FLIGHT LEVELS. Surfaces of constant atmospheric pressure whioh are
related to a specific pressure datum, 1013.2 mbs. (29.92 ins.), and are separated
by speoifio pressure intervals.
Note. - A pressure type altimeter calibrated in accordance with the Standard
Atmosphere,
a)

when set to a ~ altimeter setting, will indicate altitude;

b)

when set to a ~ altimeter setting, will indicate height above the
QFE reference datum;

c)

when set to a pressure of 1013.2 mbs. (29.92 ins.) may be used to
indicate flight levels.

FORECAST. A statement of meteorological conditions expected to exist
during a specified period of time.
REIGHT "'
1) The vertical distance of a level, point or an object oonsidered
as a pOint, measured from a specified datum.

Note. - The datum may be specified either in the text or in an explanatory note in the publication concerned.
2)

The vertical dimension of an object.

Note. - The term "height" may also be used in a figurative sense for
a dimension other than vertical, e.g., the height of a letter or a figure painted
on a runway.

*

See Note following Flight Levels.

METEOROLOGICAL AUTHORITYo A State organi'1lation, or an agency deGignated
by a State, to discharge the responsl,bilities assumed by that State for t.he
provision of meteorological service to international air naviKation.
METEOROLOincAL'INFORMATION. 'All classes of meteor'ological' repor'Gs, analyses, forecasts, advisory messages and lfarnings and
advice originating from
or available through a Meteorological Authority or its'meteorological offioes,

any

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION. The ,evaltlation of one or more meteorological
elements by visual means, or instrumental means, or both. '
"
METEOgOLOGICAL OFFICE. An office which provides meteorologioal service
for international air navigat.ion. '
~. ~

The Annex specifies the competenoy necessary for the four types of meteorological offices, viz:
Main meteorological office - see 2.2.1.1
Dependent meteorological office - see 2.2.1.2
S~pplementary meteorological office _ see 2.2.1.3
Meteorological watch office - see 2.2.1.4

O~ERV:rnG §~ATION ,(METEOROLOGICAL). A st,ation approved by a Meteorologio(ll
Authority for the purpose of making meteorological observations and reports. '

OPEBA19.E. ~ person, organization or enterprise engaged in or offering to
engage :i,n an aircraft Ilperation,
O~~IS LOCA~ RIDPRE~E~~. An agent of the operator suitably
located to permit the ree.dy Iilupply of operational information to the local meteorologioal offioe and to receive meteorologioal information for operational
purposes.

N.9~. -

An operatorOs looal representative may be given the re~ponsibi1ity for
discharg.1ng the duties assigned to a flight operations officer in Annex 6.

Pn.Qr.:::lt!--CO~D.
The pilot responsible for the operation and, safety of
the aircraft during flight time.

REPORT'(MET$OROLOGICAL).

A statement of ' observed meteorological conditions.

RESCUE COORDINATION CENTRE. A centre established within an assigned
search and rescue area to promote efficient organization ~j;, search and resoue. '
RESCUE UNITS. A unit composed of trained personnel and provided with
equipment suitable for the expeditiqufij conduct of search and rescue.
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WARNING (METEOROLOGICAL). A statBlilent of changes expected or observed in
meteorological conditions which may substantially affect the safety of an aircraft.
,.
~.

-

l~arning messages are thus wholly related to'!llafety and when prepared
for transmission would be prefixed by the safety prefix prescribed in
Annex 10. Messages that ~ have an important. effect on the operation
of aircraft are defiried as advisory messages but these advisory messages
~ come into the category'of warning messages when the conditions'affect
the safety' of airoraft.
"

1.2 Applioahtltty (ressrved'for use of Air ~avigat1on Commission and Counail)
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CHAPTER 2 - HETEORJLOGICAL SEilVICE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIH NAVIGATION

2.1 Qw.Jaral

'2.1.1. . Qb~~ot.ive.

The objeotive of meteCll'ologi.oal sSl,"Vice for intert:mtional air
navigation shall be to contribute towards the safa, l'eglllar and ef:i)ioient c!onduot of
international air navigation.
.

2,1.1.1· This objective shall be aohievsc1·by making meteorological information
available
operators, pilots-in-oomrm:tnc1, air traff:l,o service units, ·searoh and
rescus unHo, airport managements and others concerned with. the oonduot or develop-.
ment of international· air -tr13.nspor'tation, t'0')." the performanoe or their_ res·pective
tur.LCrtions &

for

2,1.2 nasj,gtJa'li2E,...Qf Authori;lli:. ~a"h Contract,ing -State shall dssigna"t;e. a Me·teorological Authcrr:ity who shall be :responsible .for prp'viding, ·0);'- arranging for .the
prmd.~ion of, meteorologioal S'1rv1ce for international air naviga-tion in U-s
.
territories, Each Contractlng State shall· determine on acoordanoe with the provisions
of this Annex th" mete.orological service'to be provided.
No·&e 1.- -,-1\ Oorrbraoting Sta'~e may,agree to proldde service for international air
naviga'bion partly or \,holly outsi'de its ·territ.ory.
Egj:e .R.

- The ffiateorolog:i.(ml servlce neededfol' intBl'na'bional air navigatiol} ie, .m
cases, detel'1llined by Contraot:!.ng S'ta'hes in -l.\1e light of re gional agreement.
Thy'ougoou't th.6 te",t o.f th~s Arme"" thls is taken int') aiY.<;ount whereYel' ne(iessary by
the use o.f phrases such as II·a8 detern:in",d by regj_onal· agreemen~" or "in. aocordance
uith pr'Dcedur&s agreed reg:Loll1llly" atll, The a/V""menbs thu13.referred to, are those
establishod by the CounCil of lcA(b, nOrIDaUy on t.he advi.'e of Ilegional A:tr Navigation
M3etings.

llle,ny

2 .• 1,::; bI!l~J'!!lli' CI()se l:ialsonsha.ll ,bo ·m'l~l.nt;ained h,tM",,,n tboaeconcerned wUh the
supply and u~a of meteorolog:tcal inf9rmat:!,ou· fo:r int.ernat:\.pnal· ai1' navigation in order
tlia·t· th.:.y me:y be kept niutual:ly in.forned of pm:t;in€,nt;int'ormaM.on which affe.llts the
pr01fIs:!.on of m0teo:t'()logical service.
2.1.3.1 Recommendat.ion. MeteorologIcal of"1::l.ees ,and the o,t:t.'lee~ of other agencies .
jotntly concernEid in the supply and use oi" 1II,rteo.rolog:lcal inl'ormation to international.
air nmr.lgaM:.on should ba so situated that conmilt.atlon botween their tr~affs is readily
faasibl» by peraoMl(';ontaot.
.
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2.l.3~2

!\ec9,lll!!Epdai,:!mi.' "The operator's local representative and liit, 'tx'affic personnel
concerned shou.ld vcisit. 01' consult with" 'the' meteorologia't and maintain oontact
throughout t.heir hours of duty.
2.1.4 Notification reguired bX Meteoro1og;!pal Authorit,~!\!ld OfUces., Operatora
requiring meteorological service or changes in existing service ,shall provide
notification as indicated in 2.1.401 and 2,.104.2 aufficientlyin adVllilce' and in
sufficient detail ~o, permit' the necessary arl'angements for provision ofmeteoro~
logical serv;ice to be made. When necessary and upon :mquest,the MateorologioaJ.
Authority' of the State with 'whioh the operator is registered shall initiate action
with the other Meteorolog;lcal Authorities ooncerned, with a vie~1 to coordination of
detailed arrangements to meet the 'me,teoro!ogioal' requirements.,
2 ;1.4.1 Meteo1'ological Autho1'ities ooncerned shall be notUied by aeJ'.'onautica.l
interests requil'ing meteoro1ogicaJ. samee when
'
a)
b)
c)
d)

new reutes or new operations e.r8 planned,
ohanges ,of a lasting character are to be made in sclleduledoperations.
unscbedUiedoperations are planned,
it is planned"to est{3.bl1f3h an operator'e local representative ina new
location 0.1' to alter the responsib:j.l1ties of: an operatpr'slocal
1'epresentative.

2",1.4.2 MeteorologioaJ. 'Offices concerned shall be not1fled as far in advanoe as is
practloable by the orerator's !cca1representative, pilot-in~command or ail' t1'affic
servioe'unit requi1'ing meteorological sel'Vice,
a)
b)

c)

of night schedules,
when noh~ilchedul"d flights are to '1;>9 ,oparatdd,
J<hen Bllhei'lulad (or, non~scheduled)fl~ghtl<'''''e delayed, advanced or cancelled"

The minimUm advance notification,required shaJ.l,be·as agreed with the lllBteorological
6'f:£'ioe6.
2.2 Met,eerological otfj.ces and

Obsel'Vi.!lfL!;ltat~

2.2.1 !i§,teorologiAAJ, officA!!. Ea(lb GOlltraotingState' providin~ meteor01og1oa1
service for interna~onal air ,navigation shall establish one ,or more of ths,following
meteorological of£1ge6:

a~

~

d)

~ain meteorologioal offioel
dependent meteorologioal. offioe I
supplemenGary" meteorological office;
mete orologioal watCh offioe.

The number and the type of off:l.Ges BO establiShed by a Contr,aoting State shall,
oolleotively, be adequate for 'the perfo:rma.noe of the sewioe i t 'has determined will
be provirlad in aacordam)e ,wi til regional agreementa"
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2,2 ,1,1 1~~;t.!ll!'l1t~~:f!.2.9.[iJ£~1,_E)J.:lJ-g~"., A main moteorologieal of~iee shan be competent
to' pl'epal'e forecast.s and to supply me'CsoI'olog1,()o.1 informat.ion and bri,ef':!ng 1_"
aeronautioal perljonnel and to othel' meteorological' officeth
2.2 .1,;2

~!"J,gJ},tls.lliU!!!'te""o]Sl15:!&~]"_qff:!££"

A. depc1l1dent meteorological office shall ,be

eompetent to prepare l'Ol"6CMts under the gllidaml8 of, a ,mitin ll)oteol'ologitial office

and shall b, competent t.o supply meteorologioal ini'o:r.mation a'wl briefing tp
persolmeland to othel' mete ol'ologioal offices.

ae:ronau'til~al

2.2 .1 •.3 !lillffiJ.!lm,~~lit,m;:;l_lJ)fd;<'i.~.2[1j.npl, of'1:i(~. A supplementary meteorological office
shall 'be oompeteni; to supply ae:ronautical personnel with meteorologioal repol'ts and
with information provided by a main or dependent meteorological office.
poi&... _. Briefing of asronaui;:tcal pel'S OXlOO 1 is not inoluded in the duM,as of a
.
su.pplementary ma"tsorologi-oal office.
2.2.1.4 ~teo~a;r,-.!a,t"'ll...2,£tj.C'l.' Ii meteorological wat.ch office shall 00. competent
to maintai.n watch OVel' met.eorological conditions within a defined area or alOI,lg
designated routes or portions thereof flYL' 'the purpose of preparing meteorologioal
information, in particular meteorological warnings. A, meteorologic~l wat.ch office
1l1ay be part of a ma:tn or a dependent meteorological 'office.
2.2.2

~el'V:j.I!£\...Jl'batj.6J.'!,;?

2.2.,2.1 When "the netwpr!t of stations that a Contracting State maint.ains witl1in its
territories acoordj,ng to the plans promulgated by WMO, is not adequate to mei3t, the
requ,irements' of international air navigation that St.ate, shall establish, at interruitional aerodromes'andat p!lrticular points, such additiona.J, surfaoe,observing
stations for a1l'operations as it determines are necessary in accordance with '
regional agreement.
,
,

2.2.2.2 Jiillch Contracting State shall arrange for the meteorological obs'eI'Vat.ions
specified in 2.3.2 to be made by aircraft of its registry operating on international
air routes"
2.2.3, Installation of ' meteorological instruments at aerodromes
•• J

_

•

2.2.3.1 l1ecommendation. Instruments which measure meteorological elements should
be exposed at aerodromes in accordance with the Technical Regulations promulgated
by the World Meteorological Organization.
2.3

Observations and ret1llrts for air ope:r.!!.tLO.ill!

2.3 ;1 'Routine obserir,iltions for air op~ra.tions shall be made at, locations, times and
frequencies determined by, the Contracting State in accordance with regional agreement.
In addition, special and other non-routine observations for air operations shall be
made as necessary to meet the requirements of international air navigation.
Note. - Basio criteria relating 't.o special observations for air operations are given
in PANS-HEr.
'

2.3.2' Aircraft Observations
2.3.2.1 Houtin" obsorvations shall be made, recorded and reported by aircraft and at
such timos or positions as are detennined bY reGional agreement.
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2.3.2.2 Special aircraft observations shall be made and reoorded by all aircraft
operating on international air routes:
a)
b)
c)

whenever moderate or severe icing or severe turbulence is encountered; or
whenever, in the opinion of the pilot-in-command, other meteorological'
conditions encountered are likely to affect the safety of other aircraft,
and also
if a meteorological office responsible for providing service for the flight
makes a request for specific data.

Such special observations shall be reported by the aircraft as soon after they have
,been made as is practicable.
2.3.2.3 Recommendation. The form on which the observations taken in flight are
recorded should be delivered without delay to the appropriate meteorological office
upon arrival.*
2.3.2.4 De-briefing. Recommendation. Verbal comment on the meteorological
conditions experienced durin~ the flight should be given by the pilot, co-pilot or
navigator to the meteorological office on arrival, unless otherwise agreed by the
meteorological office.
2.4

Dissemination of information

2.4.1 Obligations to supply.
2.4.1.1 Meteorological information necessary to fulfill the objectives of 2.1.1
shall be disseminatea and exchanged among meteorological offices as agreed regionally,
or as agreed between the Meteorological Authorities concerned.
2.4.1.2 Subject to the proviSions of 2.1.2, meteorological information as specif'ij,ed
in this section 2.4 shall be provided or made available to those aeronautical personnel
who in accordencewith the objective stated in 2.1.1 are so entitled provided that
requirements for notification given in 2.1.4 are complied with.
2.4.2 Use of meteoro10gica1'inf ormation. Such portions of the information provided
in accordance with 2.4.1 as are used by an agency in the preparation of an operational
message shall remain unchanged in substance.
2.4.2.1 The responsibility for the use made of meteorological information shall rest
upon the operator. This shall in no way affect any responsibility that the Meteorological Authorities concerned may have in respect of meteorological information
supplied for flights and the accuracy of such information.
2.4.3

Information for operators

2.4.3.1 The meteorological office normally providing service for a flight shall make
available to the operators's local representative ('lll available metE1oro1ogica1
informatiWl andbrief'ing relating to this service to assist hiD! as necessary in the
discharge of his duties in connection with the flight. By agreement between the

*

~ statement by Delegation of Brazil, Part VII" paragraph 1.
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Meteorological Authorities concerned and the operator, the responsibility for
providing service may be transferred to another meteorological office.
2.4.3.2 Meteorological reports, aerodrome forecasts and warnings available at a
meteorologioal office not normally providing service for a flight, shall also be
made available to the operator's local representative, to the extent necessary, to
assist him in the discharge of his duties.*
Note, - The phrase "normally providing servioe for a flight" is intended to refer
to offices responsible for pre-flight briefing and dooumentation and in-flight
meteorologioal watch,
2.4,3,3 Any other meteorologioal information not covered by 2.4,3,1 and 2.4.3,2 that
is available ,at a meteorological off.ioe should be made available to an operator's
local representative, to the extent, neoessary (in acoordance with Annex 6) to assist
him in the disoharge of his duties provided that the making available of suah information does not interfere with more urgent commitments of the meteorological office,**
2.4.4 In;tJ>rmatdon for flights
2,4.4.1 The meteorological office assooiated with the aerodrome of departure shall
make available ,briefing and documentation up to the aerodrome of next intended landing
where new briefing and documentation is available. An additional provisional statement
of conditions expeoted between the latter aerodrome and one alternate aerodrome shall
be,made available on'request. In addition, as agreed between the Meteorological
Authorities oonoerned and the operator, briefing and dooumentation shall be made
available up to a further aerodrome.

2.4.4,1.1 Arrangements for servioe at an aerodrome where briefing and documentation
will not normally be' available for a flight shall be decided by co-prdination betlTeen
the,operator and the Meteorologioal Authorities concerned.
2,4.4,2 The briefing and dooumenta'Gion that will be made available in 'accordance
with 2.4.4.1 shall b'e determined by agreement between the Meteorological Authority
ruld the operator concerned.
2.4.4.3 Briefing, documentation or other service shall be made available to the
pilot-in-command or his designated representative.

2.4.4.3.1 Recommendation. The briefing should be provided to' the pilot-in-command.
Note. - The phrase "bri'efing ana documentation" in 2,4.4 is not intended to imply
that the provisions of 2.2,1.) are overridden. Thus at a supplementary meteorological office briefing will not be available.
2.4.5 Meteorological watch

2.4.5.1 Area meteorological watQh.

Area meteorologioal watoh shall be maintained
(normally continuously) over the meteorologioal conditions within areas and along
routes as determined in accordanoe with regional agreement.
'

*

See statements by the Delegations of Egypt, Franoe and the United Kingdom,
Part VII, paragraphs 3.2, 4.3 and 6, respectively.

**

See statements by the Delegations of Egypt, France, Portugal and the United
Kingdom, ,Part VII, paragraphs 32, 4.3,5 and'6, respectivelyo

~~.

-

~

discussion in Part III, paragraph 6.11,
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2.4.5.2 • F.'l:i~t...Jrua.teorologica:J. l~at9~Q.. As agreed regi~nally. or between the
Meteorological Aut.nol'Hy and the operator concerned, a meteorological' office shall
maintain a flight meteorological watch over designated portions of the expected
flight path.'
. .
Note. - Flight meteorological watch is, in general, to be requested only when an
area meteorological watch does not exist, or is insufficient to ensure the necessary
service for the particular flight or flights. '"
2.4.6 Information f"or air t-raffic services. ,l1eteorological off:j.ces designated by the
l1eteorological Authority shall provide for air traffic services units such meteorological reports, forecasts, warnings, advisory messages and amendments as are essential
to the conduot Of' their respective functions.
2.4.7 I~ol~ation for search and rescue serviceA' Meteorological offioes designated
by the ~leteorological Authority shaU provide for Rescue Coordination Centres such
meteorological iuformation as they may require.
2.4.8 . M2rmation for aerodrome agencies. Meteorological. offices,· in accordanoe
with 'looal arrangemerrbs, .shall issue, for' operators L and ':other. interested. 'agencie's
B.t t.he. aerodrome which ..they-.serve; warnings of i:tlie e:l\Pedta'd devEi:1ojlmen't- of[·conditi!.i:""aJ
hazardous to, parked) or· mG"<'ll'ad' aircrafrt,
2.4.9 Amendments to information. Meteorologioal offices shall make available .any
necessary amendments to '.foreoasts andotner information, with A minimum of delay •
. 2.4.10 AerOl1autioBI climatological info1'T!lat;lQ!l' Aeronautical climatological
infol'~ation shall be provided or made available in accordanoe with agreements reached'
bet.ween the l1eteorological Authority and the aeror~utipal interests concerned.
2.5

Neteorological

2.5.1

message~ ~PStr!!tions

Aeronautical meteorological mess§.ges exohanged between-meteorologioal offices

2.,.1.1 Station meteorological reports, special meteorologiclil reports and meteorological'forecasts exchanged between meteorological offices and intended ol11y for
aeronautical use shall be in the appropriate form of international figure code
prescribed by the WMO, or, exceptionally, and when agreed between the :l1eteorologlcal
Authorities concerned, in "Q:'''codil.or plain ~langt1ag& tor an' a~proVed IIYlUbollll form of
plain language.)
."
.
2.5.1.2 Amendments to forecasts exchanged between meteorological offices and intended
'for aeronautical US" she.ll be:
a)
b)

c)
...

in the appropriate forrn of international figure oode presoribed by. the WMO,
or
in "Q" code, .01'
in p1aj_h language (or an apPl'o'ITed symbol:!.o fOl'lll.of plain l.angimge).

See statement by Delegation of Egypt, Part VII, paragraph 3.1,
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2.5.2 Aeronautical meteorological messages transmitted to aircraft in flight
2.5.2.1 Station meteorological reports, special meteorological reports, meteorological forecasts and amendments thereto transmitted to aircraft by radiotelegraphy
shall be:
a)

b)
c)

in the appropriate form of international figure code prescribed by
the H1<10, or
in I1Q" code, or
in plain language.

2.:;.2.1.1 Other aeronautical meteorologi.cal messages transmitted to an
aircraft by radiotelegraphy shall be in"Qu code or plain language.
2.5.2.2 Aeronautical meteorological mellsages transmitted to aircraft by
radiotelephony shall be in "Q" code or plain language..
Note. - WHO promulgates AERO am MMMM1'VBBBBB codes for i3tation meteorological
reports; the ROFOR code for route forecasts and amendments thereto; the
FIFOR or HIFOR code for flight forecasts and amendments thereto; the
'fAFOR/TAF code for aerodrome forecasts and amendments thereto. For
convenience these WMO codes are reproduced in Attachment A.
2.5.3 Air-to--grJ?J1!ld. transmission of air-reporti3.
transmitted B.S follows:
a)
b)

Air-reports shall be

the ATHEP form of message shall be used for transmis·sion by
radiotelephmJY;
the AlBEP form of message shall be used for transmission by
radiotelegraphy, unless it is agreed by the competent authority
and the aircraft-Operator concerned that the POMAR for~ shall be used.

2.5.4 EK:change of aircraft meteorological observaUons. 111e exchange between
meteorological offices of aircraft meteorological observations shall be either
:i.n AlREP or in POHAR form as received except that Section 2 of the reports
may be omitted •
- Inooflight and post-flight reports from meteorological reconnaissance
aircraft are rendered in the code prescribed for that purpose by the WHO.

.l~ote.
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CH4PTER~JO~R

AND AlREP FORm .OF ·:ruWCll,'r,l

3..1

m1!l9LIC FORH OF RER)RTS FHOH AIRCHAFT .OTHEH THAN HETEOROLOGICAL RECCNNAISSANOE
AIROHAFT

3.1.1

~le'

BOMAR Code shall have the followingsymbolioforml

!Position Report (Secdonl),
IaIa1a1a1a QLaLaL"L", LcLoLcLcPd
i4HHHfc

LJLAL!L&L&

YGGgg

L&G'Glglg'

Operational Information (Saction'2),
(8FFW)

Heteorological Repor t (Section 3.);

n

ToTcwx1xBx
(lCehththt)

3.2

(7ddff')

(6LgLgLgLg)

(5stftftft)

(4!3Hd%%Il,j)

(2C e hbhbhb)

(ODFSnx)

CODE SYMBOLS AND SPECIFIC4TIQ!i§....

3.2.1 CODE SYNBOLS

Turbulence
Cloud chaer'acter
D

Direction of

sUI~ace

wind (scale 1-8;.0 - catm,

9 - variable)
Direction of swell (scale 1-8; 0 - calm; 9 - confused)
dd

TJ:ue direction of wind in tens of degrees (Bcale 01-36;' 00 _ oalml

99 - variable) at the level given by HHH
F

Force of surface wind (Beaufort scale)

FFFF

Endurance of aircraft in time, or weight of unoonawned fuel
Flight conditions

ff

Wind speed in knots
Equivalent Luil wind in knots
Time in hours and minutes GMl' (20/-hoUI' clook)

G'O'g'g'

Tima In hours and minutes GMI' at whioh the airoraft is eatimated
at nuxt position given by LJL~L~ - L&t'6L~

:I\: The addit1.onB of Bubacrip'!f

CD i.e. teTe' have been submitted to
consideration and arA Bub.ject to the agreement of WM).

WM)

for

IV,-
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&ltiml1ted time of m'rival :in hours I1nd"minutes GMl'
1'11i8 is followed by the place-name or designator of the
destinl1t:i.on

!:!Q~\!i

HHH

Altitude (hundreds of feat or deoametres), or fliaht level, as
indIca.ted by 14
D-Value (Differenc'e, in metres or feet, between radio altimeter and
indication of pressure ultimatel' set to standard pressure)
Notes 4 equals positive, J equals negative
Altitude of base of cloud (Ce ) in deoametres or hundreds of feet,

hththt

Altitude of tops of clOUd (C e ) in decametres or hundreds, of feet
Aircraft ic1ng

If

i4

Indioator for units system

L"L"
a a

Latitude of the position to which the mean wind applies, in whale
degrees

L"L"
a a

Longitude of the po,sHion to which the mean mnd applies, in whole
degrees

L'L'L'
a a a

Latitude in whole degrees and tens' of minutes of the estimated
next posi tionof the aircraft

L'L'L'
a a a

Longitude in whole degrees and tens of minutes of the estimated
next position of the aircraft

LaL~LaLa

Latitude in tens and units of d"grees and tens and un;!.ts of minutes

LoLa LoLa

Longitude in tens and units of degrees and tens and units of minutes

Pd

How position was 'determined

Q

Ootant of the globe

s

State of sell

St

indioator of sien (4 - plus; J - minus) of the equivalent tail
\<lind given by ftftl t

'D"To

Correoted aIr tempm'atu.re in whole degrees CelpiuB

Wx

I'cofJent weat.her

y

Day Df the WElek

.-'T!-':,-::o-=-ad"'d'C'i"tWi-::o-::n-:"a of' subocr'lp'~ e, 1.10, ~roT<eJuhave been submitted, to WMO for
oonsideration and are subjoot t.o 't,ho agl'eement of WMO.
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3.2.2 CODE SPECIFICATIONS
Turbulence (Ox)
Light (perceptible)
Moderate (diffl.culty in walking)
Severe (loose objects ~come dislodged)

1

2
:3

~£LEbaracter

*

1
:2

:3

4
5'
6
7)
8)

9)

Scattered Broken
Oontinuous Scattered Broken
Continuous Scattered )Broken:, )Oontinuous),
)

(Ce)

maiuly stratiform
maillly stratiform
mainiy stratiform
mainly cumuliform
mainly cumuliform
mainly cumuliform'
toWering Cu or Cb
with extensive
vertical dev~'lopment

Direction of surface wind (D)

o

5 Southwest
6' West
7 Northwest
8 North
'9 Variable

Calm

1 Northeast
2 East

3 Southeast
South

l..

Direction'of

o

l'
2
3
4

&~ell (D )

K

5 Southwest
.(, West
7 Northwest
8 North
9, Confused

Calm

Northeast
East
SQutheast
South

Beaufort scale (tl
Num1lll.!,:
0,

, Knot~

<'1

1-3

1
2

:3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4-6

7-10
'11-16
17-21

22-27

28-33

34-40
41-47

~'l1gll't;

DescriRtive terms
Calm
Light air
Light breeze
Gentle Qree ze'
Ms>derate' breeze
Fresh breeze,
Strong breeze
Moderate gale
Fresh gale
Strong gale
<)onIH.tiC),m (fc )
........-........-

~.-.----

o Sky cloar'
1 Belw o1oud
2 On top
k

Se~

3, Between layers
,4 In and out of: aloud
, In cloud

Recommendation No. 24; paragraph 9.1.
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He:lght of the 0°0 iPothetm . level (h1'bl')
Ueight of 10lHlSt 1eyal of ihing, (hi h~)
Hai. ht 0 base ·01' 01(it
. indicated.1i 0 h h

10

rna

Height of top of 01000 :tayer or maae whoo$ genus rtylW) .is
indioated by 0 and baae by heha (htht>'
'.
Height to iJhioh tempera·ture apd wind refer (h"h0
Height of 10weat levd of turbulence (hBhB)

'Code figure

t!~,r$!~

<..

00
01

02.
0)

Appro", F.est .

)0

.( 100

30
60

100
200.

90
120.

..

1,0

30()
,400
500

50

1500

5000

04
05
Continue withQ(ll)lsinorelllont.

51 to
·55

NO:!, USEIl

56
57

1800
2100

60007000
~

Oontinue witil ·/lB.IIlII inol'elllent.
78
79
80

8400
.8700
9000

. ;18000
29000
)0000

10500
12000
1)500

35000
,400011
45000

IS

III
82

83

~

~

Oontinue with uame inoremont.
89

>

-

21000

.,.

;>70000

llepo,.t, - MET, Fourt.h Session
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M!!:J;r~e

.!Lode figure

90
91

hPI?rox. Feet

La s s than
50 !II
50 to
100 m.
100 to
200 m
200 to
300 m
)00 to
600m
60'0 to
1000 m
1000, to'
1500 m
1500 ' to
20.00 m
200'0 to
2500 m
No 'c1oud beloy 2500 m

92
93
94
95
96'

97
98
99
1

The code is direot read:l.ng in uni til of) 30 m (orin approx~:te
foot equivalen'ts) from 0 ~o 50. .
.

2

The code figure~

51 to 55 are, noi;. used •

For code figures 56 to ao; 50 eqould be subtraoted' and ~he
.
remainin!! figUre i8 direct l,'ead1ng in- units' of 300 III (apprOlt. ·1000 ft.).
For ooda figures al to 89. the code. reads in·incremimts of 1500 V'
(5000 ft) from the valuea given for, ooda figure 80 .

4

Airorafi ioing (Ix)
1
2

.3

Light (no heading or altitude ~hange riec6S/3ary)
Moderate (heading and/or' ill titude change may be conddered desirable)'
!lev are (immediate heading and/or altitude ellange is considered eallsntia1)
lnd1cet!;!rfor units system [ 14)

o

Altitude (RHlf, h~,hl;Jhb.

hththt) in Englhh unital Seotion 2 follQ\l1l Section 1

l

Altitll,:iP. {RHH. hbhbhb.

ht\ltht} in English unital

2

Flight level number; cloud altitude {hbhbhb.hththt} in English'unital
Seotion 2 follows Seotion 1
.

3

Flight level number; cloud altitude (hbhbhb,
Seotion 3 follows Sectionl

5

Altitude

(HRH, hbhbhb. hththt> in metric mlits; Seotion 2.followp Seotiori 1

6

Altitude

(RHH, hbhbhb. hththt1 in metric unitsl ·Seotio)"l;I followsSeotioll.l

7

Flight level. number; oloud altitude {hbhbl1b.
Scotian 2 follows Section 1

g

FH"ht leval· numb.sr,
foUows Section 1

~I

Seoti'on J 1'0110\1& Section 1

hththt) i.n Engl1sh unital

hththtl in metriq unitsl

oloud altitude (hbhbhb, hththt) in me.tric unitsl

Seotion'

If a report is edited by deletion of Seat ion 2 before exchange betYeen
meteorologioal oi'f100a, the first figure of tile fifth group of the
i'oaition Report is ohul1{leil from 0 to 1, from 2 to .3, 1'1'0lIl 5 to 6.01'
frow '/ to 8.

IV,- R<9Commsnds.tlons - SARPS

Dead l'eokoning

1
2

6

3

Single posItion line
7
Single rndio banr1ng position line 8

5

Radio fix
Celestinl fix

4

9

VIsual or. i:.1'o'md fiJI
Loran Ol.~ C()nf;(').l f:bc
Radar t'h (G!!:E}.
Ge1eo·till! rind x'lm!o fix

Long! t.wie of Greenwioh

o
1

2

3

Longi'tude ·of· Greci1ll.:ioh

0-90W)
90 ~ 180 W) NORTHERN
180 - 90 E) Hemisphere
90 - 00 E)

o

Callt\ (glassy)
Calm (rl.ppled)
:2 SmQoth (w1t1le1eta)
.3 Slight
4 t(oderate

1

5 Rough
6 Very rough
PI

8

'l

High
Very high
l'henomenalt

5

(j

6

90

~
~

9011)
180 .}I) SOUTH1JiN.

7. ).80 "'90 E) Hami·sphere
8
90.~ 00 E)
Stnte

Code Figure S
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ot

Ben

(S)

Menn maximum height
of aen.wnves, metres

Mean ,maximum height of BBe
waveH, feet (approximately)

o

(I
(O-~

0-1/4

1/4-1/2
1/2-1 1/4
1 V4-2 1/2
2 1/2-4
4-t>

(1-2
(2.4)
(4-8)

(8-1.3)

(13-20)

6-9

(20-,30)

9-14
Over

(,30-45)
(Over 45)

14

~As mi~bt exist nt the centre of a hurrioane.
!lote I

The exact bounding 'heightehould be inoluded in the lower
oategorY. ~.g. a height ot 4 metres should be coded as·5.
PJ:esent weather (wx )

5

6
7

Freezing ruin
Rain
Snow

a
9

Hail
Thund~rBtol:lJl

Day of the week (y)
1 - SUnday
2 - I~onday
3 - Tuesday

4 - Wodnesday

5 - Thursday
6 -. Friday
7 - Sa turdaym
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AIR-REPORT 0"

Remunber Chapter 4, "AlREP form of Air-report" as "3.3 - AlREP FORM OF

Delete Attachment, "Notes on the Use of the Aeronautical Meteorological
Codes." Add new Attachment A as follows:
(Note. - This Attachment will be prepared separately.
the international figure codes promulgated by WMO.)
Add a new Attachment B as follows:

It will be a reproduction of
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, •A1!l!:QJ!1'1EN'Lfl_
_
___
_
__
NOmS
ONu_ ...THE
USE_
or" THE
POMAR
_.~.

1

~

CODE

~~_

Use of noctions

1,1
Section 1 (Position He;lOrt) is obligatory in all cases and all groups ar~
LbG'G'g'g' may be replacod by the'place i~
ah;ays sent, excepting that LIi.L!LJ,MJ'b
.'lain langus,le followed by the time"

1.:'.
Section2, in whole or in part, is included when specified by,the 21.pproprlak air traffic services unit or the oDerator or his designated,representative •.

1.3
Section 3, in Hhole .or in part, is always included in the report, as
"geci.fiod belDlf.

1,4
Section 2 may be omitted in ground-to-ground retransmissions for meteorological purposes, provided the necessary aJnendnlent of 14 is made,
,2

Use of groups

2.1

Bracketed groups () ure optional p'roups, :l.nclude<'! or Olnitted from the report

in accordtlllce HUh the instructions ffiven in the ICAO SReoifications for Meteorological

:Corvice" for International Air Navl"ation (Doc '7ll).-NET!521} and the ICAO Regional
gU9~)lel!lentary Procedures (Doc 7030) •
'the c;roup TTHxI"Bx is mandatory, " being inserted for any of the elements
Ix and Bx "hen that element is not observed •

• 2.2

":x,

' '£l1e ffroups '7ddff and 6L~L~LgLg are reported only whe,! .sufficientlY reliable
In that case the group 5stftftft shall be omitted.

.2.3
:fOI'

o~)el'ationd use.

2.4
On non-oceunic f'liffhts and Hhen mean wind ,speed f;illd direction cennot be
rc)orted, the groups ,lith indicator 7 ut_d 6 shall be omitted and group 5Sl;ftftft
shall be reported instead, provided the equivalent taU wind Cf;ill be reliably
determined. If neither mean wind nor equivalent tan ;lind aan be reliably determinedj
all three groups shaU be omitted.

2.5
Q"

The groun /,/3HdHdHdHd 'fill not be reported when the airc"a£t is over land
between ;>5 0 N and 25°3.

'l'he group 4fijHdfid11d indicat.es that the alti;tudElj determined from till radio
2.6
a.Ltlnoter is gl'eatar tgan the indication of the pressure altImeter set to standard
'
pressure, by tho valu" given in l!dllclllctHd.
2.'7
'fLo [,roup ]HdHd!ld1fct indicat.'lD that the altUti'de determined from the radio
u,tiL",tor ;iD' 10Ds than tho indication uf the pressure altimeter set to standard
DI'CfH;Uro, by t.he vallH:1 glvnn in HdIldl-rdHd.
?E

'1'br:

(flil~lrt

f,rO"p" ?Cohhhbhb and lCehtbtht. l'efer to the clouds reported 'mder fa

condItIonn),

Ilbon only tho nltHudo oJ,' tho hllao of a cloud maSs oan be determined, the
fur the top for 1;hat fllllllfJ cloud ffiUflfl will bo omitted; similarly, Ifhen only t,he
al tHud" or tho top of '/1 clOUd mil"" Clln be detorrninod, tho croup for the baee for
2.13.1

I:'OUP

that

fJ(lHlfJ

(J

loud

IIlI1D {j

1,.1111 bo owl t tod

0

If the altltude of both· the top and base cannot be determined, t,he form

· 2,8.2

=

2C e lCliX·· w1.1l be ~lSed when the airoraft is be10\1 the base of the layer or mass and

lC e

i~

the aircraft is above the top of the . layer or lllass.

2.9
. The group ODFSDK will be included b;V local arrangementw:tth the .<:lpei-ator
concerned.
. '
..
. .
Whenever a table of' specifications for a code symbol includes two or: lO<;lre
.2.10
phenomena that ~y occur simultaneously,·the phenomenon which ha& the higher code
figure in the tabl!' \dll be reported.
(l'Iote.- This rule' does not apply to cloud ·the code providing the possibility

aT reporting lnore than one type by repetition of the, 2- and I-groups'.)

2.11. 'Remarks or further'supplementary information on hazardous weather conditions is included, in Qtlpropriate Q-code !)ignals or plain language as necessary. .
2.11.1

The elements listed below shall be reported in' "Remarks" when encountered:·

Front (time or posit.ion of passage. through a marked front, duriJ:lg.Wi(;l1:. ..l!our) . ;
Wateranout
Tornado
Sandstorm
Blowlnganow
Tropical storm (htlrricane, typhoon or cyclone).

2.11.2 Additional remarks may be added at the discretion of the pilot or-,when.
spec:!.fically 'request.ed of a particular flight by a meteorological offioe, , such as I
a) Significant past weather
Amplification 'of present weather •

b)

.3

Code Symbols

The symbols in the POMAR Code, with their present definition!!; wchdo nothav6 ....,
numbered tables in Annex 3, are listed below with recommended "Additional Notes"
for each.'
3.1

Symbol IaIa1a1a1a -Identification of aircraft as shown in flight plsn.

,3.1.1
'fhe aircraft identification group may COhslst of letters, figures" or
both and does not necessarily consist of five characters.
'
3.2

Symbol LoLoLoLo - Longitude in degrees and minutes.

3.2.1 Since the octant of'1;he globe is reported by symool Q.. the ,first figure.
'in longitudes bet.'Teen 100 and 180 degrees is not used in coding LoLoLoLo.
3.3

Symbol GGee - ~'ima in hours and' lninutes (24-hour clock based on GMT).

3.3.1 00 for GO is considered as the beginning of the day, and 24 for GG is con-.
sidered as the ending of the day. When GO is ooded as 24, gg must always be coded
as 00,

IV.- Recommendations - BARFS
3.4

Symbol 14 ,- Indicator for units system.

3.1..•1

The specifications for the lit table lU'e as follows
8
I
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() Altitllde (HHH, hbhphb, hththt> in Err.lish units; Seotion 2 follows Section 1
1 Altitude (HIill, hbhbhb. hththtl in English units; Section :3 follows Sectlon 1
2 flight' level number; cloud III ti tude ihbhbhb' hththt) in Englisp Illlits i Section 2
follows ,Section 1
'
3 l>'~ight level number; cloud al ti tude (hbhbhb, hththi) in English units I Section :lI
follows Section 1
'
5 Altitude (lillH, hbhbhb; hththt.) in mstric unitsl Section 2 follows Section l'
6 Al'titude (lIlIH, hbhbhb. hththtl in metric Illlits; Section :3 follQW6 Section 1
7 FUght level nWllber; cloud attitude (hbhphb. hththt> .in metric unitsl Section .2
follows Section 1
•
8 Flight level. number; cloud altitude (hbhbhb' hththt) in metria unitsl Section :lI
follows Section 1
(Noloa.- If a report ia edited by deletion of Section 2 before exchange between
offices. the i'J.ret figure of the. fifth group of the Poaition licport
is changed from 0 to 1, froln 2 to 3. from 5 to 6 or 1'rOll1 7 to 8.)
,

l1'f'tE',)J'olog~cal

3.5
a~

SYlllbolllllH - Altitude (hundreds ,!?f feet ordecametrea). or' flight level,
indicated by i4'

(~.- Flight level nmnbera end the corresponding heights in the standard
atmosphere can be 1'ound in Part 1 of Doc 7030.)

3.6

Symbol GaG"gaga - Estimated time of arr.::val'in GMr.

3.6.1 Time ill hours and minutes Gm' of the estimated time ot arrival of l!Ii,'!'crat't
over the ael'odromeof fix'st intended landing shall be reported.
'

3.6.2 The group is followed by the place-name or deSignator of aerodrome of
first intended landing.
3.7
fuel.

SYlllbol

F~FF

- Fuel endurance of aircraft in time or weight of unconsumed

3.7.1
ilhenFFFF eX~)reS8eS endurance in time, .the group indicator figilre (8) shall
be folloHsd by an x. The remaining three figures shall indicate the time in hours
and tenths of an hour.
3.'1.2
V/hen FFl'F expresses weight of .fuel remaining' (in either tens of lb. or tan!!
of Kg.), all four figureb shall bo ·used·to express the corresponding amount (e.g,
,
<j;~O Ibs ~/Ould be cOd8d as :.l0092).

3.7.3
ordor.
oft

When both tirna and weight ,are reported, two groups shall be given in that
~dTr.r

).8

SYlllbol

3.8.1

lteported temperaturo shull' be oorrected for l.nstrumentnl error and airspeed,

Corrocted nil' temperature. in 'whole dogrees Celsf\lS.

:k '!'he add:tt:1.ollll o.t subscript c, :1.,e. TnT" have ooen aubm,itt.ed to WMO for consideration
and are subject ·to Ul'il agreem,mt ot' WMO~
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3.8.2

Only

~tnbi11zed

roadings at' temperature shall be reported.

3.8.3 Air tempel.JAu'ell 10ller th~ ·zoro CelSius. lire ·cod"d :by adding ',0 to the
nbeo111to numel'ical lIa.lue 81' the cOl'reotod .air .temperature. EXIlmplG S I· 300 ia coded
03; ...(,°0 is coded 56; -5~ e is coded O~.
.
00

3.9
Symbol .dd - ~'rua direction ·of .wind in tllne of degrees (scale 01"'-36'.
- calm, 99 - variable) at the leval .giVen by IIIl1!.
.

3.9.1
True direction of wind maalle here ·the mean "ind direction, in. degrees
t,'ue, botllsen fixea.
.
3.9.2 Gode figure 00 is to be uSEld for calm and oode figure
(from 355 0 to 40 ).
.

of

36 for

North

3.9.3

Code figure 99 is used ;/hen wind·direction ie·variable.

3.9.4

Par wind llpeeda of 100 to 199 knots inclusive, 50 is edded to the value

d~1

it ;3.9.5 If the mean >lind hila baen observed at a lovel diffe.rent from IIBlI it shoUld
ba reported in the uormal mauner \lith Il remark indioating the aotual lev"l':. at 'whioh
. it \-las meaeUl'sd.
3.10
Symbol ff - Wind speed'in knots.
3.10.1 The speed of the mean wind between fhen at flying level is reported.

3.10.2 F9}' wind speeds of 100 to 199 knoto inclusive, delete hundreds figure an4
add 50 to ddl "hen qv~r 199 knota, dd will be indicated \lithout adding ;0; fro will
be coded as xx and plain ~anguege will be used efter the last grouP. 0.17,.
"Wind 240".

3.ll Symbol
who 10 de grae s •

LrrLJl -

Latitude of the position to whioh the mean.wind applies, in

3.11.1 The position to whioh tha mean wind applies,' 16 the mid-point of the Deotor
over' which the'mean wind waB calculated Bl'd it is determined aa Ilhown in dillgram
below.
Air position 0245

G
DR
0)00

~Oo-..

Fix 02/,5

-A
I.'

Fix 0210

EJDR
0200

Mean wind p'olli tion

J.l?

Symbol L/lL8 - Longitude of tho position to whioh the monn wind appl1oa,

in whf.llo dogrerw.

3.12.1 Tho. poaition to wldoll tho rnaull wind applioD :1.11 the mid-point of the aeotor
\/hich the ",oan wind Willi caloulatod and it. 10 datAl'minod lID "hown iJl dl1lg1'Ill1I
"bove
(J.n.l).
- no te ',.s i nt rod
d t ant a tiva 1y. It :Is subject to consideration nnd
.L~.
- '".his
uce
I
agreement of WMD,
OV&r

*
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Symbol at "" Indicator of sign of the equivalent, taihlind given by ftft f t.

3.13.1 ~:he inaicating figures
3.14

Reconun,_e~nd~tions

Et!'0

4:= plus

;3 = minus

Symbol ft.ft,ft - Equivalent tailwind in knots.

3.14.1 The equh'alent tail"ind bet"een fixed reporting points iareported as '
gain'or loss (plus or mi.nus) of ground speed in knots.

3.15

Symbol 0 - Direction of surface "ind (scale 1-8; 0 .., calm, 9 - variable)~

;3 .15.1

'fhe direction reported, is the direction from which the surface wind is

blo"ing..
;3 .),6

Symbol F ...: Force of surface "ind.

3.16.:1. Hhen the surface \>ind forc'l is observed to be greater than 9, code figure 9
will be used f6r symbol F and supplementary information "ill 'always be ,added in
plain language at the end of the message.
3.16.2 Examples areg

"S1nWACE WIND WHOLE GALE" (for winds of 48-55 knots)"
"SURFACE WIND STORM" (for winds of 56-63 la\.ots)j "SURFACE HIND HURRICANE" (for
Minds of greater than 63 knots).
3.17

Symbol DK - Direction of swell (scale 1-8;

3.17.1

The direction reported is the di~ction fr~m which the 8"ell comes. '

0 - calm, 9 - confused).

3.17.2 The table to be used for symbol DK is the same as that used for symbol D
(~ paragraph 3.15 above) \>ith the substitution of the following: 9 - Confused •
.3.f?;3 When ths):'e are ~Iave,s from several different dir,ections 'the wave "lth the
largest period ,(swell) normally 11111 be reported.
"

4

The symbols in the POHIi.R Code, Hith their present definitions, Hhich
do have nmnbered tables in Annelt 3, are listed bela" with recommended
additional nates, where appropriate.

4.1

Symbol Y - Day of, the Week •

4.1.1

The day of 'the week is the day at Green"ich at the Urno given by qqga.

1,.2

Symbol Ix - Aircraft icing.,

",.2.1

Icing encountered within the last ten minutes is rel'orted.

1,,2.2

11. spedal report will be made when moderate or seVere icing is encOlUltered.

1,.3

Symbol Bx - 'fur).mler)cG.

1,.3.1.

Turbulence encClnntm'od "Hhln tho last ten minutes ip reparted.

4.3.2

A flpec:l."l raport ~Iill be madl' "hen pavor" turbulence is encountered,"
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Amendments to Annex 15
Recommendation

NOR

2

It is recommended that:
reAD amend Annex 15 as follows ~
1)
Attachment
following lines:

A~

paragraph 3.2 to include notes on the

"Operationsl hours should be givan for each class of
service (Attachment B. Form 10, column 2) provided by
a particular meteorological officec"
2)
Attachment A: paragraph 3.4 to include notes on the
following linesg
"e:)"

'The' dUl'atiol'l of each :transmission should 'be ,given;

b)
The",<ilperatibnsJ:c;holws,tSh6u1d, iD.dicil:ile 'clearly 'the '"
first and last broadcasts which will 'bs made or loIhich will include
particular contents as appropriate;
0)

3)
as

The type of emission should be given."

Attachment F: the list of'abbreviations to be amended

fo110ws~

Insert:
~AIREP

**

ARFOR

Plain language form of ai1'-report
Area forecast

*FIFOT

Flight forecast in English units

* FIME'l'
** FIFOR

Flight forecast in metric units
Flight forecast

"'* HIFOR

High-level forecast

RAWINSONDE Radio/radar wind and radiosonde observations

"'*
'"
"''''

ROFOR

Route forecast

Until 31 December 1954 inclusive.
Commencing 1 January 19550

IV,- Recommendations - SARPS

** TAFOR
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Aerodrome forecast

VOINf!.,"T

Heteorologica1 information for aircraft in flight

yds

yards"

Arnend existing abbreviations and/or definitions as follows:
In definitions of ARFOT, ROFOT and TAFOT~
for "units of English System". read "English units1t.
In definitions of ARMET. ROMET and TAME'!' t
for "units of Hetric System", read "metric uni ts il •
Annotate all six of the above abbreviations with an asterisk..
Replace existing definition of AERO by;
"Surface meteorological report for aviation""
For "Cen
read "C

Degrees Centigrade"
Degrees Centigrade"

For nVhN
read "VN

Charts of visibility and cloud layers"
Charts of yisibili ty and cloud layers!!

For uTsa
read liT

Surface and upper air temperature"
Surface and/or upper air temperature charts"

For "H +
Minutes past the hour (all hours)"
read "H+ Houl""pl.us ~Q.'~Q minutes past the howu ,
Delete
"HI

No specific working hours"

lIHH+ o .All synoptic hours, i~e~~

0000, 0300, 0600 etc."

Comment
The additional information referred to in paragraphs 1) and 2) of this
recommendation was understood to be needed by the operators~

*'

**

Until 31 December 1954 inclusive,
Commencing 1 January 1955.
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Amendments to iI.ME:T Specifications"
Recommendation Ng. 3.*
It is recommended to ICAO and WHO that

the "Specifications for NeteorologiealServiCl>sfor International
Air Navigation" be amended as follows:
Amend the title to read:
"Procedures for Air Navigation Services - Meteorology
(Specifications for Mateorol.ogical Services for International
Air Navigation)".
- ....
.
Delete Contents and substitute in lieu. thereof I
"Contents
Chapter I -

~fini tiona

Chapter 2 - Neteorological Services for AirNl;lvigation
2.1 - Functions of Mete>orologicE\l Offices
2.2 - Observations and reports for air ope ratio!;!/!
2.2.1 - (Grotmd 1)
. ....
...
2.2.2 - Aircraft
.
202.3 -Post-i'lig4t reports

2.3 - Di(3semj,natiop. of iufomliltion.

Intr.oductpry Nqte·
,
2.3.1- Qene~'al
2.3.1.1 .- Briefing
.2.3.1.2':' Documentation·
2.3.2 - Inforl!l!;rtion for operators
2.3.3 - Iuformation py operators
2.3.4 - Information for flights
2.3.5 - Area· msteorologiqsl watch
2.3.6 - Flight meteorQlogie!1,l Watch
2.3.7 - Diversion procedw.-es
.
203.8 - IIif'ormation· for air 'traffic sel"ll"iees
2.3.9 - Information for search and rescue
2.3.10- Information for aerodromaagenc;!.eS (parked and moored
aircraft)
.
.
2.3.11- Amendments to information203.12- Climatological information
2.4- Transmission of messages

*

~

also Recommendatic:>n No. 19.
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Chapter 3 - POMAR, anq AIREP form of reports
Appendices - as necessary"
P,,!RT 1- DEFINITIONS

Retain the definitions· in the MET MSpecifica;tions" (Doc,· 7JM,..,MET/521)
except where' the definition has been revised for lnclusion in the proposed
text of Annex'3 (WP/IOI); for the iefinitions so amended lnclnda the 'definition
adopted for the proposed text of the draft Annex.

Delete 2.1,2.2,2.3·, .2~4' 2.5.3, 2.6, 2.7~, 2.g, '2.9' and 2.10.
S~ 2.ll .,; Aeronautic'al cll.matological infomation». to read as tallows:
'~1J.- AeronautiGal Cll.matologi,cal InfQmation

2.11.l
Each state should,· as,rar.as is praoticable, arrange for the
publioationof aeronautio!!>l climatologioalsummaries'for eaohinternational
aerodrOllie, ft:)rmEiteorologica!stations ,at ~peratione:ll;y significant looations
along air-routes (e.g. high level stat~ons, stations on islandS along ocean
air-ra.utes. ocean stations) and for such other meteorological stations mthin .
its territories.as it· considers necess1lX'Y'. Th!"sl" summaries should be prepared
in the form,. according t,Q the. specii':\'cations· and publl.shed in aqcoroance with
the procedUres, prescribed by the 1'101'14 Meteorological Organization.
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2.11.2
Each State should, as fa~ as' is practicable, arrange far the pUblication
of aeronautical descriptive climapologioal memoranda for specified regions or
zones along air-routes and for international aerodromes'within ita territories'
amplifying the climatological sunnnaries prepared in aocordance with paragraph 2.11.1
above. This information should be prepared as prescribed by the World Meteorolo,
gieal Organization.
2.110)
The division of responsibU'i ty for the preparation of aeronautioal
descriptive climatologioal memoranda for sea areas should be as agreed regionally
or between iilterested Meteorological Authori'ties.
.'
2.11.4
Aeronautical climatological ~~aries and 'aeronautical desoriptive
climatological memoranda should be exchanged, on request, between the desi.gnated
, Meteorqlogical Authorities of the Statesl an operator or any other agency desiring
this information should normally apply to the Meteorologioal Authority responsible
for its preparation or to the Meteorological Authority of its State.
2.11.5
Each Meteorological Authority, on request and to the extent practicable,
should make available:
,a) to any other_ Meteorological Authority, and toeny other agency cono~rned
with the meteorological prQblems assooiated with 'international air navigation. or1~inaLob"ervat;tonB ,or copiea thereof required 'ror_~BearCh ,and
investlgati:cinj
b)

te B'ny operator, routine observational data, in coded or other form,
required for operational analysis."

Amend Part :3 as, follows,
(Note the amendment instructions of this Part are shown by the
method)

~ditioll7, ae~9t~eB

PART J.- FUNGTIONS OF METEOROLOGICAL OFFICES.

J,l.-

MI1inMeteo~iQal

Office

A main meteorological office shall be oompetent to perform iR-..

).1.1

JIalRBop-jl>lesCP;,eea-4"-Pw<l-4-''''a-%h.. -AI''j39J&El3.00 ..-t&-<Iheee-l''pseea.... e ....""ar...k ..II'.H.i'PPO1'1';I,&te-;\.n-peg;i.e..al.-"g1'_en;;""-~·-6iP-..;L1.-ei1

the following funotions g

To colleot and ohart the neoessary surfaoe and upper air data,

SRQ

}5:1.1,gl
Tb make suoh oontinuing three-dimensional analy~iB of meteorologioal
conditions as is necessary for the determination of developments a:f.'feoting flight
operations with which the main meteorological office is oonoerned;

).l.l.rril 1'0 me.int-ain

a meteorological watch ovar the aerodromes for whioh

it is responsible and to advise 'cround p<3rsonne1 oonoerned of the development of'

oondit-ions likely to affao·t the safety Mdlor operation of aircraft,

;,1.1.Irfl7
in 8.coordanor.;,

'Co !irrane~ for 0. /ci:t"play of7meteorologlcal gnforlJlll.tion7
regional agreemrmts J

Q4<Sfl~flf

\Oli t. h

3,1.1./"[j.7 1'0 supply metoorological informatIon to looal air traffio 8erv108
and to briof thorn rO[,flrd111g tho rnetoorologiO!llsituation Ilnd its expected
cl',volr,pmont ovor tho ·'·"e..t"lL" Taro!J,/ for which' 'thoy are responsible I
offifWl'S
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,),1,1"ll'l:27 To supply app!'()p;t',ia:~e !'BsetK' coordina:Hon centres with such meteerologieal information. as they waY' require, in accordance with regional a!5l'selljents j
3.±.±.,.± ~e-Btl~p±YT~efi-~e~~eatT-eeeafi-atat~efl-vee6e±e-afle_etaep-sa~~e-UB&ep
tak3,fig-eea",ea-aflEl-",aee~e-e~e"at3,efle--w;i,ta-a±±_metea"e±ag~ea±-~Hfepmat3,efl-"e'lffi"ee-"e"

tae-~e"fe"maflee-ef-taeee-epe"at3,efle;

3Th he
Reee8ea~;

'),l.l,rt.[tl.'It> e"'wl~6!!l' make available 'meteorological information to the
operators local representativas <ll1'-~l:!"J\'l"i*'!l"Si~Ji;""'l*'1l'J!el'm&llg-9;1,tJlll,"'!li'-flill6~eoo and .to
provide them with' meteol'ological brief:tng,
.

1b prepare foreoas·ts and flmendments thereto i

L2.7 'l\j-p!le~,"e-;f;9ii1e<ilG.e:l;I!"",,"1"d,.~~-eapl~":f-ia;!,P9Pe&:I;';'9&E!Ill&l'<d"""iI':'14",:I;h-:&1<9

') .1.1.'/

ffO make., ava:l.1abla dooumantll tion
..
raeteoI'ologioalwatoh/ Las agreed regionally or

~IW*GOili$19@;LllaJ.-d~<lIlJ1lIil..t<l-1ilOOGS~-;f)G/iI-J;1ae;';:l"4J.il..ght.; i

and
briafillg· for. flights
.

iJ

').l.l.'jlirf! To rna:i,ntain fUght
between the' Meteorologioal Authorities and the operator conoernedJ.7 .

').1.:1.11 . ~o supply its associated dependent and 'supplementary meteorologioal
. offices with f1igh·t foreoasts and othermsteoI'ologipal information required to enable
these offices :to pel'f01~m theirdu'ties ¥
.3.1.1.12' 'It> !Provide,fol::7e:\C.ohange wi'th othel' meteorologioal offices, meteo'I'ological' infol'matiQy"Tespecial1.y a.erodrome fOI'eoasts and ameJ;l.c1ments,. there'~o) neoessary
~'or the provision of meteorologioal. service to illtsl;'na'tional air naviga'tion.·

~.,,3D;?7- Dep.§!ndent :l:leteorologicl!l. Office
~.,,;l .•J:

./i,2.17

A dependent meteorologi.cal of.fioe shall .. he competent to .perform
3,.n-"-IllI>.nB"""-1'..eae~"oo-'''''-Pl>l't-4-aRQ-''''lf,-ll.j91'9...El;i,.le''-:!;,,-tke9''>-'I''",eeeil1ll'ea-aR<1;r-.J'f'''''''9
al'l'PCl'p;tat<&r-;;...-l'eg;t..l'l":l-aweall""l'It<'ly-...Ry.....:l:«,-a.:ll-m: the following functions!

:,l,,3 ..Jc..;:,.l5.2.1.y·

To 'CollS1J·t B.nd oh='t the surface and,upper air,data neoessary for
.the determinat:!.on 01' undeI'standi.ng of developments affe"ting flight operations with
which the dnpenderit meteOJ,ologir;aJ. office :!.S concerned;

[i'-,3..4 ..a /i.2.1.Y
Tho".\! fllnOtions [(ivan in :~.1.:L3 to,3,l,1.7 inclusive and .3.1.1.9
to 3.1.1.H·inclusive...7
']":,)'u.},.;1 !5.2.I.;~.7

lj'o prepare, undnc the guidance and adll'!ce of its 'associated main'
met8orolo-giC[l.1 o.f.fice as neC}(1U[iUl."Y.so anaJ:yaes and :fOI"l~cnsttJ- for the prov·luio'n of'
_
moteorolor,i(lo.l ~{Ell'vlce for "hinh. j;he dElpondont, llletciorologica1. office i.s responsible_i.7

" ., ,( F - "

'.,

/'7'

'I.··~·,r:"":"t;J L.~j "r:.. .. .l. n •• 1

11\)

supply i.t;~ """ooi'a Led. GllpplomentRl'y' In,,teoI'ologica.l officos .'1 th

f11eh I:. forectu.lts and oth.r;lr mC-ft.eo:r.'ol()gioal in:("oJ."HJll"1.i.i..on required t.o enable those Off':tC8;')
to [Jet'form tho.b." <1u:I;18".,7
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3.. 3..1..;,,0·;2.1.27
To LProvid~7 meteor~lo~ical information !Jor exchan@7 as necessary
vith other meteorological offices;
3v3v±T5
~e-~~~e~T-a±ee-~Re-fHRe~~eae-±~e~ea-~a-Pa¥ag¥a~e-3T±T±T2-~e
3T±T±T±Oy-!Re±ae~¥e.

3..4

6.iJ.-

Supplementary Meteorological Office

3.. 4.. ± 13.3.17
A supplementary meteorological office shall be competent to perform
~R-"-ma ..ae¥-!,¥ee<! ..~l3e"-fR-1''''''':;-4- ....<l-tR.._Aj>j>" ..al"e.. -te4Reee-j> ..eee""..ee-a."j'1r-wRe ..e
aj>j>..ej> ..~.. teT-~ ..-peg~eaa±-eg..eeme ..tey the following functions:
3T4,.iT±13.3.1.;V
~e-e,,!,j>±y-te-e~ ..e ..e~t-ee.....a"e ..e Lmake available to pilots-incommand or their designated represe~ativei7 flight and aerodrome ,forecasts received
from the appropriate dependent £main/meteorological office of main .Ldependen.!;7meteorological office, and to make available the most recent meteorological reports it posseSSBS for the air route covered by the flight forecast;
.

~4T±T213.3.1.27
To arrange for a Ldisplay of7 meteorological Linformatlo117 a~e!,±ey
in accordance vi th regional agreements;
To e~!,~-e~eR Lmake availabl~7 meteorolQgical information ee-~t
3.. 4T±T36.3.1.17
Ree-a"a~±al3±e to local air traffic service e~Uee",e Lunityand operators' local
representatives.
3~2 /3.£7.- Meteorological Watch Office

3T2~± /3.4.17
A meteorological watch office ·shall be competent to perform f ..-e
maHRe,,-!,peee.. ~l3e"-~a-Pe"~-4-ea.. -tRe-A!,!,9a"~eee-te-~Hege-j>peeea"..ee-a ..av-wRe ..e-ej>j>",ej>date.,.-~a-.,egfeaa±-ag.,..e..eate.,. the following functions;
.

3T2T±T±13.4.1.17
To collect and chart the necessary surface and upper air data,
including aircraft meteorological reports, particularly detailed current reports
within its area of responsibility.
/3.4.1.27
aa" to make such continuing three-dimensional analysis of meteorological conditions as is necessary for the determination of developments affecting flight
operations with the meteorological watch office is concerned;
3T 2T±T2/3.4.1.]7
To maintain a meteorological watch over the area and aerodromes for
which it is responsible;
3.. 2Th36.4.1.1.7
To prepare Land issuS!7 meteorological warnings Land advisory message1l7
in respect of its assigned area of responsibility, a ....-te-..~et.,~I3"te-tRemt Las required
for the exercise of area meteorological watch7;
To supply the associated flight information centres with the
372T±T4/3.4.1.27
necessary meteorological information;
372T±T5/3.4.l.Q1
To supply appropriate rescue coordination centres with such meteorological information as may be required.
.

~. - The meteorological watch office maybe a part of a main or dependent
mateorological office.
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,PART 4

.ffiQQ.EDURES FOR ME'!'EQROT,QGICAL...§.ERVICE FOR INl'ERNATIONAL FLIGHTS
~

the introduotion as followP8

ihtpea~et~8ft LlntroduotoryNoti7
Tha prooedures below are appUoable to all international flig/lts, .
inoluding privete flights.
The prooedm'eB quring flight provide for two distinot
types of ~teorologioal watoh, namelys
~~ metaoro~ogioal watah,~

intended primarily for flights. of ahQrt
duration and70r forrlights of longer duration in areas wbars there
·is a multiplioity of air routes and a heavY denaityof traffiol and
Eli~ m~teoroloK1o@1 wato~ - intended primarily for flights .of lqpg
dm'ation and for areall witll few routes, when area meteorologioal ,watoh
is not provlded, or, when provided, 1B insuffioient to give the
sOJ;'Viao·· reliu1;red,

The areas, route/3' and flights for whioh arsa and flight meteorologioal
reBpeotively, are to be provided are in general the 'Bubjeot of regional
agree!pllnt, bu't in particular Clases arrl!ngemont~ may be made between the operator
and the Meteorologioal Authority oonoerned.
wat~h,

Where area meteorologioal watqh, only, is provided, airoraft in fligh~
receive their meteorologioal information in three ways, namelY8
a) reqUests by eb<n>eft-eeIlllll9",.lel!'lJ bilots';ln-00miIlang?.
b) transmission from flight information centres or area control oentres,
associated with meteorological watch offices, of meteorological
warningsL\which arfeot the safety of aircraft) and advisory ~essages
(which have an important effect in the operation of aircraftJVe~
~9lliI-'~&nB; aI'lG-metee.,,,aegil,.,,.±-;!,ruiei'lllQtil,eR-l3a-';'ml',,AaRt-elil.Rgeef

0)

broadcasts of aerodrome meteoro:).ogiosl reports and forecasts •.

Flight meteorologioal watah provides for meteorologioal servioe to
individual slr,orsft bOl'll1all. Y On the lniUative of a meteorological office or other
ground agency. and embraoea the supply of information' on the develo]Jlnent of &Y,
relevant meteorologioal 81.amen·ts, inaluding upper. winds and temperatures. However,
in cases where both area I\nd flight meteorolog:i,ca,l. \lateih are maintained, the latter
may embrace onl;y \Upper ",lnds and temperatures. blorma,lly only one meteorologioal
offiae provides flight meteorologioal watah service to an airaraft at anyone time;]
The prooeduree do not normally i.llvolve the Gltchange of last-half flight
between the meteorolog:!.ca} off:l.<l""at the ~wo ,!nds, of a rout... Normally,
the complete !'light. fOre(lllBt 19 pl'ov.l.d.ed by one me't..orological office only.
For
flights for whioh flight mateorolcigt0l\.l watch 1~ mnintained, provision ie made 1:0'1'
transmission to tho airoraft, i"tom 6uooaadvEI me·teorologioal 'offices providing
flight j!leteorol(Jgioal wa·toh. of ekGJj>'.; new f9recaats of the moet :I.mportant elements
'/.wherl! the ail'oraft raaahoB a prearranged dl,e'b&B6e-f"I'al!l-the-dBI'Sl"4;"""-!",iftt
tpositlon ~n the rout~.
forecs~ts

.,"""!!'
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The Procedures Durir,ur, Fli@1;. section of this Part has beflll drafted on the
aSlrumption that, in normal oiroumstanoes, the main responsibility (.1' meteorologicoU
offices wiD. be. the preparation of meteorologiclll infm'mation and its supply to
operators' loosl'l'"prasentatives IlUd ail' trafl'10 service ·units., The selection of
meteorolog1.clll im'ormation to be sent to airoraft in flight, and ito t,ranllDlisBiori,
have been assumed to be primarily' the responsibility of one or the other of the
ground ageljoies referred .to above.
Provision hssalao been made in the proo",dw:eo
whereby meteorologiclll information may be Bent direot to the aircraft by the
meteorologiclll office.
The prOvisions of
assumptions tha~!

PB.r-~~.

wld Appendix') are based on the furta,-r
.

a)

there is an operator's local ,.opreI1ElIltat.i.vB at or near the IOGoti,)",
of the mateorologioal office whioh 'provide a operational planning:
Md/or in-fl,~ght servioe for a flight or flights of that operatorj

b)

this representat.i. ve parj;ioipates
appropriate Jjn the determination
of requirements for ani/in the oommuniaation 'to airoraft in. flight
of metj!orologiool information provided for thoae airoraft by that,
meteorological office;

0)

the operator I s 1000.1 l'epl'&s<mtative all"o disoharges otn&r plaX!ldng
duties for the operator, and.fol' that'purpose is provided with
meteorological information by the meteorolog1aal off'ice;

,,,i

where an operator's loca;l.repressntative ia.not nameclo (private flights, for instance)
the ti,l!'''l!'i!l~j;-eel!lRl....Ele.. fpilot-in-aomman.117 ill the rt>c1piont of the meteorolog.tcal
information from the meteorological office before and ,dUring flight ~d initiatos
,
aotion as necessary to obtain information relevant to his i'light£l
~.19-

Procedures
Prior to Departure
,
,

M3teol'ological offices which provide briefing and documentati.qn.

4.1.1.1 The main and dependent meteorologioal. offices at !,hich briefing and
documentation are to be provided, and the snpplementary meteorological off'ioeo at
which documentation is to be provided, shall be determined by regional agreement,
or by agreement between the Meteorological~uthor1ties concerned and the operator.
Tha determination shall be made with respect to each a1r route for which
meteorological service is to be provided, and, when necessary, for individual
flights.
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Briefing
4.1.3.1 When the meteorological office at the aerodrome from which a flight
commences is eRe-e~-tRe L-a_7 main or dependent meteorological offices aes9P!Bea-!a
PapagpapR-4~1~lTl, it shall ppev!ae Lffiake availab~7 briefi~ to the a!pepa~t
eemmaR&ep LFilot-in-command or his designated representativ~ as prescribed in
Appendix 4. fihe briefing should be provided to tEe pilot-in-command who should
visit the meteorological office for this purpose;!
4.1.3.2 When the meteorological office at the aerodrome from which a flight
commences is a supplementary meteorological office, U-slaall'Y--!a-aaa!t!eR-tes~~ply!ag-tRe-a!pep~t-eemmaRGep-w!tR-tBe-~l!gBt-aRa-aepeapeme-~epeeasts-peeeiv8a
~pem-th8-apppepp!ate-rna!R-ep-a8p8RG8Rt-met8epeleg!eal-e~~!e8-as-sp8ei~iea~ia
PapagpapR-4T1T4T2y-B81ew'Y-mak8-ava!laBle-te-Bim-~8P-S*am!nat!eR-as-m~eR-e~-tR8aa.UtieRal-meteepelegieal-im:ePlllatieR-speei~!ea-!R-AjilpeR&3.l!i-4-as-!t-pess8es8s>~e

a!pep~t-eemmaR&ep-maY-Bs-BP!e~ea [Verbal comments may be suppliei7 by telephone
from the-apppepp!ate ~a-'main or dependent meteorological office,

4.1.3.3
When the forecaster who provides the briefing expresses an opinion
on the development of the meteorological conditions at other aerodromeswhioh is
fundamentally divergent from the forecasts received from another meteorologioal
office, the a!pep~t-eemmaRGep-aRG-tB8-epepatepls-18gal-peppes8Rtative £recipient
of the briefinJ?;7 shall be advised of this fact. At a dependent meteorological
office such action shall be taken only after conaultationwith its associated main
meteorological office, unless othel'ltlise authorized by the Meteorological Authority.
ThE' relevant portion of the briefing dealing with the points of disagreement shall
be recorded at the time of briefing and this record shall be made available to the
operatoris local representative on request.
Documentation
4.1.4.1 When the meteorological office at the aerodrome from which a flight
commences is one of the main or dependent meteoro12%ical offices described in
PapagpajilR 4.1.1.1. it shall s~ply Lffiake availabl~_ to the a!pep~t-eemmaR&ep
LFilot-in-command or his designated representativ~ a forecast folder or formes)
prepared as prescribed in Appendix 5.
4.1.4.2 When the meteorological office at the aerodrome from which a flight
commences is a supplementary meteorological office, it shall supply-ta-tRe-aipap~t
eaffiffiaR&eF-eftReF-~ke-£±fgkt-aEd-aepeapeme-£aFeeaats,-aRteFea-eR-tke-£±~gat-aBd
aepeapallie-~epeeast-£ePlllI-eF-tk9se-;!!eFeeastB-fa-tR9-same-~9PIII-ae-tRey-Rave-eeeR-

peee!veQ-~pem-tRe-apppappfate-maia-ep-aepeEGaBt-llieteepeleg!eal-9t~fee~ LIDake
available to the pilot-in-command or his designated representative, in the
appropriate form, the flight and aerodrome forecasts received from its associated
main or dependent meteorological office~ This meteorological office shall also
make available for examination by the a!pepaCt-eemmaaaep LPilot-in-command or his
designated representativ~7 the most recent meteorological pejil9pts L1nformatioEV it
possesses for the stage covered by the flight forecast.
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and

sub~ti tute

,I!lJJ&;tu seotion i,.105. "1'h!LfJ,j,ght i·ore9..'l.'ilt tmd
in lieu thereof t.he followingg

adttij;i9J}!!1~iements",

4.1.5.1
The fligh't foreoast shall extend from the aerodrome from whlch the
night commenoes to the next· Il'lrodrome at which briefing and documentation. or.
documentation only in the ease of supplElIllentary meteorologioal offioes.are madreo
"../'ail able :I.n aooordance 1.lith 4.l"lol~
The aerodrome at wlrloh dot'n:!mehtation is next
111.'lde available is oonsidered as the final aerodrome to whtoh the flight for<;;(lSst
:t.~ef'erso

4·,1.5.2

An additional provisional statement 'of condit.ions expeoted between

the latter aerodrome and one alternate aerodrome shall be mads. available on request.

as

4.1.5.3
When it .is agreed that conditions indioate doubt
to the ce:M;afnty
of a stop at the aerodrome at Which the pi:!.ot-.in-oolllll1lU'1d Ollxpeota to reoai".,
documentation an additional provi !liona1 ~ statement should also be provided with the
flight foreoast 1.lith regard to winds. temperatures, and meteorologioalconditions
to be expected between the. final aerodrome oovered by the night forecast and the
flext planned stop. However. if the airoraft does !;lot stop at the final' i:l6rodrome
covered bY'\-lle night foreoast. the diversion prooedures should apply •
. 4.1.5.4
The main or dependent meteorological offl,ce serving the aerodrome
from which the flight OOl!\lTlences shall prepare the flight forecast, i If the
meteorological office oannot prepare the foreoast for the entire fTight •. beoause
of laok of meteorological i.nformation, ,it Illliy request. ,the aaSistarHle 'of other
distant. meteorological offioss in providing foreoasts for the remote portions of
the night. 91
.
•
~r.hereof

Delete seotion 4.1.6 "Aerodrome Foreoasts" and ,I'Iubstitute in lieu
the follmdngg.'

"4.1.6
. 401.6.1
l'he meteorologioal office !\'t the aer'odrome from llh:l.oh, the .fl.ight
oommences shall include in 'the documentation the, aerodrome fo+eo1!!llt fOI' the final
aerodrome covered by the flight foreoast, and the aerodrome fo:recasts for no'~ more
t.han .3 al terr,ates chose:n by the operator.
/+01.6.2, The meteorological offioe shall also include in the dOtlumen'tation
. the aerodrome forecasts for 'the aerodromes at whioh stops are pll'llllled before
reaching the final aerodI'ome ooveI'ad by the flight forecias't. and those foI' a
seleotion of their alternates. not to eq{oeed two for aaah intended s'~op; ,f0r.
nights of relatively short duration tmse foreoasts for alternates should in
general be Hmited to one for eaah intended stop.
/".106.3
When the provisions of 401.5.3 apply the rneteor(llogioal offlae
shall J,nc1ude in the do cilmentat:i.on the ,aerodrome foreo9.st for '~he next pll9.llned
stop beyond the final aerodrome oover"d by 'the flight forecast. and that :for ona
t>f ita alternates.
.
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4.1.6.1, l'he aerodrome fore""sto pT'eparod by ·'the responsible met€JorologioaJ.·
of.f:l.oes shllll be obtainod' by rou"tlll(j exchange OJ:' by speoial r"quest and shall be
prov:i.d"d in 'the doc:ummfta·tlot1.
4.1.6.5
Whenllt1Y aerodrome forecast cannot be obtained in due time the
mllin' <II' dependent m,,·~eoroJ.6gioul off'ioe servi.ng 'the aerodrome lit which the foreoast
is required shall prel",re it.
In such a c"se the meteorologioal offiae making
the foreolist lJ'vailable to the Jlilot~;i.n•• comm"nd or his designs'bed repreaa:ntatlve
~haJ.l lnform llim of and record on the document the or1g1n of the aerodrome foreoast
and ad'<litl" him to aeour" the regill.ar foreoaat for that aerodrome as 690n as possible
duri·ng :the 1'1.1 ght.
.
.
4.1.6.6
The :I.ssue to the pilot-in-oonunand or llie designated representative
of " new' forecast for an a el'odrom<l 8h..11 automati<lally cMosl the previous fo;~ecast
for tha'~ aerodrome.·
Dele·te saotion 4.1.7

wful,rvioe during Short S1;<'2S" and Ilubstitute

in lieu thereofs
"/•• 1.7
Sames during Stops uhere b,tlefing' and documentation are no't
normaIlx availagle for a fligb~.
4.1. 7 •.1
~lhen an airoraft in the Gours'! of it fl:l,ght makes s, stop at an
aerodrome where briefing and dOCiumentatiol'l are not normally available for the
flight, the meteorologioal offiee aha11 make available to the pi10t-il'l-oommand or
his designated'representative the most reoent aerodrome forecast whioh it possesses
relating to the oontinuation of' the flight.
.
4.1.?1.1 Upl>nreqnest, the meteorol.ogical. office should aJ.ao make available
to the pilot-in-oommand or hiB designated represeutative, for examination,.the most
recent metBoro.logiClal reports which :tt possesses relaUng t.o the Clontinuation of
the flight.
4.1~7.2
When beoause of undue delay of tha.fl3.ght or baolilUse of other
exoeptional circumstanoes tha pilot-in-command or hiB designated representative
requests new briefing and dooumentation from· a meteorologioa1 office at.a stop
where. br1.efing and dciwmentatiol'l will not. normally be availahle for the flight the
meteorologicaJ. office shall oancel the original (jocumenta'tion and arrange for the
provIsion of neu documentation "nd, where Ilpproprl.a-te, briefing.

4.1.7.2.1 A meteorologil'lal o.fffe", ao canoelling the meteoro1ogicaJ. doouments
6hould return them to the pi1et-ln-Gommand or his designated representative.'
ll!!:l~

in H.eu thereof.,

section 4.1.8. '"f.;!:$.... dellarture Amen.9!l!!mt"fl. and substitute

"4.1.8

4.1.8.1.
Atter dO¢IIDlent;atlen is providEtd. to the pi.lot-in-·command 01' lliR
doslgnol;ed r-epre:l9ntaUve and unUl to.ke-·off of tho llircl'llft,the meteorological offioe
which provld.ed slwh dooumen'lation shall prev'!'do al.l amendment.s to the oparator' a
r€Jproermtutl.ve or to the looal lI{r tl'll:ff:l.c aervl",; ulllt fol' t;ranSlIl'issi.on to the
piJ.ot-in··~':"fll",Jr.d or hie des.l.gnllted rop.r(Wentflt:l.vo,
This >nll require ruOI3B Hoi.son
botween the ()p£jrator~ und the trIo-Leoro10Bicnl off!I"e, PS,"ti.c:ul.arly at. bu~y "erodromos. 1I
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4.2 Procedpres during

fli~

Delete section 402.1 "Area meteorological watch" and substitute
in lieu thereof:
Area meteorological watch

"4.201-

402.101
In accordance with Annex 3, meteorological watch offices shall
- normally maintain a continuous watch oYer the meteorological- conditions, (including
upper winds and -temperatures without reference to a particular flight or flights) I
within the areas and/or _zones along the routes wi thin the areas assigned. to them by
regional agreement, by use of analyses and all available meteorological reports and
aerodrome forecasts and amendments theretoo Particular attention shall be given
to hazardous conditions reported from aerodromes and by aircraft or forecast for
the terminals involved. As far as practicable,_ the designated area: meteorological
watchlshall cover one or more of the flight information regions, as agreed regionally.
4.2.102
I1Jteorological warnings and advisory messages shall be provided
by a meteorological watch office and shall comprise:
a)
b)
c)

d)

messages of important meteorological phenomena in accordance
with criteria agreed regionally;
Special aircraft reports in accordance with the criteria given
in Appendix 2 or summaries thereof; and as agreed regionally,
ai ther or both of the, following:
Selected amendments to aerodrome fOl'ecasts as required by the
appropriate flIght information centre or area control centreor
Selected special aerodrome reports as required_,by .. the
appropriate flight information centre or area control centre.

Note l.-·The information may be prepared by the meteorological watch
office or may be received from other meteorological watch
offices in accordance with 4.2.1.3.
-Note 2.- The requiremeno £or items 0) and d) may be met-by means
suitable scheduled broadcasts of routine.information.

.or

Note 3..- Elements such as upper winds and temperatures may be provided.
4.2.1..3
supplied,

The-above categories of information, -as apP+'opriate, wi1+.be

a)

to the flight information centre(s) and/or a~ea control
centre ( s)associated with the meteor-ological watoh office;

b)

to other meteorological watch offices as agreed regionally;
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c)· to main, matoorologi,"lll. offJ."sa und appropriate dependant
meteorologimll. orfie",,, in too arelll

llil:J&

celi'~l',,,j "nd area control ",entres are. responsible
for th" transmissl.on to a1:t'l'l"aft of 1lny. or all such information.·

- ]light information
d)

fDr broadoasts, the times 8~il contents of uhich shan be
deternLi.ned regionally.

4.2.1.4
Olose· J,iai.son should be meintal.ned bet1(leen the meteorologiGal
watch office and the main meteorologioal offioeD il) the area.
4.2.1.5
A meteorolol#oal watch' office .'shall meat all requests for
meteorologioal information received through an associated flight Information.oentr<J·
or associated area control oentre·1)'om im airoraf't :tn flight.
When, the information
required is not available in the meteorologioal wi>:~ch office, this office shall request the information from an appropriate meteorological. office."
Delete section 4.2.2 "flight Meteorologio"l

Watch~'

and subeti tute

in-lieu thereofg

4.2.2.1
In accordance with Annex 3 flight meteorological watch is
maintained by certain meteorological offices as agreed regionally and/or by
arrangement between the Meteorological Authorities and the operator, for designated
or agreed portions of the flight path. Flight meteorological watch is, in general,
to be requested only when an area meteorological watch does not exist, or is
insufficient to· ensure the necessary service for the particular flight or flights.
4.2.2,'1.1 By agreement· with the _operator, the meteorolrigioal elements ;~ be
kept underrev:l.ew may be limited to selected i tams.
In particular where an area
nlsteorologioal watch is m\lintBined,. the flight metoorologiqal wa'teh shall normally
apply only to -upper winds -and t6llllperattu-es.
4.2.2.2
rn order to.pennit the meteorological offioes oonCJelrtled to' provide ,
the flight mste6rologioal watoh.speoified in 4.2,2.1,' arrangement.s shan be made by·
the operator to keep those meteorOlogical offices i.nformed,as appropriate, 0:1.' the
progress of the aircraft 'for whi.oh the flight meteorologioal w\'l.tClh is maintained.
4.2.2.3
In principle,' flight meteorological watch- shall be maintained by
the l1!8in hleteorological Offices serving' the aerodromes of departure and destination.
However,· by. agreement between the operator and the Meteorological Authorities of the
states concerned, for certain fl'ights the responsibility for flight"meteoro!ogical
'Watch over 'a portion· of the flight path may be transferredj.
a)

to a main meteol"ologiesl ofnce serving an aerodrome where
there is en operator's l<>Clal'rs:presenta'tivel

b)

to en intermediate main m"teol'ologf"al ofnes,
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4.2.2.3
!fie responsibility for flight meteorological watoh shall
-be transferrBd at the boundary of a flight information region
as
otherwise agreed regionallx7 or at a point agreed upon by the·Meteorological
Authorities and the operating agenoy oonoerned.

LOr

4.2.2.4
Where flight meteorologioal watch is maintained successively
·by two or more meteorologioal offioesjthe meteorologioal office providing
the dOCUlllentation issued for the pilot-in-command before the flight commences
may supply on request to the other meteorologioal office(s) conoerned the
relevant elements of the forecast for the appropriate portiones)' of the
flight path. In the oase where an advisory forecast has been received from
another office. a sui table nno change" advice, 01' notification of amendments
tq that advisory foreoast as included in the forecast provided for the pilotin-oommand may be supplied to the other office. !my subsequent amendments_ _
supplied by the meteorologioal office providing the foreoast for the pilot-incommand~hall
also
-- be notified to the other office(s) oonoerned.
4.2.2.5
The meteorological offioeTespo~sible for flight meteorologioal watoh for a portion of the flight path shall, upon notifioation~' that
the aircraft is about to enter that portion of the flight path, prepare
for supply to the pilot-in-command~ for the remail:ling portiones) of the
notified flight path,the follo.dng information as required:
(1)

a ne,l forecast of upper windS and temperatures for
.
cruising level and/or of suoh other elements as are agreed
with the operator;

01'

(2)

wnendments to the ourrent forecast information in respect
of the elements concerned;

01'

(3)

notification that no amendments are required in respeot
of these elements.

Note 1. -

Note

-g. -

Of the above alternatives, (1) may apply in every case;
(2) or (3) can apply only if'the provisions of 4.202.4
are followed.
The new forecast, 01' the original forecast as amended,
becomes at any time the current forecast.

4.2.2.6
When, a ne.y flight foreoast has been supplied to an
aircraft at an aerodrome where documentation is not normally provided for
a flight to' which fl:l.ghtmeteol'ological watch applies, the following '.
prooed~e shall be followed:
The meteorologioal office whioh prepared
the new flight forecast shall arrange with the meteorological office
or offioes untU then responsible for flight meteorological watch,
the division of responsibil~ty for the flight meteorologioal watoh
cova~ing ~ new flight •. , Thereafter, the meteorological offioes responsible
f01' ,fa tch . on the suooeeding portions of the flight path shall undertake
resl'onsibility, in turn,'for flight metj9orologioal watch for the nelf flight,
inaocordance with the provisions of paragraph 4.2.2.3.

*

Note - This notification may be by the pilot-in-oommand, or by the
opere.tor-Hs local representative, or the li,:\j- traffio service uni to
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4.2.2.7
The l~eteorological office responsible for flight meteorglogical
watch at any~tageof the. flight shall maintain a watch on such elements as have
been agreed with the operator, over the remainder of the, notified, f:tight path,
and shall keep_ unge;r review. tJ)8 aerodrome forecast!=! ~nd amendments. theret9 i~8ued.
l;W"the responsIble !!:eteorological Authority for aerodromes as appropriate and as '
notified by the operator's representative, lmtil responsibIlity for the next
portion of the flight path has been undertaken by another meteorological office,
or until the aircraft landa.
,4,2 .. 2.8
Dgring the period that each 'successive meteorological office
maintains flight meteorological watch for the flight, it shall arrange to supply
any necessary amendments to the current forecast, and, as appropriate, amendments
to the relevant aerodrome forecasts, The form in which these amendments are
supplied shall be as agreed. bet-ween the :Meteorological Authority and the operator.
The aerodrome,s referred to in 4.2.2.7 and 4.2.2.8 are normally
those included in the flight plan.
'
4',2.2,9
By agreement betl<een the Heteorological Authority concerned and
'the operator, information required in accordance with 4.2.2 ••5 and 4.2.2,8 may be
prpv~ded by the meteorological office for the operator's local representative
or the air ~raffic service Unit or addressed direct to the pilot-i~-command; in the
two last' caseS the operator's local representative shall be kept informed of the'
information so supplied?
4.2.2,10'
When i t is riot 'pract,icable for B. deaign.;~ed met,eorological office
to maintain flight meteorological watch for individual ,~ircraft in flight over a
1'oute,' or portion of a route, owing to the high density of traffic requiring, service,
the flight meteorological \<Stch for l.ndividual aircraft may be replaced temporarily
toy a ,,,,teh 0n the 'meteorological conditions along the route or a portion of the route.
'pllots;"in.. command shall be informed, directly when desirable, 'or through the
operator's 10cll,1 representative or the air traffic service unit, of the abandonment
of indiYidUl;ll flight meteorological I<atches, and ;thereafter shall be kept advised
by the same channels. of an:\, major changes in the meteorological conditions over the
route or portion of the route or at associated aerodromes.
4,2,2,11
In areas where'a high density of traffic is a regular occurrence'
or the frequency and distribution of me,teorologicaJ: information is sufficient to
warrant it" a watch on meteorological cO,nditions covering zonee along and adjacent
to routes normally flol<ll may be established on a regular basis, and the operator's
local representative or air traffic service linn adl"ised accordingly.
4.2.2.12
Any request for meteorolog-ical information which a pilot-incommand'may make in-flight 'shall be addressed to the office,responsible for
maintaining \<Stch on the elemen~€s) concerned,
4,2.2.13'
On request by the pilot-in-commaud or the operator's local
representative, meteorological offices responsible for watch on successiye portions
of the flight path shall supply the most recen'~ forecasts for the aerodrome of
destination and for a selection of its alternates,. ,Such requests shall normally
be made o~ly I<hen these forecasts are not available to the pilot-in-command by
broadcasts.
"Delet~

4.2.3 and 4.2.3.1 and substitute in lieu thereof:

"4,2.3

Special Provisions for lIigh l€,.~el Operations

In addition to information prOVided under the normal procedures, ~ear wind
and temperature data (or alternatively Yinds and temperatures at agreed levels) for
deScent to destination shall be made available in flight to the pilot-in-command
as required in accordance with arrangements made with the operator,"
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4.2.4 Amend title to read: "Information from Ocean station Vessels"

Amend 4.2.4.1.1 to read "A·pilot-in-conimand may request directly from
an ocean station vessel a report !o~ its -most. recent meteorological observations. II
Delete . rest of 4.2.4 (Note, paragraph 4.2.1,.5 re-app.ears as 4.2.5.1)

4.2.5 Diversion proosdure
4.2 •.5.1 Delete "9,6 ,s.peoi.f:\.ed in paragraphs 4.1.5.2 and 4.1.5.3".

~

lIaircraft ·cominandQ~-I~ to--Tead- IIpilot-in-command 11"

4.2.5.1.1 lielete,,)'l after "aommano.er" in line 6.

.!ll!!!ml1

"aircraft commander"

to relief "p:i.lot-in':'conllnimd".
Delete ·4.2.,5.1.2 and. substitute in lieu thereof,
"4.2.5~1.Ll, On notific!ltion of !I aiversion being given (Le. by the issue of a.
revised flight plan or other notification by an operator's local representative)
the reaponsibilitY·f9r ma~~tai~ng flight meteorological watch is transferred
tq the illeteorolog1calofficeresponsible for providing flight meteorological .
watch fcir flights· to· tl)ellew destination. The meteorological office responsible
formainj;aihing :/'il.gl)tmeteorologicai watch prior to the diversion shall:
ad\i~se:th"

a)

pilot.,iri-conunand or operator's local represimtaUve that
His no'ronger maintaining flight meteorological watch for the
fl'ight; arid
.

b)

hijrismittha necessary detail. of the diversion forecast to the meteo~o-.
lo.g1cal', oUia¢.· rEisponsible for providing flight meteorological watch
i'cirthe·fl.igl)t· tq·the new dest~nation"

4.2.5.1.1.2 On receipt of this message the lneteorological ·office shall advise
the pi1ot~iil~command or the ·opsratpt's local representative that it has assumed
. fl-ightmeteorologioal, 'latch. "

4.2.5.:1:.3

Amem!. the war¢, "the request" to read. "requests for. forecasts for
di version.s ~ ~ ","'

4.2.6 Amend title to reOO, "Supply of meteorological information in special
ci:rCtlmS~S!1

AdO. new 4.2.6.1 to reOO: "When there is no flight meteorological watch,
the meteorological office which prepared the flight forecast may transmit
meteQrological information which it desires to bring to the attention of the
pilot-in-command, , directly to the aircraft' in ffight,. or throUKh the .operator is
local. repreS611ta:t.ive or the air traffic service unit. II
.
Renumber 4,2.6,1 and 4.2.6.1.1. as 4.2.6 •. 2 and 4.2,6.2.1.
In 4.3 and the Note amend "aircraft commander" to read "pilot-in-command II,
Add 4,2,8 to read,

"4.2.8

Preparation of amendments

4.2.8.1 Meteorological offices, when considering the preparation of

amen~ents

to flight, area, route and aerodrome forecasts, shall be guided by the criteria
given in·Appendix 8."
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APPENDIX 1
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS, Rm'CRTS, DISSEMINATION OF REPORTS AND
FORM OF REPORTS
Delete section 1.

Ren1llllbel' and amend remaining sections as

follows:
"1,
Meteorological observa<~ions taken at meteorological
Q,bl!erying stations located at international aerodromes,
1,1
Routine meteorological observations for international
air navlgat.ion shall be made by meteorologi~al observing stat.ious locat.ed at.
internat.ional aerodromes, at intervals of one hour or one"'-half hour. as
prescribed reg:l<onally, for all or a part of each day as appropriate in connection with the operation of aircraft and the requirements of the air traffic
service unitso
I,Ll
Reports of' meteorological observations ~de at hourly or
half-hourly intervals shall be <disseminated locally as required to air traffic
ser1Y:Ice units and to aircraft in flight. and shall be made available on request.
to the operator's local representatiyeo
1,1,2
Hourly reports and, where considered necessary. half-hourly
reports, shall be di!3seminated to other meteorological offices as required for
the performance of their functions,
1,1,3
Installation of met.eorological instruments at aerodromes. The
exposure of instruments for the measurement of wind. visibility and height ofcloud base conditions at aerodromes shall be such that the readings are representative. as far as circumstances permit. @f< conditiilJns <(W$r the runways.
loL 3.1
The l!'@spoMible aeronauti<l1ll administration Qr tither r!!sponsible
authority sho1.1ld. when plaDlilini~:ov il.ltllriug thelayoutcof aerom-OOle facil1t1el5,
take into account the requil'<l'll1)f,mts,j\'or~ l5uitablll location ijdUnem<Jr@logiclll 1nl5ta1lations as pr<l'lsc:dbed in Anne:lL3 .an(J:.inl~.1"3 of thlsApp!!ndi;lt";,

20

Special meteorological observat.ions

2,1
Reports of special meteorological observations for international air nayigation shall< be made by meteorological observing stations
located at. international aerodromes, when required for aircraft operations and
air traffic service units. a~ follows:

IV-42
2.1.1
When the height (above official aerodrome elevation) of
base of lowest Cll~ud of an amount grea'ter than 4/8 decreases to a value
equal to or less than. or inoreases to a value equal to or greater than
certain values chosen from the following table:
Metres
:30
:it 60
90
120
:4: 150
180
240
300
450
600
7'50
900

'*

Feet
100
:Ii: 200
300
400
:A 500
600
800
It 1000
1500
2000
2500
3000

Note

A change of sky oonditions from less than or equal to 4/8 of cloud
to more than 4/8 of cloud, or the reverse, associated with the ,limits
specified above, should in itself neoessitate a special report being
made.
2.1.2
When the visibility lowers to a value equal to or less
than, or inoreases to a value equal to or greater than certain values chosen
from the following table:
Metres
200
400
600
:4: 800
1000
1200
:4: 1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
4000
:4: MiOO

Miles

178
1/4
3/8

11. 1/2

5/8
3/4
:it 1

11/4
11/2
1 3/4
2'

21/2
:It 3
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The choice referred to in 2,1.1 and 2.1.2 shall be made by the
Meteorological Authority in conjunction with the operators and other
agencies ooncerned, and should include at least the values most,closely
corresponding to!
a)
each of the operating minima of all operators regularly
using the aerodrome I
b)
the limits agreed regionally acoording to the criteria
for seleoted special observations I
0)
any other limits required by looal procedures or air
traffic services.
2.1.3
At the beginning or end of hazardous conditions not
covered above at the aerodrome; e.g. when the following elements be~ip>
end or chan~e in intensity I
Tornado or waterspout
Thunderstorm
Hail

Snow and rain mixed
Freezing preoipitation
Duststorm or sandstorm
Squall

2,1.4
When the mean surface wind direction rapidly changes
by 45 degrees or, more, the mesn wind speed exceeding 15 knots before and/or
sfterthe change; or when the mean surface wind speed rapidly changes by
20 knots or more.
2.1.5
The criteria iil paragraphs 2.1.1,2.1.2and 2.1.4 may be
expanded to satisfy local operating requirements.
2.2
All reports resulting from special meteorological
observations shall be transmitted to the local air traffic service units
aa soon as' the coiiditioilslof:.paragraph2.1,occ!lUr~. They; shall also be
made, av.ailable· to .othEir· agenoies ooncerned at the aerodrome.
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Selected Special Meteorological Reports
2.$.1
Special meteorological reports shall be selected for
distribution in accordance with regional agreement beyond the aerodrome
or origin as follows!
2.3.1.1
When they are made in accordance with the criteria
asterisked in 2.1,1 and 2.102.
Whenever

a wind

a)

direction change of 45 0 or more occurs, the mean
wind speed previously' exceeding 20 knots

b)

the mean wind speed increases rapj.dly by 20 knots or
more having previously been gre.ater ~han 10 knots.
At the beginning or end o·f!
Tornado or waterspout
Thunderstorm
Hail

Snow and rain mixed
Freezing precipitation
Duststorm or sandstorm
Squall

2.3.2
Selected special reports indicating an improvement need
be disseminated only if the improvement has been maintained for 10'minutes,
reporting the data as observed at the end of this 10 minute period. reports
indicating a deterioration however shall normally be sent immediately after
the deterioration is observe do
3.
~nternational

Meteorological observations for aircraft landings at
aerodromes

3.1
The meteorologioal observations for landing transmitted
to the aircraft shortly before landing should be representative of the
existing meteorologioal oonditions at the aerodrome."
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-

OBSERVATIONS AND REPORTS MADE BY AIRCRAFT

- The prov,isioIJ3 of' this Appendix do no'l; apply to meteorological reconnaillsance
f'lights.

Observ.£t:i9us

&k1 a nel' paragrE;lph 1.1 reading!
"1~1 Routine aircraft meteorological observations shall normally be madeo'by all
aircraft on all routes, except as otherwise agreed reg:i,onally."

Eg[!umber 1.1
Delet~
~

as

1.2,

existing paragraprlsl.2 and 1.3

a, new paragraph 1.3 reading!

"1.3 ' On routes or porti~ns of routes defined by specified reporting 'points, routine
meteorological observations shall be taken and recorded at apprOXimately hourly
intervals at the same time as position reports are made, If the specified 'reporting
points are not appropriately located for the provision'of meteorological observations
at hourly intervals, intermediate observations shall also be made so that meteorological observations are made at approximately hourly interya1s .", c
Add a 'new paragraph 1.4 reading!
It1.4 On routes or portj,ons of routes not defined by specified, reporting points~
routine meteorological obsel"'.rationsshall be taken and recorded at hourly intervals
at the salpe time as posi'!;:ion'reports are made,lI
-Renumber 'the whole section 1.4.,a6 1.5 •
.3.

In-flight transmj,ssion of meteol'ologic6.1 observations
Insert new paragraph 3,1,.1 to readg

11,3 .1.1

On routes for whioh f1ight lli&tebrolcigical 'Watch is being provided."

Delete 3.1.1 and subsUt,ute in lieu thereofg
".3.1.2 On routes wi'ch relatively few flights or relatively long 'flight duration. as
det!3rmined regionally, at approximately the same times as position reports."
lliii..le'~.!i

3.1.2 and substitute in

l~,eu

thereo;t'g

"3.1.3 On routes with relatively ntulle:rolls flights or of relatively short flight
duration. as determined regionally. in-flight meteorologJ.oal observations shall' be
reported only by aircraft deSignated for t;h:l.s purpose. :rhe I1tullber, of repor'ts and
the times a't ~Thich they shall be made shall ,be agreed regi,ona1ly."
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4.

Post-flight subniission of reports of Meteorological Observaticm!!.
~ete

4.1 and substitute in lieu thereof:

"4.1 On the arrival of an aircraft at an aerodrome, a report cif the meteorological
observations made in flight ishall be flirmslied without delay to themete6rological
office, if practicable qy the pilot, co~pilot, or navigator, otherwise qy the
operator's local representative."
'
~

new paragraph 4.3

"4.3 Verbal comment on the meteorological conditionsexperiencied dtiringtlie fliglit
shoUld be given'~ the pilot, co-pilot or navigator to the meteorological 'office on
Bl'rival" unless qtheI'ldse agreed by the meteorological office."
'
5. DistributiQn of air-reports beyond the aerodrome
Insert new paragraph ,5.1.3 to read:
"5.1.3 In-'-f1ight and post-flight reports of observations morethari eight ~hOfu:'s old
shall not be transmitted to other meteorological .offices except when more recent
information for the area is not available."
'
Insert new, paragraph 5.l~4 to read:
"5.1.4 Designated meteorologioal offioes shall transmit air-reports received to
other meteorological offices in accordance with arrangements to be made ~·the
Meteorological Authorities concerned, as required to satisf.'y operational and
meteorological needs.'"
6.

Meteorologioal elements for inclusion on AIREl' Form
Renumber
, the existing note follOWing 6.3 as Note 1.
Add additional note to 6.3 to read,:

"Note 2. - If the mean wind has been observed at a level different fram the 'altitude'
of the aircraft at time of reporting, it shoUld be reported in the normal manner with
a remark indicating the actual height at; which it was measured.'·
Add Note to end of paragraph 6.$.2 to,read:
"Note. - Detailed :l.nstruot:l.on~ and guidance to aircrew in meteorological observing
and reporting from aircraft is. given in ,the ~~ual of Meteorologioal ObserVing' in
Airoraft WMO Publication No. ' • • • • • (in preParation).~
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g

in 1.2.1 the word' "all" to read "1lhese".

IilJWn in 1.:3;lt,lie words "as appropriate" after the word "amendlnents".

~.lli! the words "agreements and/or" ,to read'''agreament, or'"

'l!W.f!M to read IIMeteorologicai offioes shall provide 'meteorologioal
information tor advanoe operational planning for elements and in a form as ,agreed
'
between the Meteorological Author:!,ty and the operator."

:2.2.1

J;!elet~

the remainder of sect,ion 2.2

Delete ).1.1, and :3 .l~.2 and substitute in 11"1\ thereof 8
"3.1.1 Me'~eorologioal SSl"V:ice for preliminary opera"t:l~ona1 ,planning I:\hall be provided
by main m,,.teorologioal offioes', as r"ques'~ed. 'for flights, routes and lareas as agreed
between the Meteorological Authority and the oferator.
;3.1.2 Normally the se:rv'ice shall be nonfineo. to flights\ll'iginatinlt with:tr!
State oonc\'lr11ed.
' ,
'

'the

~ • ..: These offices 'need not be those serving, the aerOdrome ol;'aerol:ll'oines ,of
depa:r'~ure. "

~

<the ,<lord u'llOrrnal.J;y'" after "sha11i~ in :Line 2.

~numb~'4.1.2

Ad~

as 4.1.1.1

a nBW 4;1.2'l'eadinga

4.1.2 By agreement between the Meteorological Authorities concerned and
the operator the responsibility for providing serVice may be transferred
to another meteorological office.
4.2.1.3 and 4.2.2 Add after "forecast" in line 2 the words "or folder".
Add Note after 4;2.2, reading:
"The information supplied under paragraphs 4.2.1,1 and 4.2.1,;3 may be in
the form of charts."
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Delete the "yords "main or dependent"· in the last line.
5.2.1
Uonll1l8nce the paragraph as "In addition to or as part of any information
supplied,' etc ,"
§.2.1.3
J1:m.<m.i\;to read "Meteorological Harmngs' or meteorological inform';.tion of'
important changes as described in 4.2.1,2·for aerodromes, routes and areas concerned. It ..

~lllilli.i

heading to read "Upper air. charts for operational planning".

~

.8.1 to re"d:

'''8.1 Upper air information for operational planning supplied or made available to
operators I local representatives in chart form. shall be appropriate 'prognostic
isohypsal (contour) charts for gile or'more pressure surfaces. andj or other types of
upper air charts as applicable."
D",le~ in.the second line of 8.2.1 the Hords "advance anclpreliminaryll.
~tion}~

'9.1.1.3

Deleij,e the: sentence in parenthesis and substitute in. lieu thereof:

1i·.(Theperiod of advance not1ficaM.on req~ired for the provision .of meteorological
service
for. pre-flightplal1!1ing .
is determined
by the metedrological office.)"
,
' .
9.2.1.1.1 Place an asterisk at the word "notifioation" and delete the Hords 'Iabout
24 hours' b;roo::; the. ,estimated tjme of departure".·
9.2.1.1.2 ·P:!,ac.9, an ast.erisk at ·the first Hord "notifioaM.on'· and delete the Hords
in the second line "about 8 hours bafore tha estimated time, ,of departure". Insert
a footnote reading:
{J; The minimum advanoe notification required shall )oe as agreed with the meteorological office."
.

II

In sub-sect,lon (c) of 9.2.1.1.2 ameng. tha Hords ;'short pel:'iod stops" to
read "stops during fligh'l;".
~dTje1}£l sub .. seo'l;ion (a) to. read "'llJetber 01' not additional il1formation to
one alternate
to a furt.her aerodr<ll1le is requested, as provided for under
paragraphs 4.1.5.2 and 1,.1.5 • .3 of Part T.V' ",

or

!.l!l.1'2!ill. th" figU:l'es"9.2.l..1.1,"and subStit1Xt~ in lieu thereof' the word
"Note". In thotex'l; of this paragraph nmEind 'I;ho .lOrd "'c;nses" to 'read"oase" and
delete the "lOrrls "and flir,hts. o:C shor'b duration".
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AI1!.Qn.d 9.2.1.2 to read:'.

"9.2.1.2.1 In addit:Lon to the information requ,ired in aocordance with
paDagraph.4.2.2 of Par'" IV;
.
a)

notification of diversion, to all met'eor'ologica.l offices concerned,

b)

any ilircraft meteorologlcal 'reports' or other meteorologioal
infol'''lutionreceived by the. operator's local representative but
not -otherwise supplied to the meteorological office',

0)

such'other information as is required by local flight meteorological
wa tah procedures." 11

!\mend 9.2.1~3.1 by adding at end "when not otherwise supplied to
the meteorological officell •·

APPENDIX It
GENERAL 'PROCEDURES FOR METEOROLOGICAL BRiliEFING
. 1.
Meteoro1~gical br",efilfg shall be provided for the purpose
of explaining to pilots-in-command,.or their designated representatives,
operators· local representatives, and air traffic service personnel the
prevailing meteorolqgical situation over the areas·and air routes with
Which they are concBfned and the expected developments upon which the
forecasts are based .and for that purpose also indicaUng other possible
. .hut less: -probaqle developments, if any, which may pccur and the changes'th·ese
c~ul~· ·produQe in the fbre·castse
Delete paragraph 2 of Appendix

4.

·3.
When the forecaster who· provides the br~efing expresses
an opinion op the d~velopment of the meteorological oonditions.at other,
aerodromes which is fundamentally divergent from the forecasts reoeived
from another meteorological office, the rscipents: of the briefing shall
Qe advised of this fact~ At a dependent ~eteorological ·office such action
shall be taken only after consultation with its associated main meteorological
office, unless otherwise authorized by the Meteorological ~Jlthority. '!he
relevant portion.of the briefing dealing with the points of disagreement
shal). be recorded at the time of briefing and this reoord shall be made
available to the operator Is local representative on request.

It.
Meteorological briefing may be aonduoted by telephone when
briefing in person is really impracticable~
5.
shall inolude,.

Meteorological information available for use in brlefing

5.1

Flight, route arid area forecasts as appropriate;

5.2

Forecasts for the

aerodrom~

involved;

5.3
The most recent Qynoptio surfaa.e and. upper air charts,
surfaae and upper air pro{lIlostia charts, and diagrams together with
approprlate pre.v1.ouo oharts;
5.4
Tho latost available aerodrome and station reports along
tho route or 0yoi'. thG aren. J
5. 5

~.'ho

lutcHlt avnl1ublo inoteoroloeical warnings and advisory

mr·wnllgofJ lnclurUng l.nCormutlon on trop1.clll distm'bnnaos or tropical revolving

oto:rmn l:l.1coly to nl'feot tha routo 0.1"' aroll and the ufJrQdrOtnAS invo.lvod;
I).()
'I'ho 11:tiJOf)"t uvullublo tnot.oo.l'oloa1.cnl l'oports from
alrOl""ll.f.'.1J along tho 1'0lr~n OJ' :1 n tho nL~OI.t.
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J?elate Section 1 and substitute in lieu thereof the follo.ling:

"I.

Documents to be supplied

1.1
The details Of docmnontation ,to be made available ,for flights over a'
particular route shall be determined through oonsultation bet"een 'the Meteorological
, Authority or a ma'teorological office designated by it, and the operators concerned.
1.2
The meteorological office providing documentation shall make availabla
to the pilot-in-command Or his designated repr0serrtative before departure either of
the follolJing'
'
flight and 1Ie;fOdl'ome forecasts (Hodel

2)

a forecast folder comprising a cover (l-1odel
), a selection of not
more_ than three prognostic or, if not available, current charts, and

i)

a combined cross-section and flight forecast (Nodel
drome forecasts (Nodel
); or

il)

flight foracmit (Model
forecasts (Model ,
),

iii)

) and al'rodroma

01'

flight and aerodrome forecasts (MJdel'
SGction', (Model
), or

) with or without a cross-,

a plain language route and terminal forecast (Mndel to be developed) valid
for an agreed period and concentrating upon those features of forecasts
whi6h are agre,sd as operationally significant, or
'

4)

a r9ute and aerodrome forecast consiating, of

,b)

c)
b~

) cross-section (Mod,,],

) with aero-

.3)

a)

'1.3
shall

), or

1)

a forecast cha",t of signi~icant ~reather (Model to be developed)
described in paragraph 2.7 hereUnder, and
'

8S

a forecast upper leysl chart (liiodel to be developeg) as described
in paragraph 2.8 herounder, for the stalld'l-rd upper air reference
, suri'ace nearest the propos,ed cl"nising laV:<I1, and
aerodrome forec1ls'ts (Model

).

When the prognoatio analyses lis'oad under 1.2 aboye are f'\lrnis)cted, they
either those for" fixed time or a oor.posite chart, appropriate, to the ,flight.

1.4
' When the cI1rrent surface ans];ysisor prognostic SlU'race aoolo'si. i.
supplied, it shall' .ho" in outline tho pressure distribution and i'ro1'ts I upper, ,air
, charts shall shqw oontours (or stream lines as appropriate) and telllperaturedata ilB
,x'eqnired and, upon request, the cOl)tours e\lall also qe marked,in,values sholJing ,the
diffe"ence behreen the true and pressure alti tud.es at the oontour ,Burface. ,
'
1.5
A form, or fOl'lllS, ae opecified'in Appendix 2, for reoording aircraft
m,,.L,,,,,,'ological ob.ervo:tiona shall be provided ,lith the forecast foldel' Or form exoept
<II",,, t.ho form for airoraft meteorological obse:r.va'biona is provided by the operator."
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IV. - Rec onunendations - SilRPS
Amend Section 2 as follows:
2.
2.2.2

Preparation of documents

Amend Item I, by substituting "level(s)" for "position(s) ".

2 2 2 5 Amend the last sentence to read" Additional information, if available,
shail' be given in the tabular section of the forecast as "Remarks". II
J;lsl,'t.~

2.2.2.6 and

subst.itu·~e

in li.eu thereofs

91 2.2.2.6

The Zl;lro degl'ee is(rthsl'lll shan be indica·ted by !\ heavy broken black line
or by a continuo'l1s green line, 01
Delete 2,2,2.'1 and substitute in lieu tht;lI·t;lofs

"2.2.2. '1 Fro'nts shall be shown by black lines appropriately la.belled or by. red
lines fOr. warm fronts, blu~ lines for cold fronts, purple lines for occlusions
!\nd Illternatinf( red and blue lines for stationary fronts."
Divide existing 2.2.2.9 into two paragraphs, as' follows:
"2.2.2.9 The horizontal scale for distance employed in the construction of the
cross-section shall not be changed in anyone flight forecast.
2.2.2.10 The zones to be employed on apy particular route shall be fixed by
agreement between the Meteorological Authorities concerned.in accord~nce with the
following general rule's:"
Renumber 2.2.2.9 to 2.2.2.9.4 as 2.2;2.10.1 to 2.2.2.10.4.
to the text of the sub-paragraphs.

No change

Renumber 2.2.2.10 as 2.2.2.11 and the sub-paragraphs similarly.
Renumber 2.2.2.11 as 2.2.2.12 and amend to read:
. "2.2.2.12 A heavy double vertical line may be used to indicate a marked change in
the direotion of the flight path or a change in zone numbering from latitude to
longi tude, or the reverse."
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2.2.3

!M. "make

Z.2h3.1

In the

provision'Tor" following "inc1ude" in the second line.

second'line~"if

required" follo'wfng the word "shaIl",

2.2.3.2 Amend the last two lines toreadt ", •• rega:r:dingicing, turbulence,
mountain waves, thunderstorms, details of 'the intensity'and movement of fronts
and, if'relevant, state ·of sea or swell, shall be provided."
Delete sub-paragraph 2.2.3.2.1

2.2.3.3 Amend to read "Altitude of base of low cloud shall be indicated, if
required."
2.2.3.4 Amend first line to read: "Surface visibility should be supplied if
required ••• "

2.2.3.6 Amend the first sentence to read "Upper winds and temperatures shall be
given for not more than five leve1s"', Add a new sentence at the end of the last
sentence to read: "As agreed" tail wind components maybe provided in lieu of
wind direction and speed!'"
'
Add a new paragraph 2.2.4 as follows:

"2.2.4 For high level flights the following modifications of the procedures
in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 should be made:
2.2.4.1 By agreement between the Meteorological Authority ahd the operator that
information below a certain altitude is not significant 'oyer certain portions of
the route, such int.ormation may be 'omitted from'the cross-section and forecast
forms.
2.2.4.2

The position of the tropopause shoUld' be'iridicatEid.:in the cross--section
by a dark brown line.

~.2,4.3

Information giving the altitude, direction and wind speed of any jet,
stream in the vicinity Qf the cross~seotion should be' entered at the foot of the
tabular section.

Comment. This 2.2.4.3 will require a new row at the foot of Model. Fl. (a). Also
2.2.3.2.1 which ha,s been deleted removes the need for "spare box". which could be
shifted. It is understood that these amendments will be initiated by the
Secretariat.

2.3.1
Amend to read "When a separate cross-section form is. used, the prooedures
of 2.2.1 to 2.2.2;10.1 inolusive and 2.2.4 to 2.2.4.2 inolusive, shall apply to
its prBparation."
DelErt;ethe whole of this except for the first sentence.

2.4.302 Remove the quotation marks in the first and second lines and in item 7)
d\}~,~ ~when required" and substitute H(see 2,2.3.5)".
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t.he.~8ro,d"gr8e C.flh:lJ,lS_.j.sotherlllJs) shall'

.

,Ml\ "

!lSF pa:r.·agl"N~l<.

Z,oA·./...

IlS,'

foJ,lQmu

'Z~4,4

Forh:l.gh "ltUllde 1'11.15111;8 'the r.bdUioations to the above procedures under
2.2./,. shall apply liS I1PlJfPPI7iat,eo 00 .

2.5

Aerodrome

f()re£!lJ~:1..f9.lJi!i2

2.5.2
Sub-item 2; in 'the se60nd line deletei'roid ·t:lma'ofs;vnopt1·o map from
whioh. eaClh aerodrome' foreoast ~'as preparedj"
Sub-item 5 delete ·surface"
Sub..,item7 amend "aerodrome le'.rel'l. to 'relid
.elevation".
.
. "aerodrome
".
,,-,.

2.5.2.2
Junend the secorid sentenCle tOI'ead "The; validitY:·Psr.iods bftii:e"fP;'eoasts
for the aerodromes' sOOll be ..as agr'eed betwe.an tile Meteorological' Author! ty' and the
pperators.".

2.5.2.7

Arne!!!! the. firs't lin!'! ,to,. read "CIOlld amounts, typae, and hliights. of: bases
.

and 1;ope above pfficial aerodrome eleva'tion' ehall be •• ;~ , .

~ 2.5.2.8 to read "Forecast meansaalav<'l~ pr~!,su;re, fpr, the .
<'lstimatad time of sl'Tival shall be e)'ltllred for eaohaero(lrome'foreeast for whioh 'it
is availablewhen.it<l:s l'Elquil'ed by the opera'tQl·.~

Add a ne1< 2.7 and 2.8 reading as f'01101<1I&'

".2.7

Forecast Chart ofaignifioant weather (l4::><;fel' .~."

r

2.7.1
.The foreoaat ohart of: signifioant weather shoUld be prepared' for Ii fixed
time or,OIl"aoomposite basisl/.ppr.opr;late 'tothEi. fligh1;{al, o,onqerneci.,
The ahl,irt should depiat th., followingelementa8

13:~

signi:t'iollnt'1<98:\;hOO"
,Ol,,:udll. assooiated .with signifioant weathet
posft:lon of :l.'rontll
'. .
.
Looation of pressurs .oen'tres and, in troploal regillme, the
indt,catiol1$ of .oonvsrgenoe zones
5) Posi'tion of the ~'el"O degra... 66l.siusiso.thsrlli

2.7.3
2.7.3.1

The boundaries of tha areas of significant 1<eather should be delineated.

Types of significant weather arid clouds associated therelfith should
be shown by standard symbols.
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l1mouut of clouds associated with 'signi,flcant weather shouldba shown in

Altitudes of cloud bases and tops and vertioal extent of significant,'
2.7.3.3
wasther should be shown by ,fractional notation;
,

lI'2.t!!s

1m example of the notat:\:on described in paragraphs 2.7',3.1,
tltrough 2.7.3.:3 1'ollow88

Weather!
Cloud 8

type - tops
base
' amount - type - tops
base

2.7.4
Fronts should be shown by black lines appropriately labelled, or bY red
lines for warm fronts, blue lines for cold fronts, purple linea for ocolusions and
alternating red an~ blue lines for stationary fronta.
2.7.5
The isohypses (oontour~)of the zero degree Celsius surface should be
indicated by continuous green lines, or by heavy broken, black iines appropr:!.ataJ.y
lebeiled.
2.7.6
Approximate values of M.S.L. pressure centres should' be entered in
millibars.
2.8

,Forecast Upper La~l Chart (Model

)

2.8.1'
The forecast upper level chart should be prepared for a ;fixed time or on
a composite' basis appropriate to 'tM flight (8) 'concerned.
2.8.2

The chart should depict the following elements8
altitu~el!l)

1)

Pre ssurEi isohypses(8ontour

2)

Temperatures by meane of values' for seotions of routes end/or above
upper air ~tatioris

3)

Wind by means of values along agreed routes or by isotachs

4)

:fronts by, means of standard ,frontal notation. snd/or zone of
'IOiIxinrum wind by means of broad arrow
'

5)

Where required, for high level operations,' haigh,t 'of tropopause
above upper 1I1r stations
'
Notes

By agl"eement ,between tlie operator' 'and ,thii Meteo:rolpgical
Authority concerned, winds IIhd temperatures along specific
routes may include, in add! tion to the', values pertinent
to the standard level, values for ,intermediate levels.
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2.8.3
Il!Iobypses (eonto1ll'~)should be entered as eontinuou's blaak lines
appropriately labelled.
'
T€JlJIperatures should be entered in whole degree Celsius.
2.8.5
Willds, when entered as isotaohs, should be for increments of 20 knots by
broken black lines.
2.8.6
Winds, when given in direotions and speed, should.be given in whole
degrees true and knots. ,
'
2.8.7
of feet.

Altitude of tropopause shOuld be' given in hunqreda of metres or thousands

2.8.8
Fronts shou+d be shown by blaok lines app~opriately labelled or by red
lines for warm.fronts, blue lines for cold fronts, and alternating.red and blue
lines for stationary fronts.
2.8.9

ZQnes of maximum 1J.I.nd Elhould be given by means of l:!.ght·, broad arrows."
Sect:l,on .3 - No change
Section 4 -

~o

change

. In the footnotes at the bottom of pages
oomma..'"lders" to read tgpilots=in-c~:)ln~nand".

Comment.

It is suggested that "Icing l ! be defined.

64 and 65
, amend "a:!.roraft
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Delete Appendix 6
Delete Appendix 7 and substitute in lieu thereof:
"APPENDIX 7
SUPPLY OF NETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION FOR AIR TRAFFIC AND
COHNIJNICATIONS AND SEARCH AND RESCUE SERVICES

1.

Neteorologicalinformation for ,aerodrome 'control'towers

1.1, The ,follow,ing meteorologiciU information, as necessary, shall be supplied to,
,the aerodrome control tower by the associated: meteorological office:
1.1.1 ll,outins"and special met(lorologicalrepo:rts, and forecasts and amendments
thereto,for"the aerodrome concerned;
Note. - Annex 11 prescribes: "7'.4.1 Aerodrome control towe!t's (lllall be supplied
with current meteorological reports, and 'forecasts fo;!' the aerodrome concerned.
Amendments, to forecasts shall be communicated to thei aerodrome control tower, as'
soon as 'they are' found necessary, without waiting for the next routine foreoast.
Particular emphasissha11 be given to the 'occurrence or Jorecast of ,weather'
deterioration, imd an inference shall be added, gi,ving ,an assessment- of the probable
time of improvement."
1.1.2

Neteorological reports for transmission to aircraft about to land or' t,\ke offt

1.1.3

Pressure data for setting altimeters i

L.~.4 Meteorological'warnings and advisory'messages relating to the aerodrome
including warnings for parked alJfi moored aircraft as prescribed, in Appendix
), Sectio,n 6.
'

2., Neteorological information for a)JJ?roach control offices
2,.1 The following meteorological information, as necessary, shall be, supplietl to the
approach control offic.., by the ,designated meteorological office',
2.1.1 Routine and special meteorological reports, and forecasts and amendments
thereto'for the aerodrome (s) in the area "lith which the approach' conti:ol office is
concerned.
No'tft. - Annex 11 prescribes: "7.3.1 ApproacJ;1 control offices shall be supplied with
cUl,'I'ent meteorological reports and forecasts for the area and aerodromes with which
they are concerned. Amendments to forecasts shall be communioated to approach
control offices as soon as they are found necessary, without \faiting for the next
routine forecast;' When expected conditions in, any parts of the ,area are not repre"sented adequately by the forecast supplied,supplementary information indicating the
differences shall be furnished to the approach control office. Particular 8",illjasis
shall be given to the occurrence or,forecast of weather dete,rioration and an
inference shall be addod giving an assessment, of the probable time of improv0lnent;"
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2.1.:3 Meteorologic,al warnings and advisor:( messages for. aerodromes and
the area with whioh the approach control office is concs·rn'3d.
!:!ll~J:r£,l.o.g:t£.!iLl!)j· c'l'lrr1lj:.:!N.n...;t2.!:...m::\l1L£!l,U~..Ql £f!:g.1'~A

:3 •

.3;1 . The i'ollowing meteorological inforrol'lMl)n, as necessary on a routine basis, shall
be auppl:!.l;d '1:0 -the area contl'ol cenGre lr,r the me-r.o01'ological o.ffice!
.
3.1.1 .iKpp!'opri.ate routil1f' and special mElteorologicD.l reports,· in the fOl'm received
unless otherl~-:l.t1e arranged locally, for designated aerodromes within, and where
neeessary adjacent t.o, the con1;rol area;
,3.1.2 Foreoasts aud tlIIIendmerrt;s thereto in the l'or,m re.oeived unless otherwise.
arranged locally covering the c(>D:brol area and t,he aerodromes within and Hhe;rs
necessary adjacent to ·the control ares§

.!fu.li.ft. - Annex 11 presc.riooa" "'7,2.1 Flight information

o~ntres or area oontrol
centres shall be supplied 11ith current, met.eorological!reports and forecasts;
partieular emphllS:1:a being gi\Ten to the ooc..,rrence or foreeas'G of we'lther det,er;!.oration as soon as this Cart be de1;erm:li>.ed. ' These reports and forecasts shall cover thtf
flight informati.on region <>1' control area and t,be aerodromes within and adjacent to
the flight ini'ormation region or control area,"
.

:3.1.,3

Pressure dat,a for setting altimeters;

3.1.4 Meteorological warnings for t.he control area.
,3.2 The following meteorological ini'?rmation shall be supplied on request and. as
agreed bet~een the meteorologioal. and the air traffio service authorities:
3.2.1 Forecast.s of met.eorologioal ctlnditions eNSl' the control area or the portion
of the control area coverdd by the roos·hf'l'eq1ll.mtly travelled ·air routes, includings
,3.2.1 • .1

The front:a.1 s:Uuat:ion and general weather condi:tioIlllI

,3.2.1.2

Upper winds;

3.2.1,3 Turbulence, icing conditiona, the altitude(a) of zero degree Oelsius
isotherm( a) ;
:3,2.1.4 Advisory massages for the control area or for portions of that
area
&

4. ~91g~1£:!J,1..ilJf.\:>m'l:!?;!..'?rL fo:r._W1lht...!!l!!?r1J!il-~t:l.on....l'~ll.
4.1 The f.'ollowing meteorological. informa't:i.on, as nacc'ssal'Y. shall be supplied to. the
flight Informat:lon centre by 'the deslgll.a:f;ed me·teorological. office g
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4.1.1 Current meteorological reports and forecasts relating to aerodromes
within the flight information region and, as agreed regionally, within
neighbouring flight information regions.
(See Note following 3.1.2)
4.1.2

Pressure data for setting altimeters;

4.1.3 Meteorological warnings and advisory messages relating to the flight
information region and, as agreed regionally, to the neighbouring flight
information regions.
5.

Meteorological information from flight information centres

5.1 Meteorological Authorities shall make local arrangements with the authorities
or agencies receiving l3.ircraft meteorological reports at flight information
centres from aircraft in flight to have these reports delivered to the associated or desj.gnated meteorological office without delay.

6.

Meteorological information for communication stations

6.1 Where necessary for flight information purposes, current weather information
shall be supplied to communication stations. A ooP,1 of such information shall
be forwarded to the flight information··centre or the area control centre.
7.

Meteorological information for search and rescue

7.1 Meteorological offices designated by the Meteorological Authority shall
provide for rescue co-ordination centres such meteorological information as
they may require in accordance with regional agreement.
7.2 ~~teorological offices designated by the Meteorological Authority shall
provide, on request, ocean station vessels and other ships undertaking search
and rescue operations with the meteorological information required for the
performance of these operations."
Delete Appendix 8 "Criteria for amendments to flight, area, route and
aerodrome forecasts" and substitute in lieu thereof:
"APPENDIX 8
CRITERIA FOR AMEND...]!!;NTS TO FLIGHT. ROUTE.AREA AND AERODROME FORECASTS
M9teoro10gical offices shall be guided by the following
in considering amendments to flight, rout~ area, and aerodrome
forecasts. When applying the criteria, the forecaster shall consult with the
operator's local representative whenever necessary and practicable:
1.

criter~a
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CrJ~£ili,_9f __~hf\'M<j!f?

Upper winds

Of 3PPor more in directionl of 20
!<nots or more in'speed

P'l.ight,' route, area,
aerodrome

Icing

New expeotation; increased intensitYJ
dacreased intensity sev'ere to light'
or moderate to, nil

Elight, route. aran,
aerodrome

Freezing
precipi taUen.

New expectation; no longer expected

Turbulenoe

Increased i.ntensity to moderat'i' Or
Beverel decreased intensity severe
to light or moderate to nil

F.).ight', route, area,
asrodl."ome

New '''qieatatlon; no longer expectad

night, route, araa,
, aerodrome

New expectationl no longer expeoted

Flight, route, ax-ea.
aSl."odrome
'

New expectaUon; no longer expected;
from liquid to solid or solid to
liquid previously foreoast and not
now expected, ~r the reverse

Aerodromi!l

Hail

New expectation; no longer expeoted

night, route, area,
aerodrome

Sandstorms or
duststorma

New expectation; increase in intensity
to sandstorm or dustatorm from
conditions of rising .sand or dustJ
decrease in intensity from sandstorm
or dustatorm to conditions of no
rising sand or dust

Fl.ight., route, area,
aerodrome

Upper air
temperatures

Of more than

Thunderstorm
squalia

01'

Tropical revolving
storm, tornado

Heavy
preoipi tation

,0 Celsius

night, route, ares,

'" Notel
The provisions of this Appendix do not apply to the [,lerodrom!!!.7 foreaasta
which are issued for scheduled· broadcast purposes and whioh aI'S periodically
reviewed and wnended as necossary to enuure that each forecast, when broadcast,
represents eo far as pl."scticable the forecaster's latest opinIon, irreapeotive
of" whether or not the chmig"s made are requil'sd by the or:!. tari ... speoified aboveo
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Q,riteria of ohanges

E~>sts

affected

If they may have a substantial effect
on the operation of an airoraft
(SeEt Note 1)
,
1I1h,su base of lowest <ilond oovering
more than 4/8 of the sky ,.Ul ,:reach or
pass through seleoted values
(~ Note 2)

Flight, rout.e, area,
aerodl'ome ,

If they may have a substantial effect,
on' thE! operation of, an aircraft
(See Not.el)
When Oleleet.ed valuss will be reached
or passed through
(See Not.e 2)

Aerodrome
.II.erow·ome

New expeotation of signifioant front.sl
signifioant' front no longerexpeotedj

Flight. route. area. >
/Aerodrome

Material differenoe in position

Flight., roUte, area,

Differenoe ~n time of one hour or
mOre of pal3ssf5e of significall't front

Aerodrome

Surface wind

When seleoted values will be reaohed
or passed through
(S61!. Note 2)

Aerodrome

Swell and state
of Seli!

When'they will affect the safety of'
seaplane operations
(See Note 1)

Aerodrome

Oloud
oomUtions

VisibUity

Fronts

, The effect on the operation of' aircraft will be
assessed by operators,
Vslues are seleoted by the filIDteorologioal Authorit.y
in consultation ~dth interested agencies~"

Aerodrome
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AM.

a new Append:Lx (to be =bered late'!') as follows g
n~~

1.

Forms of messll.1tss

l.lRoutine meteorological reports intended on).yfor aeronauticaJ. use8
a)

for local distrib'u:tion shall be in the AERO form except where the use of
plain language, IaQ'l code or other form dB agreed locally.

b) . exchanged with other meteorologioal o1'1'i066 9 shall be in the AERO form. or.
exceptionally and when e,gr'eed between the Meteol'ologicml Authorities .
concerned, .in ItQ'. code. plain lang\lll.ge (or an app~OjTed symbolio form of
plain language) j
,
c)
lti2

1.,3

transmitted ,to aircraft infllght shall be
01' in plain language.

ill

the AERO

i'Ol'lll.

in OIQ'" oode

Speoial meteorological reports intended onlY for aeronautioal.use8
a)

for local distribution shall be in a. form determined by agreement, with the
looal ro.:!" traf'fic se:r1tice units concerned!)

b)

exchanged with o'ther meteorological offices, shall be in the Ml-lMMt1/BBBBB
form. or in the AERO form (1.,ith the time .at which the limit necessitating
a speoial observation has' been reached, in GMT, added ,to tha·end) or
exceptionally. and 'when agreed between the Milteorologic:U Authorities
concerned, .in ItQ'. code, plain langua,ga (or an apprOVed symbolic form of
pl!!in language),
' .

c)

transmitted to airOl'aft in flight aha).l be :in the' MMlM1/BBBBB fOl'Dl, or in
the AERO form (with the 'time at, whicll the linri:t necessitating aspecia,l
observation has been r.eached. in GMT add.,.,d at the end) or in ooQ" code or
plain language.

Landing reports should oontain the' .following elements iii the order showns*
Surfaoe wind direction,
Surface wind speed,
Weather conditions.
Vis,1bility and/or :if' avallable runway visual range,
Oloud 1ayers~ amount, type and hej.gh't 0.1:' base,
Pressure value for altimeter,
Remarks when required regarding*
Temperat,ure,
Dew point,
Gust:tOO!'ls.
Heights of' tops ot olouds. e'l;o.

* See

statements by the Delegations of Canada and the United States, Part VII,
paragraphs 202 and 701, respectively.
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1,4 Air-reports shall bel

1.5

a)

transmitted from airoraft in the AIREP form, unless radiotelegraphy is
used and it is agreed by the oompetent authority and the operator
concerned that the POMAR form shall be used,

b)

exchanged between meteorologipal offioes in either the AIREP or POMAR
form as received, except that section 2 of the reports may be omitted.

Meteorological forecasts,
-

1.5,1 VllJ.en disseminated logal~or to other metE)orolog:i.c:al offices, l!1etE)oro19gical
for"cal3i;s slJ.sll b,?_~n:theapprop:riate WMO figure code fQrm, or exceptionally, artd
when agreed between the, Meteorological Authorities concerned, in IIQIt code or plain
language Cor an approved symbolic form- of plain language).
1.5,2 When disseminated by radiotelegraphy to aircraft in flight, meteorological
forecasts shall be in the appropriate WMO figure code form, in IIQ" code or plain
language,
1.5.3 When dissein:Lqated by ra.diotelephony to aircraft in flight, meteorological
forecasts shall be in 1I'llt code or plain language.
1,6 Amendments to meteorological forecasts
1.6.1 When disseminated local~ or to other meteorological offices; amendments to
meteorological forecasts shall be in the appropriate WMO figure code form, in "Q"
code or plain language (or an approved symbolic form or plain language),
1,6.2 When disseminated by radiotelephony' to a,trcrll.ft in flight. amendinents to
meteorological forecasts shall be in the appropriate WMO figure code form, in '~"
oode or plain language,
1.6.3 When disseminated hy radiotelephony to aircraft in flight, amendments to
meteorological forecasts shall be in IIQIt code or plain language.
Note.- WMO .promulgates the following international figure codes for forecasts
intended for aeronautical use:
ROFOR - route forecasts and amendments'thereto,
FIFOR and HIFOR - flight forecasts and amendments thereto,
TAFOR;TAF - aerodrome forecasts and amendments thereto.
2.

Plain languagemessages*

2.1

Plain language meteorological reports (other than landing reports) and
aerodrome forecasts

In message's containing reports of meteorological observations and special
meteorological observations and aerodrome forecastsl
2.1,1
1.
2;
3.
4.
5,

*

Order of elements,
The order of the elements in the message should bel
Type of information
Time group
Station identification
Wind, direction and speed, in that order
Visibility

See statements by the Delegations of Canada, France and the United States,
Part VII, paragraphs 2.2, 4.1.-4.2 and 7,1, respective~,
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--~----------------~~=".1

6.
70
8'0

90
;1.00
11.

lff"a'~hor

oonditions
Cloudj'omoun:t, form,·and height of basG, in that order (repeated aa
nooonsary)
,Air temperBtul'8
)
1'''''1 point temper.t;ure) if required
f;lNH or other pressure)
values
)
Remarlm

'2'.1.2' Indicstl,on of ,elsro,!ntrJ inoluc!ed ,
2.1.2,1 Normally the names oX'e1emanta 1 '~O ,7 (e;g., VISlf.lILI~Y, CLOUD, eto.) Brd
the word "Remarks" should not be' ino:tudad ill thetaxt for, trallsmission., "
'
2.1.2.2 When names of elements are not used, and when it is neoessary to indicate a
particular element, the appropriate Q si.gnal (QBA etc.) or plain language (VISIBILITY,
CLOUD, etc.) should be used.
i/ote ,- This prooedure is appl:l(Ja1>le only uhan a repep:tion :iosraquii'ad, when
munioatlon'ia difficult 01' in, simil~r ciroumstanoes.
2 ,1.1

!iP.~_of infol'l!l/!ii9n

The type of l.nfol;lriation should, be, indicat-ed by, tlia
uord "MET RllPORT
", "SPEOIAl,'" or. "FORl!:OAST'1I
as '
s'pproprista,.
.
.
.

,

~.1.4

cdm~'

I!iJ!.!I.

appropri,~te

phraSe or

,"

,

T,lms 'in hours and minutes Gm, should refer to the' "8.O,\;u81" time as defined
by WMO oX' making the observa'tion for the. weather report or the period Qf 'validity for
forecasts. ' When ,in broadcasts, a gr.()up .01' reports is intl:Luded, the ao'tua1ti!Re of
th,e nrat reportoontairied in the message ,to' be broadcast should'be given, -sng- the
t~mea of subsequent! reports 'only ,if they differ from that by more '(,han JlQminutes.
['he letters "GMr'" should not be included in the text for transmission; ,
2,.1.5 Station i.9anilifioatioh
,
"
1'hs 'stat~on identifioation should ,be the. namE! of! 'tha aerodrome cirpl.!lce to
which the il1forma,t;Lon relates and shoulq be given twice.
~.- ~nnGx

1,O,li'art

n,

paragra~h

5,,3.,1, governs

thal&,ngu~ge

,to be t,lsed.

,2.1.6. ~d;' direction a'l.~
,
Wind. diraili,Q!J BhoJ-lld be given, ,using three fig~ea .,f0llowed oy ,t!1e '/01'0
"degrees", but the ,referanca 'meridiall should not be l. noluded e.g., 050. degltses .. ,
Unless othe~ia8 speoifioally stated in the, i;ext, 14ind'd:i,reotion is a1way~ given in
degrees from true North.

Wln<i..l!.R~ed shoUld inolude 'the ullite e.g. 25' knots, , When appropriate,
Mvsrl.!\b:j.e" 01' "oelm" shOUld be given e.g., ,vari&bla 'OJ lmots.
2.1.7

:lliI.1billt;v:
Visibility Should in every case inolude the units in full e.g., 15 kilometres,_
For viaibilitiaabelow :3 l\:l1ometr,es or appI'ox1,mately 2 ll!lut.ical miles (VV-:30) values'
,should be given in metres or yer~s.
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lie.,,<;1.tJ!~,~r....£.ond~1:t,t2lill.

, '\ieat,her should be ehen in plaj,n language. The simplified decode for "w,,"
and 11 "'1"1" to be used \,hen prepa1'ing plain language messages f'rCJ1ll coded information
is glven in :2 ~6
0

2.1.9 i,';'j,m,4
'
"
Cloud shauld be gIven us "amoIDlt" height, ,un;:ts'" e'.g; 6 oktaa. 500 metres.
Tho form of t.ho ,oloud should ,not normally be stated unless it is cumulonimbus or
r.iinbos'tratus. Cloud amount 'should be given in olctas. 'llie units "ins'ores" or "'fee't"
should always be included. The phrase "sky clear" should be used when appropriate.
2 1.1 0 !t,:r,~ tell~ra't1-lr~ ar~i.2~~JlQ.ln:!LJ~empH~.
Air ,temperature and dew ~o:trrt; tsmperattl:re, "hen required, should., be given '
i l l 'the form "Temperat.ure 21, dewpolnt 8",
For temperatUipes belo" zero, the f:tg'lU'e(s)
should be preceded·by the word leminus ll " The lirords U-degrees 1t and Itcentigrade ll need
not, be included in the text for trammission.
.
G

Q,NH oL..2J,hel' .Jlre~tL.,.evl,).u61i

2.1.11

When required pressm'o valoos preceded by 'bhe appropriate Q, signal should
be gi'Ven, together with the units used.
,Re)!l?!'l<;g,
,Remarks, which may inolude Infcrrmation concerning' gns'bs,added t'O\a report
should be given in "Qt~ code or" plain language\

2.1.12

2&2

fl,ain lan,&1d~2Jlt!::~g!lt fOI:E.?£.M.l§:

21)2>:11 When route d.r flIght rO'.r~casts or amendment.s are included in messages,' they
sh"'1Lld be pI'Meded by' 'the appropriate lndicator, namely, "ROUTE F<IlECABT", '''FLIGHT
F<IlECABT:", "FLIGHT FalEGABT A.MJ1,;l'IDMB:m", "AME:l'IDED FLIGHT F'ORECAST", "A.MJ1,;l'IDED ROUm'
FCHEGAST", etc. and t.hl> sequen"e of elements shoold ;folio", generally 1;he corresponding
coded forms; 2.1 should be fo~,lowed in M far as it is ap\,lic!,bla.
.

Dr:tr,.liJllJLU'llorts
Reports of meteorological observations required by an aircraft cQntempl;>,ting
ditch:i:ng should be given in plain langUage or i1). u'Qu code and should. cgnsist· of'
informat,lon on the follo'ring elements, in the order indicated below,
'

2 • ,3

a)' Sea level.pressure (approxima"t.e lJhen not repo~ted by an ocean station
vessel or n selected al'tip)
b) SUrfUQ8_ \lind .direction 1.11 degrees true
c) Surface' 'Hind speed in lni.ots
d) S",ell· - length, height and speed 'of' Haves and direction from which 'Ghey
are ..-moving,
eJ State of soa - length, height and npeec1 of l,fUVes 'and direction from lolhien
thoy are moyitig"

f), VioibHity,
e) Amount and height above tho son of' bano of loti Cloud (both the main layer
HmI" any scattered 'cloud's "001011),
Present \.fOo'lther,
Hernar len '.

h)

i)

2.4

..!12l?..e",g.J;j,0l)!2.

9_q~.

,2.4.), When in aoded i'arecasts, being used for the preparation of plain lariguage
messages; the code abbrBvia'tion~ GHAIlU, RAPID, INTER" ,TEMPO erel.ncluiled, they should
nu~ be decoded, but the SU'me abl1r'ov;.la"tiol1s shol1ld be u~ed in the radiotelephony ,mes,sage. ' Vlhen in coded foreoas"tB the l1ume:t'ioul change gl'OUp indicator is used, the
start of' these indiolltor8 as underlined should be decoded as:

1.. 9i,GGGp ': GRADU or RAPID
2 • 9:lf1CG - TEMPO
.
3 • 9!l(lGG~ '" INTER
4. ~).'i99(J2 ,. I1l OB

a"

approPr'illta}
.
'follmred bY'. the tlIJ>'I groUps.
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Otlkll o.llbN'u-;tations denoting local 'oiH1'J.i·l'tloria as apprOved by WMO fer usa in the forecast <,ods:; uhould be given in f\t11 plainlallguage, e.g. L,;;o shall be given "Locally".
O

2.5

~htoo.coJ.or;:tcal "('li=tl'nl1'1gs

Whcm IDl!Jtoorologl.oal w"i'ning:lllra inoludod in moe~age8, they should be pre-

2.5.1

c<!'aod by the indicator "Hil.RNING", other indicators ~uoh aa "i\IREP" should bl used 1n

tho message

IHI

appropriato.

;?.6 .(l;:nmJ:I~11I>\.:ru~1 DECo.DE pll !'l1.1lfl]lNT yJljl&T!~m iI\1W~ MIlD "WUIl" CODJJl
'l'ha followillg daoodoJ for 'th~ present weather "ww" and the forecut weather
"WP11" obould be used when pI'epal'ing plain language massages from reports and foracasts available only in coded fornls.
"wit - "Wll{l!!.

00 - 05
06
07 - 09
10
II - 12

13
14 - 16
17
18
19
20 - 29

.30
.33
36
38
40

-

.32
35
37
39

41
42 - 47
~8 - 49

50 - 53
54 - 55
56
57
58 - 59
60 - 63
64 - 65
66

67
68
69
70 - 73
7t, - 75

76
77
78

79

80

.

Decode
(No mention)
Widespread suspended dust
(No menUon)
Mist
Shallow fog
Lightning
(No mention)
ThUlldar
(No mention)
Funnel cloud a
(No ,.antion)
Duatstorm 01' sandstorm
Severa dllststorm. or sa ndstorJD
IJ)w drifting snow
Blowing snow
Distant fog
~'og pa tehe s
Fog
Fre<lzing fog
Drizzle
Thl"k drizzle
Free zing drizzle
Thick freezing drizzle
Drizzl0 and rain

Rain
Heavy rain
Fl'eozillg' 'rl'liil
Heavy freezing rain
Rain arid snow'
Heavy rein and snow
Snow
Heavy. anow
leo noodlos
Gl'~ nllis r snow

Snow
'ro~

polletrl
Showers

8/,

H(li~VY eho~lerB '
Showox'o, of raj.n and snow
Houvy ,'shOWEll'S of rain am snow

85

Snow uho\OlorB

81 - 82

83
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Oecoda
Heavy 'snow showers
Hail showers
.
Heavy hail showers
Hail sliouers
Haavy hail sh01fars
Rain
Heavy rain
Hail
Heavy hail
Thnnd"rstorm
. Thnnderstorm uith hail
Heavy thnnderstorm
Thnnderstorm and duststorm
Heavy thnnderstormwith hail

86

87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95

99

97

98
99

Note. - The following are indicator words used in paragrapb,s2.1.3, 2.2.l and _" ... l.l
2.5.;1 :

Met report
Special
Forecast'
Aerodrome forecast
Route forecast
Flight forecast
Flight forecast amendment
Amended flight/route forecast
Warning"

Delete

Appendi~

Meteorological Summarie§
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PART V,

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
CHAPTER 1

OIl§ERVATIONS AND NElTWORKS
Principles

~or establiB~nt

of observational networks

Recommendation No.4
It is recommended that:
1)
WMO invite the Working Group on Networks established by Resolution
No. a, CSM-I, to consider, when preparing the report for the Commission for
Synoptic Meteorology, the ~ollowing principles ~or its statement o~ requirements
regarding upper air networks and observations;
.
2)
ICAO and WMO advise respectively Regional· Meetings and Regional
Associations to take into account the i'ollowing.principles as basic'guidance
~or the laying down of networks o~ upper air observing stations in their
respective regions; pending the modifications whioh may be neoessarY when the
results obtained by the Working Group on Networks, esta1:,llished by WMO, are
known.
1.

PrinCiples baSed on synoptic :factors

a) . The density of upper air networks should be l'elatad to the
variability o~ weather conditions. The oharacteristics o~ the general
circulation o~ the atmosphere have to be considered in each particular
area, and the objective determination of the variability of significilnt
elements may be taken into account by means o~ studies o~ the type
envisaged in Recommendation No. 5 below.
b)
Regions of the atmof)phere within whioh jet streams are known
to fluctuate would be the ones ·requiring the highest concentration of
observations. Oonsideration of the flight altitude is therefore of
ftmdamental importunee.
c)
The relationship between pressure field and wind field at
various latitudes establishes a dif~erent requirement for .radiosonde
and for radiowind stations, both in density and in frequency.
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d)
Tropical latitudes do not appear to require a very close
network for operational purposes, However this principle may need to
be revised in the future if it is found that tropical disturbances at
high levels play an essential role in synoptic developments and need to
be taken into account when more advanced forecasting techniques are
available.
2.

Principles based on geographical factors

a)
Areas where observations are needed but which are surrounded
by oceans with a small volume of marine and air traffic or by vast
desert zones need to have a greater density of upper air stations in order
to compensate, by means of a very detailed analysis, for the li~tations
impQsed by geography.
An increase in the frequency of observations will. in general,
,b)
improve the analysis of synoptic data in areas where geographical limitations prevent the establishment of an adequate network.

3.

Principles based on operational factors·

a)
Requirements of the operators concerning the accuracy of the
meteorological information which is needed for operational purposes
cannot be established on a world-wide basis. Appro~~mate figures for
the accuracy required in wind and temperature information may be
establiShed, at Regional Meetings, as a function of length of routes,
route density, traffic density and navigational aids.
b)
Requirements for accuracy of information, and therefore',
higher density and/or frequency of obsel'Vations,are more exacting in
those regions which have the highest density of traffic.
c)
Areas with low density of traffic would require a network
depending on the length and the density of the traffic on each route.
The requirements will be less severe in areas with good navigational
aids.

4.

Principles based on .!2conomic ,possibilities

a)
Requirements regarding upper air data should be established
taking into account the factors referred to in 'I, 2 and 3 above. Once
the technical requirements have been established, priorities should be
assigned as necessary, taking into account any economic difficulties.
b)
When establishing priorities for implementation of required
networks of upper air stations, the factors referred to under 3 b) and
3 c) above ,lould be considered of primary importance.
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c) Analysis of the operating cost and cost of equipment may
sho" economic advantages in establishing less dense networks with
greater frequency of observations.
Commen!
1)
The principles stated in this r,ecommendation do not purport
to eYbaust all factors which should be taken into account for the laying
dOlm of plans for networlrs of upper air observing stations. It is
expected that, .rith the experience obtained after Regional M3etings have
discussed their applicability to the specific problems presented by each
region, they may be either amplified or replaced by more inclusive ones.
2)
It is assumed that IGAO and WMO, when presenting the principles
outlined above for the guidance of an '!GAO Regional Air Navigation }~eting
or a Session of a WMJ Regional Association, will emphasize the necessity
for the regional body to give, in its final report, full background
information on:
a)
i;he technical conSiderations, in the light of the
Principles presented to it, which led H to specify a particular
requiremen t;
b) the considerations which led it to accord a'particular
degree of priority to that requirement;
c) any financial diff'iculties 'lhich may be involved in
securing implementation, in so far as they are knol'ID to the body_
'I'his information is essential as a basis for further action Ivl. thin ICAO
or WMO directed towards the evaluation of the weight of importance 'to be
attached to any deficiency which may eventually result and the development,
if neoessary, of appropriate measures to eliminate it.
3)
The principles stated in the above reoommendation can
obviously be expanded to include specific reference to the manner in
which they operate in various parts of the world where the development
of upper air networks permits the assessment of their significance. It
was considered. however, that they are largely self-explanatory. In only
one case ,laS it found necessary to provide a practical example, namely
\vl. th reference to the frequency of upper a ir soundings, referred to in
paragraph 1 c). A recent investigation along a particular meridian
indicated that the relative importance of both types of soundings (taking
for convenience a period of 48 hours) was as follows:
Polewards from 33 0
Between 33 0 and 100
Betl,een lOON and 10 0 3

4 radiosonde-winds and 4 radarwinds
2 radiosonde-winds and 2 radar14inds
1 radiosonde-wind and 3 radarwinds.
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Although only radarwinds are menU-orred. here, i t is recognized that in
certain regions where clear skies are of frequent occurrence, adequate
upper vdnd observations can normally be secured by theodolite observation
of balloons Id th a high rate of ascent.
3QruLlll'_ch project on variabilitv of upper .Iind and temperature in
's'2ill1§J!.ti<J.l} Hi th network density and frequency of observations
TIe cOJ1lll1enda ti on No.-2.
It is recommended that:
VlHJ, in collaboration with reAO
1)
invite Members to co-operate in a research project on the
va.riabili ty of \·rind and temperature at selected sto.tions l~'he:c'J data are
available at the standard levels for upper air charts, taking into account
that:
a) stations should be selected so as to offer an adequate
representation of world-vii de conditions conSidering, especially,
the distribution of air routes;
b) the availability of data from the point of view of
statistical Significance ·should be an essential requirement for
the inclusion of stations in the plan;
2)
establish, as a matter of urgency, a general plan for the
project referred to in paragraph I above, in so far .as the specific type
of information required and the presentation of the results are concerned;
3)
prepare a summary Hith the material collected as a result of
the above-mentioned programme, including, as ~ar as possible, an assessment of the density and frequency of observations needed in various parts
of the world to determine the wind and temperature fields with various
de6Tees of accuracy.
Slol1sistency and accuracy of radiosonde observations
Rec9~dation

No.6

It isrecollllllended" that:

Wl1J take steps to:
1)
achieve a higher degree of comparability among radiosonde·
observations of pressure height
to 300 mbmade by different stat:i.ol1s;

up

2)
increaS6)thsca,imur.acy oi':1rad±ollond,e o])servations' ofpresaure
heights apove 30f) !nb.made by',dif;ferentstatiopsj
.
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Comment'

It was considered that for radiosonde observations up to about 300 mb a
reasonable standard of accuraqy had been reached, but the necessity remains for
the elimination of systematic errors so that height differences between adjacent
upper air stations may be acourately determined. For higher levels the
immediate requirement is for an improvement in the absolute acouraqy 'of the'
observations. When this has been attained, the question of comparability will
have to be examined. Reference is also made to Recommendation No.
b) under
Agenda Item 4.4.1·,

sa

Allowance for earthis curvature in high altitude wind observations
Recommendation No.7
It is reoommended that:

WMO draw the attention of Members to the importance of making allowance
for the earth's curvature in the computation of winds at high altitudes.
Comment
Hitherto. it has been the practice to determine the altitudes of the
wind-finding balloons with reference to a horizontal plane tangent to the
surface of the earth. that is, assuming that the earth 8S surface is a plane
and not a sphere, The development of instrumental equipment and balloons
which enable soundings to be made to very l1igh altitudes makes these assumptions invalid. For example, at altitudes of 12 to 15 kilometres with winds
of the order of 100 mls (200 knots), an error as .great as 20% is introduced
if the effect.of thecurvatilre.ofthe' earth' is neglebted • This l11ay" -mean .
that the . winds reported~wili.be '20' m/s (40knQts) 'too great "In view of the
operational requirements for more accurate wind information at higher and
higher altitudes, these errors can no longer be tolerated.
Need for regular uUPBr air observations up to at least the 100 mb level
Recommendation

No~

8

It; is recommended that:
WMJ impress upon Mllmbers that the requirement exists for upper air
soundings of wind and temperature to reaCh regularly at least the height of
the 100 mb pressure level.
Comment
The level specified should not however be regarded as a ceiling, it is
important that whenever'possible higher levels should be attained. In this
connection reference should be made to Recommendation No. 53 b) under Agenda
Item 4.4.1.
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CQ-ordination of surface and upper air observntion times
J

Becilmmendation No.9
It is recommended that:

WMD establish universal times for the taking of upper air observations.
selected so as to permit the analysis of upper air charts in conjunction with the
best available distribution of surface Dbservations.
Information for Regional Meetings snd Regional Associations concerning cost
of upper air observation equipment
Recommendation No, 10
It is recommended that:

WMO and lOAO collect the necessary documentation and. make available to
Regional Meetings and Regional Associations information relating to the initial
price and maintenance cost Df meteorological equipment currently used for upper
air Dbservations.
Advice to Regional Meetings and Regional Associations regarding SFERICS
networks
Recommendation No. 11
It is recommended that:

1)
ICAO and WMD advise Regional Meetings and Regional Associations
to take into account the potentialities of SFERICS networks for the detection of storms when establishing the regional plan of observifig stations·and
dissemination of information;
2)
fDr the purpose indicated in 1 above, WMO issue and keep suitably
amended a pUblication containing information about perfDrmance characteristics
of available equipment and its cost, staff requirements and maintenance
problems, which will bring up-to-date the infQrmation given in Circular
22-AN/19 of rCAO •
Comment
The long range of SFERICS equipment in detecting storms will allow a small
number of installations to cover a large part of the world. This will be particula~
ly useful in areas where information on storm activity could not be obtained
otherwise. The Meeting noted Resolution 43 (EC-IV) of WMO, in accordance with which
WMO will undertake a publication on the lines of the lCAO Circular but more comprehensive an4 more up-to-date. Continuous progress in the field makes it necessary
to review the information contained in these publications and to make available to
Regional Meetings details on the latest developments.
Accuracy of SFERICS equipment and density requirement for networks
)lecommendationNp. 12
It is recommended that:
·1)
WMO establish, as an accuracy reqturament for SFERICS equipment,
an error not greater than 10% of the range;

V,.-. Other Reoommendations
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2)
ICAO and VIM) advis,e Regional Maetinga and Regional Assooiationa
that, where SFERICS networks are required, the density of the net,lork should
be such that, taking into account the accuracy of equipment referred to in
1) above, storm centres should be located with a probable e.rror not greater
than:
a)

50 km in areas covered by a dense network of air routes;

b) 200 km over areas oovered
where aircraft are freely routed.

sparsely by air routes or

'Comment
Recommendation,No. 33 of the Commission for Aerology of WMD refers to
the figures mentioned under. 2 a) and 2 b) above as a requirement for'the
accuracyQ1'.. SFEll.ICS networl!:s. However, it is preferable to st,ate independently
the required accuracy of the eq1rl,pnent, on the ·one hand, and the density of
stations required to provide, in£6rmation with a g:\.ven pt'obable error on the
other. Equipment with an error not greater than 10% of the range is now
available. The .tolerance in the 'data indioated under 2 a) and 2b) above has
been considered as operationallYsatisfaotory.
Advice to Regional Meetings and Regional Associations regarding automatic
weather stations
Recommendation No. 11
It is recommended that':

1)
ICAO and VIM) advise Regional Meetings and Regional Associations that, when establishing the network of observing stations, they
should consider A supplementary' network: of automatic' stations' in those
areas where:
a) observations are needed but no manned stations can be
established, 6wing,to'geographica1,fActors;
b) lack of personnel restricts the possibility of opsrating
the necessary number of manned stations,
c) only selected meteorological elements are required, such
as hourly pressure data for providing QNH values to aircraft for
terrain clearance,~
2)
for the purpose indicated in l}above •. WMO issue and keep
suitably emended a publication contSin±ng inl'orma-t:!:Ol'1'Iibout' pe:i'formitnce
characterHticsof 'available equipment; cost alid: maintenance problems whlch
Will brihg up-tO"date' the information'
, given'ill 'Circruar' 13-AN/ll of ICAOo

.....
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Required aoouragy for automatio weather stations
Reo~:m1Dlendation

No.

14

It is reoommended that:

WMO establish, as an accuracy requirement for pressure data
automatio weather stations, an error not greater than ~ 0.5 mb.

prov~ded

by

Comment
Information on temperature and wind can be obtained from automatic
stations \/ith reasonable accuracy. Research is being carried out in some
States to obtain some indication of oeiling and visibility. However only
the aocuracy of pressure data is indicated in the Recommendation, sinoe they
are considered to be the basic information to be provided by automatic stations
and the one which requires a maximum accuracy, taking into account its utilization for altimeter setting and terrain clearance of aircraft in flight.
Potentialities, of.·-groundradar for· meteol'ologioalcpurposes .
Recommendation No. 1,2,
It is recommended that:
WMO request its Members to give consideration tOI
1) the utiJization of radar equipment for obtaining information
about areas of precipitation and associated phenomena of oonoern to
aviation;
2) the utilization of certain radar equipment for obtaining
information on the vertical structure of cloud systems.
Comment
1)
The potential value of ground radar equip:nent lies in its
ability to provide continuous and detailed information about the location,
structure and displacement of precipitation areaS. While at present the
information provided by radll-l" .on.-the stl'llcture of frontal systems and
cyolonio waves may do .little more than supplement that already prOVided
by a close network of observing stations,it is to be expected that
accumulated experience and further research with radar may lead to
substantial progress in forecasting.

V, - Other R",,:ornrnendations
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2)
At aerodromes the utilization of radar information derived
from weather echoes lies in the provision of data on existing flying
conditions for direct oPl'rat.ional use and in short range forecasts of
flying and landing conditions within the area covered by the range of
the radar. For such applications the utili.zation of radar appears to
be invaluable, 'Phe complex structure of many weather systems cannot
be described i.n any t.ype of forecast based Oil synoptic charts or even
detected by the routine synoptic reports, whereas it can be exhibited
in considerable detail on the radar scope, Thus a continuous \Yatch
can be kept on precipitation areas and on phenomena which can be
indirectly detected such as icing, turbulence and wind shear,
3)
The detel'mina ti.on of the vertical distribut.ion of clouds
requires a different type of equipment 'with very short wave length (in
the pro.ximi ty of I am). This equl.pment is able to. lo.cate clouds and
cloud layers up to considerable height.s and may prove to be of great
operational value at aerodromes. The installation of radar equipment
of this' type, i.nstead of those operating in the b811d of 3 to 10 em,
wo.uld, however, imply a rather fundamental decision, since it is
recognized that the high cost of ground radar equipment prevents the
installation of more th811 one set at any aerodrome,
UtUi.zation by met!2oI'Qlog.1.cal )?9I'§onnel of aerodrome radar installations
:Reco.mmendation No, 16
It is

recomm~nded

that:

ICAO ask States to ensure that, at aerodromes equipped wHh radar operating
on a ;Iavelength which permits detection o.f weather echoes, every effort should be
made to facilitate the uti1i.zation by meteoI'ologi.cal persOlmel of the ,leather
infol'1lJ.ation pro.vided by the radar and, 'whenever practicable, a repeater scope
should be installed in the meteorological office.
Comment
To be truly effective weather radar scopes should be located in the
meteorologi.ca1 offices so that zo.nes of' precipitation (thunderstorms, squall
1i.nes, etc.) C811 be accurately studied as to changes in sizes .• intensi. ties 8lld
tracks.
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Circulation of lnfoOOt:!.QU concerm,ng grclU,Ild radar equipment for
meteorological purpose~
Recommendation No. 17
It is recommended tha\ WM:l:

1)
invite its Members to make available to the WMD Secretariat
lists of the existing meteorological. ground '.reather radar reporting
stations accompanied by appropl"iaoo technlc&l detai111 in regard to the
meteorological operation of such st.ationsl
2)
invite its Members to make available to the WMD Secretariat
information about perfoI~nce characteristics of ground radar equipment,
its cost, staff requirements atm maintenance problems;

3)
Members;

publish t.hese techn:l,cal details for circulation amongst

4)
publish and keep up t.o date the list. of ground weather
radar stations in Volume A of l"vihllcatioll No.9 or in another appropriate
WMJ pUblication.

Comment
Appropriate technical dc;tails of a ground weather radar station would
be such items as 1) Frequency" 2) Range, 3) Type of scope presentation,
I.) Number of degrees in elevation t,hrough whIch the antennae can be tilted,
etc,
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CHAPTER 2
STANDARDS, RECOMMENDED PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
Cross-references and specifications in other Annexes related to new

&lmU
Recommendation No. 18
It is recommended that:
ICAO give consideration to introducing into relevant Annexes such
cross-references and specifications as it deems necessary to facilitate
compliance with the following specifications contained in the proposed new
text of Annex 3:
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.4.2

Liaison
Notif'ication
Use of meteorological information.
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Separation of text of revised "MET Sp!rcificationsw between WMO and lCA.O
Recommendation liO;,.·l2t, ,It:is recommended to lCA.O and WMO thatt

~

..

the separation of the revised text of theqSpecifications for Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation"into P&NS material arid
other material,on the lines indicated j~ the discussion in the Chairman's
Report, and the further development of the resulting text be undertaken
subsequent:t6,-.the, Session by the ICAO Secretariat and the President of
CAeM for sui,mission to Contracting States of -reAO and Members of WMO for
comment and processing in accordance with requirements of the respective
organizationl!i~

If the proposed separation is not approved both texts shall be published
by each Organization.
AtmosEheric data ·resuired by an aircraft for take-off. approach and landing
~eeommendation

No. 20;

It is recommended that;

I~O develop as an urgent matter the material associated with Recommendation No. 1 of the 3rd Session of the MET Division, related to the
atmospheric data required by an air~raft in take-off. approach and landing,
for the .purpose of expanding A.ppendix 1, paragraph 4.3 of the present
MET "Speciffcations .-.. 'TlUil' development shoilldc,take· :fulL advaritage, ,pi" ,the
agreements raaol'led<,byth/!"First Air Navigation,Conferel;lce ,on'the' subject.

Instrugtions fgr the reporting of' Mind by air,oraft
aecommendationNo. '218

It is recommended thatg

The Air Navigation. Commission

~amine

a) the notes on the use of the pOMAR code (Amendment 39 to
A.nnex 3), item 5.2.4, and
b) the instruotions fo~' reporting on AIREP form (PANS ..RAC,
5th, edition, Part 1:0£ Appendix 1, item '11)
with a view to proposing the deletion of the word "and" after the words
"'oft non....'oceanic flights".
Comment. - The present note is ambiguous and could be interpreted to exclude
the rep.~1ngof willd speed and direction by aircraft on overland flights,
even when these winds can be reported relia~ly.
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It is recommended thata

ICAO arrange for special aircraft reports made in accordance with
the criteria of Appendix 2, 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, of Doc 7144, and routine
reports containing such observations, to be prefixed by the words "AlREP
SPECIAL" or "POMAR SPECIAL" as appropriate, when originated from the
aircraft.
gOllllllfmt, - The value of such reports for meteorological watch ptIrj;>osei!!
is such that they' should be readily recognizable to all recipiellt!5,
§!mplificAi!2n of validity periQds of aerodrome forecasts
RecoIlllllBudation ~o. 218

It is reeorilmeuded that g

reAD refer to States for' corraneut the biulis of' simplificat.ion 'of
the periods of validity of aerodrome forecasts as given in the GOIlllllBnt
below a
Corranent: The periods of validity of aerodrome forecasts, as specified
in the Supplementary Procedures, Doc. 7030, pag" 4-1-4, Section 2.9.2,
was considered as requested in MET Recorranendation No. 43 of the 2nd SEAl
SOP RAN Meeting •

.The following is proposed as a tentative basis of s1mp1ifi©ationa
.2,302,1. Long-range operations
2,3,2,1,.1

For prelimiooJY.: opEUl:a;ticlllal p1i,mn:illg

12-24 hour:;

2,3,2~2

203,2,2.1

Mediuln..P.!HLshort'-mnge
FQr

prelim.iJl!l:r~

QPeratio~

ppel"ational

plann~.n~

2.3,2,2.2 EQr _n~e~1ig~,dj,.!lt:"f1ill{ht 012l:il'atiqnal pl~
3-18 holl;L"s
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CHAPTER

:3

CODES AND COMMUNICATIONS
Suggestions for improyement of new aeronautical meteorological codes
Recommendation

Noo~

It is recommended that:
lIMO be requested to examine the following suggestions for improvement of
the'new international aeronautical meteorol.ogical codes:

1.
Code table for N - the fraction of the celestial dome
covered by cloud (code table 60)

i)
That the order of the col.umns be revised so as to have the
column giving N in oktas come first,
ti)
That an appropriate note be added specifying that all
observations of the fracti.on of the celestial dome covered by cloud
should be made by estimating cO~'erage in oktaso*
Remarks
The new code table establishes an equiv-alence between measurements
in tenths and oktaso Whil.e appreciating the necessity for these equivalences
for certain purposes, it is realized that such a presentation may appear as
an encouragement to oontinue to obse,"'Hl. N in tenths 0
2.
ROFOR and FIFOR

Use of a 9i~nnn group to indicate changes along a route in

.

_

.

~

••.

_

__

~

.

~

Rapid change at longitude LoLa West
_

5.

'

Rapid change at longitude LoLa East

~

40

~

Rapid ohange at latitude LaLa South

'

30

~

Rapid change at latitude LaLa North

M

20

'

Gradual change, along the route

~

1.

"

.

___

~

~

_

=

_

~

_

.

That consideration be given to a further change group 95YI Y2Y2 taking into
account the following spec1fl.cations:

*ful..e statement by Delegation of Canada., Pm"t V11, p •.~Bgraph 2,1.

xx
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with the following plain language alternative terminology:

95l:xx
952Y2Y2
953Y2Y2
954Y2Y2
955Y2Y2

GRADU
RAPID
RAPID

RAPID
RAPID

(without time group)
LaLa N
LaLa S
L01,0 E
L010 111

In ROFOR this group should be qualified by a change group relative to time.
In F~'OR this 'group does not require to be qualified by a change group
relative to time.
Remarks
There ,is no provision in the new code for indicating variations or
changes in an element along a route, i.eo. changes with distance as opposed
to changes with time. Rapid changes with distance could be covered by dividing
the route into sections, but this coul.d be wasteful of groups, when only one
element is expeoted to change.
Use

of~laitLlanguage

alternative terminology for the

gL'OUJ;!

That an explanatory note be added to the 9i3= group along the follm-ring
lines:'
"Meteorological Services have the choice between the coded form
of the change group mIill it",· plain language equivalents for'f-lie purpose
of ground/ground exchange and ground/air transmission of forecastso For
the purpose of grou.nd/air tranmniBsion of forecasts in TAF code, however,
the plain language alternatives of: the change group lllI'e preferableo"

The change groups are not bracy,.eted j.n the various foreca.st codes a.nd
have not. therefoZ'e, an optional character. It is no't clear whe't;her they
can be replaced by their plain ls.nguage equivalentso
Symbol~c
I ~ or ice accretion
That a note along the fol101-ring lines be introduced in the code
specification of,Ie!
lIForEieastsof aircraft icing refer to icing which. may be deposited
on the' external parts of the aircraft,lI
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~

language addition to AERO reports

That the following additional e;x:amples of supplementary information
could usefully be introduced in the note regarding plain language additions
to AERO when ussd for landing purposes:
"Hill top in clouQ.9 fog in valley."

6.

Observing of N (the fraction of the celestial dome covered

by cloud)
That the relevant part of the note on how to observe N be changed to
read:
"Caution should be used, however, to avoid guessing as opposed
to ane-stimation based on observations of the evolution of the sky. u

The present reference to a Wscientific

7.

estimate~

was judged inappropriate.

fieight indication in AERQ. lAFOR and TAF

That the present note regarding height indication should be changed
along the follOwing lines:
"Heights should be above official aerodrome elevation for AERO
reports fram aerodromes. but above station level in all other AERO
reports. In TAFOR and TAF 9 height should be above official aerodrllllIle
elevation. n
$.

Code wllil - forecast weather

That the expression "Within sight" be left out of the specifications of
code figures 15 and 16 in the' \llWl - code; table.
Remarks
As this code is used in all forecast codes it is not cleat to _which
individual the eXpression refers,

Code table for Ce - cloud
That the two columns of the code table for Ce be interchanged.
Remarks
The pi10t i s requirement will be better met if the description of the
cloud cover comes before the type of cloud.
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Reporting of wind in the case of a change of flight level

That the notes on the use of the wind reporting group in the POMAR
be extended to make provision for the following:
tlIf the mean wind has been observed at a level di;t'ferent from HHH
it should be reported in the normal manner with a remark indica.ting the
actual level at which it .laS meas\lI'ed."

It often happens that an aircraft changes altitude between its .last
navigational fix and its next position reporting pOint. The present
specification of "del - true wind direction at t.he level given by HHH" seems
to imply that, in case of such a change of altitude, no wind shall be
reported. In this way very valuable information IIlay be lost.

Tha.t the following note be added concerning the use of Wx (Present
weather) :
"Solid precipitatlon, other than RAIL, not adhering to the
aircraft should be reported by code Figure 7 (snow). Precipitation
freezing to the aircraft should be reported by code Figure 5 (freezing
rain). Amplification should be given in remarks when necessary."
10.

Swnbol TT .Ltenl"oorature) in POMAR

That in the POMAR code the present symbol TT be changed to TeTe.
Remarks
To distinguish it from the other meaning of TT giving temperatures
in C 01' F.
Definition of gEB

It is recommended that:
lOAO revise the p-ressnt defi!!i tion of QBB in ,dew of the suppression by
CSM .of the expression "significant cloudl!, wi1;h the consequent introduction
of the three layers as defined by Recommendation 5 (CSM-I).
.
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Trial use of visibility index
Reoommendation No. 26
It is reoommended that:
1) WMO imrite its Members to oarry out practioal -!;rials on the
reporting of "'Visibility :1nde:x:"according to the observation rule and
instructions for applioation of the rule given in Appendix A to Part V
of this report in order to assist CIMO in arriving at an early decision on
the observing rule and the inst~uotion for application of the observing
rule for horizontal visibility that uill allow a revision of' the
specification of visibiltty VV in SYNOP and AERO reports.
2) WMO invite its Members to report by an early date on the
results they have obtained ,lith tr.-is rule, specifying whether they are
prepared to adopt the reporting'@.f' visibility index in JIJi:RO and
SYNOP reports.
Comment

As· necessary the minimum visibility could be added as a RD\ARK to the
AERO report.
Examination by eIMO of rJlles for ol?serving Visibility index
Recommendation Noo 27
It is recommended that:
WMO request elMO to examine the merits of' the observing rule given in
Appendix A to Part V of this reprJrt in its study of an rJbserving rule for the
visibility (VV) to be reported in SYNOP and·AERO reports.
El:l.mination of divergencies in visibility observir,g practices
Recommendation No. 2$
It is recommended that:
leAO and WMO direct. attention~ as a matter of' urgency,to the matter of
horizontal visibility at aerodromes in order that the divergencies in existing
practices can be resolved at an eal"ly date.
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§yggestions for develoEffient of HIFOR cod§
Recommendation No.

2~

It -is recommended that:

the attention of WJ.!O be drawn to the following suggestions in connection
with the development of a code to be used for the groUnd/ground exchange of high
level flight forecasts (HIFOR).
The code (HIFOR) could consist of two sections identified by
indicator groups, i.e.,:

i)
SectioIj 1 would giyeinformation for the part of the
route flown by the aircrai'i; at c:rU1sing level; above 9 kilometrel3
(:30, COO feet). This section should contain the same information
given in the FIFOR, omitting surface conditions but making
,
provision for~the following additional information:
a) Mean al ti tude of the tropopause on successive
sections of the route;
b) Altitudes above 9 kilometres (30,000 feet) should
be given in steps not exceeding 1,000 metres (),OOO feet) ,
up to 1$ kilometres (60, coo feet).

ii) Section 2 would consist of a deso~iption ell' a plan'
vie1, of tli.e' jet stream aore over an' ~rea approximately 200 miles
wide, having the route to be flown as axis. This section would
consist of a series of,bo-ordinates for'a seleotion 'of points of
the jet core, each of them followed by a group indicating the
altitude and the winq. spsed at the jet core for-these selected
points.
'
Comment
The basic meteorological requiralnents for high lavel flights are' the
follow:j.ng: .
'
a) J.!eteorological information concerning the part of the route
over whicht;he aircraft, ascends to its oJ:'Uising level (and descends
from that level 'prior to landing). This information can be transmitted
in 'the present FIFOR (or TAFOR) provided that wind, direction, spsed and·
temperature are given at intervals of 3 ki.1ometres (10,000 feet) supplemented by info:l:"Illation regarding signifi,cant changes in wind or
temperature with height 1
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•
b) Meteorologioa11nformatiOnfor:;the part o£ <t;hscl'Gute ,.floWl'li~by
the airCraft .at cruillingleveI ~ab6ve9'ld1Q)I1ein;,eil {30, .000 ;t!eeth - /rhi!3
requirement-:.C;an:cbe IDetby the ':HIFOR:codecas recommended,'above'·'"I! meteorological informat:ionc'1uong. the route.bel.ow 9;000:'00, OOOfeet)ls .' ';
required it (jan··be· transmitted.by m",ans of the existi:ng·.FlFOR . code~<-':

I
I

~
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Development of code for ground

rada~

weather Qbservations

Reoommendation No. 30
It is reoommended that:
WM:l be requested to develop an international code for ground/ground
exchange of ground radar weather observations, and that, to this effeot, it
be requested to obtain from its Members details of the codes presently used
for national purposes and any proposals that they may wish to offer about
the construction of an international oode.
"
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of meteorological information by radiotelephony

Noo 31

It is recommended

~hat~

lOAD encourage states to take all possible steps to ensure maximum
intelligibility of meteorological tranSmissions ,over radiotelephony channels
by stl'!.ct adherence to the ,radiotelephony techniques set forth in lOAD
, ,jlocument 7lel-CQM/546!1 (PANS Radiotelephony Procedures)
0

Composition of radiotelephoQY meteorolggical messages
Recommendation No.. 32,
It is recommended that:
1), IGAO study the problem of the use of' inserting the names '(If
the elements in radiotelephony meteorological messages in order that
determinations can' be made whether or nOt such "padding words" are
required in the various regions
0

'

2)
The study includ,e the desirability of interchanging the order
of the elements "time group" and "'station identification'~ in request/
reply meteorological messages., '
,
Comment
The order of, the time g;t"oup and .station identification elements as
given in paragraph 2.1.1 of Appendix X to the PANS, covered by Recommendation
Noo 3, appears to' be '.suitable for MET broadcast bulletins.·buttbere ·is some
indication that for request/reply messages the' reports would be more convenient
to aircrews if the station identification precededthe.time group.
Meteorological, terms in the International Language for Aviation
~commendation

Noo'

21

It is recommended that:
lOAO in collaboration with WMO endeavour to accelerate the development
of these meteorological terms of the International Language for Aviation (ILA)
necessary, not only for use in ground/air meteorological broadcasts (as quoted
in Recommendation 28 of the First Air Navigation Conference) but also for use
in other air/ground and ground/air meteorological transmissions in plain
language.
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Comment

The Meeting' noted that there is evidence that, in the near future,
radiotelephony ..lill play an ever-increasing role in grolLnd/air apd air/g-cound
communications. However, in the absence of an International Language for
Aviation (ILA), the worldwide application of radiotelephony is at present
restricted to transmission of letters,using the lOAD phon@tic alphab@t,or
figures.

~eco~ndation ~~~

It is recommended that:
ICAD arrange that on AFTN networks the indicator procedures as given
in RecommendationNo. 37 of the FHthSessitlncifc tn"CllMlJiv:!:sioh: ar:e'ap"iied
to meteorological messages using, as a guide, the table and comments given
in Appendix B to Part V oi' this Report.
,

Recommendation No. 35
It

is recommended that:
..,

,

ICAD arrange for Regional Air Navigation Meetings to undertake a review
of the criteria for classifying'meteorological traffic as "Dead traffic·'established by Recommendation No.37 of the Fifth Session of theeOM' Division, using,
as a guide for application, the system proposed bi the F01IDth ,Session of the
MET Division (Appendix B to Part V).

Recommendatigp No. :t6
It is recommended that:

lOAD amend the table giving inc1icator chara.cters and their significations"
as follovlS:

"

eo)

Amend V '" 16 hours to V = 18 hours.

b)

Add a new letter (Ii)

=36

hours.

RBCOlIllllenda.tion 37 of the Fifth Session of the COM Division, Doc 7480GDM!548, Page V-22.
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Comment
The changes are proposed in order to present a schedule of times fitting
in better with normal meteorological practices.
Co-ordination of "dead traffic" EI'ocedures for the AFTN with communications
proceatU'es fOr meteoioloj;:ical circirl ts
Recommsndation No.

37~

It is recommended that:
WMO note the indicator procedures given in Recommendation No. 34
above, for possible co-ordination with communicatiQPs'procedures for
meteorological circuits.
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CHAPTER 4
TECHNICAL MATTERS

Standard aircraft icing indicator and aircraft icing classification.
Recommendation No.

;8

It is recommended that!
ICAO, in, consultation with States
1)
give urgent consideration to ways of meeting the need
for a suitable aircraft icing indicator to be adopted as a standard
; instrUlllEint for all aircraft operating regularly in icing regions;
~)
give attention, when considering the problem referred
to in paragraph a) abQve, to the possibility'of classii'ying icing
conditions on the b~sis'bf both rate of icing and shape of iye'
aceretion$

Comment
1)
When considering the feasibility of recommending the standard'
instrument referred to in part a) of Recommendation NO.J8; States should
take into account the practical limitations imposed by its utilization on
board commercial aircraft. It is recognized that certain types of icing
instrumentswhich,~y give accurate informai;;ion on i2e accretion conditions
are not suitable for use on commercial aircraft and 'should be kept for
.research purposes only. . A certain compromise between the accuracy of the
information and the simplicity' of the design will be necessary.2)
Data collected during icing tests in'VaXious:'sxperiments carried
out in the last few years show a very definite trend in the type of ice.
accretion on certain collectors'under various conditions, indicatillg the
possibility of classii'ying the ice formation into well defined groups based
on the shapes of the accretion. Theoretical investigations point to the
possibility of satisfactory explanations of the physical proceases associated with each one of the' characteristic types of ice accretion shapes.
Although there is a continuous transition'fIlom one characteristic pattern
to another, the variation of icing conditions being continuous, all
shapes of ice formation could be "classified into a few basic types. This
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new approach to the problem of icing classification was considered by the
to offer promising prospects in connection with the adoption of a
simple standard instrument as an iCing indicator for commercial aircraft.

~eting

Collection of aircraft

ici~reportso

,Recommendation N<2,- 3'l
It i's recommended that:
WMD be requested
1)
to urge ~mbers to make special efforts to obtain the
maximum possible number of icing reports in order to obtain data to
relate 'the synoptic situation with the degree of icing experienced by
different types of aircraft;
2)
to organize. when appropria'te, a scheme on a regional basis
so 'that all Members in a Region may combine in order 'to obtain 'the
maximum number of icing reports for study in relation with particular
synoptic si'tuationso
Comment
In regard 'to paragraph 1) of the reoommendation above, it is envisaged
'that each Member will give 'the task of choosing the 'synoptic situation for
study 'to its principal forecasting office~ When such a situation has been
selected that office will request all aeredrome meteorological offices in
the, country to try to collect icing reports from all pilots flying i.n an
area indicated during a specified period. In regard 'to paragraph 2),
Regional Associations of WMD may find it possible to organize a more co~
prehensive scheme involVing a number of Members acting together.
,Urn.form procedure for compilation of sta'tistics of aircraft icing.
Recommendation No o

~O

It is recommended thatg
WMD examine the possibility of obtaining an internationally agreed
procedure for the compilation of statistics based on observations, of aircraft icing on commercial. research and other aircrafto
Comment
It is highly desirable that surmnarized reports of aircraft icing should
be presented in such a way as to permit comparisons between various summaries
without the necessity of referring back to the original data.
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Sess~on

Research on turb'ulence iUld gust!,.:.
Recommendation No p

4l

It is recommended that!
1)
WID 'encourage Members to oontinue research on the
distribution of turbulence and gusts both gecgraphioally and with
altitude and also on the physioalstructure of these phenomena and'
to.,Send,!l"e:i>Gr.toon pregreSs to"the' V/MQ' Secretariat, :vhiilh si10uld oir,-,
ilulate, the itdfo1"l1lll.tion, to Members and'make. bopiesc8:Vailabls' ,to mAr)
for ciroUlation,' amgng,: aerhn/l.utieal (non-met ,,"orological) interests;
2)
WID be--asked to'consider the need for the preparation
of a consolidated summary showing the progress made by Members in
researoh on turbulenoe and gusts. and describing the methods employed.
Turbulenoe reporting programme.
Reoommendation No~ 42
It is reoommended that!
1)
. mAO be requested to maintain the high level tlw:'bulenoe:,report
form (I.CAO lnode:U in Its present form with the deletion of the NIL box
and the addition, in lieu thereof. of the :following notes "A report
Of the non-oocrurrenoe o:f turbulenoe Will be indioated by endorsement
on the aii';report (AIREl' or POMAR) for all flJghts above. 7.500 m
(25,000 ':feet). no
"
2)
ICAO. in co-operation wi th WID~ urge States to seek the
closest co-operation between meteorologioal services and airline
operators in obtaining from aircra:f1; oommanders'reports on turbulenoe
experienced during flight including NIL reportsJ
•

J~.

3)
mAO, in co-operation with WID. urge--States to request
operators to arrange for the turbulenoe report form to be supplied to
the airoraft oommander in respeot to any flight flown at or above
3,000 m (10,000 feet)J _'-.
.. "

~

4)
mAO, in' oo-operation with l/M). request from Statu that
meteorologioal serVioes and airline operators apply the following
prooedure for obtaining turbulenoe reports3
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a) if a forecaster includes in his forecast the possibility of turbulence in clear,air, for a flight to be made
between 3,000 m (10,000 ft.) and 7,500 m (Z~OOO ft.) above MSL,
or the possibility of turbulence in either cloud or clear air
for a flight to be made above 7,500 m (Z5,000 ft.) above MSL, he
will specifically, at briefing, ask the pilot to complete the
turbulence report form if turbulence as specified above is
experienced. When considered necessary, the forecaster will attach
a turbulence report form to the forecast documentation,
b) if, contrary to the forecast issued, an aircraft
commander experiences turbulence in clear air in the case of a
flight between 3,000 m (10,000 ft.) and 7,500 m (Z5,000 ft.)
above MSL or turbulence either in clear air or in cloud in
the case of a flight above 7 ,500 r~ (25,000 ft.) above MSL, he
,will complete a turbulenc,e report form;
c) NIL reports are required from aircraft commanders who
do not experience turbulence during the course of flights made
above 7,500 m (25,000 ft.) above MSL. Such reports will be
supplied by the endorsement '"NIL TURBULENCE" on the air.-report
(AIREP or POMAR) form, completed during the flight. In the
case of a NIL report, the aircraft commander will indicate on
the air.-report the type of aircraft, its position and indicated
airspeed at any of the standard hours (0300, 0900, 1500, ZlOO)
for' upper air ascents which fall within the time of flight,
d) after the flight, aircraft'commanders will hand in to
the destination meteorological office the turbulence reports
form together with aiI'breports containing reference to NIL
turbulence; when sending turbulence reports to the collecting
agency, the meteorological office will include NIL reports, whenever possible on the turbulence 'report form. extracted· from airreports.
Comment
Aircraft reports of turbulence including NIL'reports, in the case
of flights above 7,500 m (Z5.000 ft.) above MSL are required so that a
detailed analysis may be made aSSOCiating turbulence ,or its absence with
the synoptic situation and such parameters as Richardson~s number, the
horizontal shear, etc. All reports from aircraft commanders will be
valuable, but a special importance will attach to those relating turbulence
or no turbulence to the times when upper air soundings are made.
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Mbnograph on mountain waves,
Recommendation No."t±2.

WMO be asked to compile a monograph on mountain waves
summarizing present knowledge regarding these phenomena as an aid
to meteorologioal offices in providing ilnpl'oved servioe under this
head.
Comment
Although the discussion of "the mou11tain .rave ,las undertaken by the
Meeting under the Agenda i t!lJ!l on turbulenoe. it "as reoognized that a
number of phenomena other than turbulenoe. assooiated with the mountain
wave. were of great operational signifi'canoe, A comprehensive monograph
on the subjeot. oontaining an up-to-date acoount of the knowledge acquired
by both theoretical and observational investigations was considered to be
urgently needed.
IPrbulenoe classifioation for aiForaft

repo~

Recommendation Noo 44
rOAD, in oonsultation ,-r1th States, oontinue studies on
the classifioation of turbulenoe for airoraft reports so that
eventually a more refined classifioation than the existing one may
be introducedo

COllanent
The Meeting agreed that some indioation of the frequency of turbulenoe
experienoed by aircraft was desirable. but no deoision was reached conoerning
the preoise form in which the existing classifioation should be a1teredo
Definition of "gust" and of par~eters needed to describe gust.
structure; operationally slgnIrI"oant villue!! or thesepar~eters.
Recommendation No. 45
It is recommended that:
1)
the folloWing definitions be considered by WMO with
reference to the ,problem of the fluotuations of the wind:
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Gust - a departure, within a speoified period of time,
of the horizontal oomponent of the wind velocity from its mean
value (~'paragraph 2 of the Comment);
Gust amplitude - the greatest value of a gust between
two oonseoutive zero-values of the gust;
Gust formation time - the time taken by a gust to reaoh,
within a speoified time interval, its greatest maximum value
(gust ampli tude),from the immediately preoeding zero-value;
~ximum'gust lapse - the maximum differenoe in speed,
in a speoified period, between a maximum and the next minimum;

Gust lapse time - the time interval between the maximum
and the minimum defining the maximum gust lapse;
Gust freguenoy - the number of gust maxima (absolute
and/or relative) within a speoified period of time;
Gustiness oomponent (in a given direotion) the differenoe
between the maximum and the minimum speed, in the direotion
considered, divided by the horizontal mean wind speed;
Gustiness - the degree of turbulence as measured by
the gustiness oomponents.

In aooordance with WMJ Speoifications, the "mean wind" in the
preoeding definition is taken to be the average wind velocity over an
interval of 10 minutes.
2)
rCAO be requested to establish. in consultation with
States and oper,ators, the values of the parameters deftned in 1)
above, both the absolute value and the value relative to the mean
wind, which are of importanoe for the operation of airel'aft,
espeoially near the ground, and inform WMO of the results to be
taken into consideration for establishing the reporting criterion
for gust.
Commen!;,
1)
The "definition" of gusts contained in Resolution 131
of the Conference of Directors, Hashington, 1947, is in fact a reporting
oriterion. ThL a;bQlTei recommendation .lI!a.kes a; distinction betweeh
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a)'

b)

the definition of "'gust" and of ' various parameters needed to
describe the structure of !lustsi
the re12prting ori terion, 'i. e. the' statement of what
. parameters shoU1dJ); inciuded in wind reports and what is the
range of values wi thin 'which those paraIlleters become important
enough 'to be reported.
'

The second part' ot Recommendation. Noo 45 refers only: to cont;t'ollabili ty
of air,craft near thE! ground~ since it:i.s the lowest layer of the atmosphere
which- is' of interest toWMD for the purposes of Resolution 131 of the
Conference of Directors, Washington, 1947, . For higher layers it is
expected that aeronautical 'authorities' -will ~dertake similar studies of
the problem in oonnection with the use of aircraft instruments on aircraft
for ±.he measurement of tUrbulenoe"
' ,
,
2)
When writing the def'initio llll offered in the first part
of RecollllllendationNo. 45 the, Meeting rBcognl'::!ledthe', dif'fic1.y:ties involved
in, the subject and l;he ,need for a reduction of the ,'problem, to 'its simplest
pOBs~ble form.
The Meeting recognized that ,the word "€instil is ambiguous.'
If, in a ,diagram Qf speed versus time the values of the departures of' the
instantaneoUs wind 'speed from tlie'm(lanover a certain period are represented,
the term ,"gUst" 'may refer 'to.:'
a.)

any of the instantaneous' values of the departure, or

b) the section of the curve between two consecutive
'zero=valties, or

ci) each of the maxima (when the speed is greater,than
·the mean) oririinima. (when the speed' is lesstllati the meah) , -of, 'the'
curve',or
d) the abso11.lte ;Ulixiin1.llll,·· (when the speed is greater than
the mean) or absolute minimum (wheti the speed is less,than'tlie
mean) between two zero-vslues,' within a specified period.

The defin1-tion included in the first 'part of Recommendation No. 45
referil to either a) or b) and the ,context will make it clear,' each
time, which one of these two meanings is the one used.
3)
AI though any definition of a.' gust must take aacorint of
its vector properties, it is noted that meteorological observers" watching
the variation of wind speeds ona. diai, are observing' ana: reporting, . as
gustiness, a'scalar yariationin the wind speeci •. An example of,a diagram
Of wind speed versus time is given OIl the follo,wing page, showing how the
concepts defined in Recommelldation No.45, first part, are applied. (Only
scalar valuE!s
conBidered~
.

are

'iT ,-"'" Other Hecommena.atia£lS

speed

--- -f-

,

I

mean
wind
~-----------t---

____ _

--i>!

, I

time
a ~ gust amplitude
b ~ gust formation time
o .;., maximtun gust lapse
d - gust lapse time
t - the speoified period of time to whioh the definition
of the parameters refer.
Note:

~

In aocordanoe with Resolution 131 of the Conference of Direotors,
Washington, 1947. the following values shotild be oonsidered for the
reporting prooedures!
~O

a)

the speoified period of time (t) should be

secondsl

b)

fluotua.tions like M. lasting less than 1 seoond. are
llfil tered out";

c)

the value of !l. (gust amplHude) is selected for reporting
the gustiness, if greater than 5 ro/s (10 knots») however,
the value of flgust" reported is not §.. but the melffi mud
plus §:.o
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Differencwin route winds determined by different meteorological.
offices.
~ecommendation

Noo 46

It is recommended that:
VIM? arrange for the study of the difference:; between winds
for routes computed or derived from upper eir cnarts by different
meteorological offices. in order to find!

a)

the reasons for these differences.

b)

the rele,tive merits of the various anslysis techniques
used.

Methods of determining route winds and cslcuJ.ating flight time.
Recommendation No. 47
It is recommended tnat:
I

1)
!CAO, in consultation \lith States, study the methods of
determination of lUetm Hinds over a route and of the cslculation of
flight time and circulate the results;
2)
ICAO~ in consultation \,dth,States, study the p6ssibUi'ty
of arriving at a uniform prooedure to bs used in l-lEl' o'ffices for the
determination of mean winds over a route, which would meet operatoTil K
needs.
Importance of c'ii.8seminatton of

llle"i;eoj~ological

data.

Reaonnnendation No~ 48
It is reaommended tha"i;8
YJMO and leAO take approp,date measure's. in their respeoti VEl
nelds of aot:!.vity. to improve the dissemination of meteorologicsl
data, espeoially upper air reports and airoraft meteorological
observations.
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1)
The Meeting was of the opinion that there would be no point
in arranging a protracted experiment designed to show the effect an
forecasts of the age of basic data until the dissemination of synoptic
data and aircraft meteorological observations had been considerably
improved; additionally, reasonable progress would have to be made on
Recommendations' Nos, 46 and 47 above,
2)
Ina.smuch as this would take some time. States should
continue research into these and allied proble~greferred to,
3)
For Recommendation No. 48 the Meeting took into consideration
conclusions Nos, 2 and 4 of rCAO Circular 35-AN/3D.
4)
Conclusion No. 2 states that the trial provided insufficient
justification for an increase in the frequency of upper air observations,
The Meeting j(as of the opinion that it should not - because of the short
period of the trial -be inferred from this conclusion that an increase
in.the frequency of upper air observations would not lead to an increase
in the accuracy of forecasts,
5)
The Meeting agreed on the general cont(>nt of Conclusion No.4
of leAD Circular 35-AN/3D and considered that the North Atlantic region
offers a representative example of world-wide existing condit.ions and
therefor'e the conclusions may be regarded as having universal validity,
The Meeting also consi~ered that the North Atlantic trial has shown,
inter alia, that the inadequate dissemination of meteorological information to a considerable extent impairs the full use that can be. made of
the presently available upper air observations.
6)
The Meeting therefore agreed that action should be taken on
this recommendation before well·-founded conclusions can be obtained with
regard to the improvement in the accuracy of prognostic charts and forecasts which may result from an increased frequency of upper air observations,

Definition of jet stream,
Recorrunendation No, 49
It is recommended that:
WMO. be asked to provide a definition,quantitative as well as
descriptive, of a jet stream, this definition to include operationally significant characteristics such as location in the atmosphere,
three-dimensional structure, narrowness, speed profile and strong
wind shears,
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Commen:t

The Meeting recognized the difficulty of arriviIlg at a c,oncrete
definition in view of the fact that jet streams undergo a life history
which include I'! allatages of development.
It was, however, found
desirable to hav~ a definition, as conventional as may be, in order to
avoid the use of the term for any type of strong current in the atmosphere,
'
a situation which now prevails and is a source of confusion. It is
believed that with a sui table definition the use of the term" jet stream"
would convey to both meteorologists and operatprs s .desoription of the
phenomenon which would be quantitative and unambiguous.
Dissemtnation of information on jet

s~ studi,~1!'"

Recommendation No • .50
It is recommended thatl

1)

WMO be informed of the desirability of issuing!

a) a descriptive survey of existing literature on the
jet Iltream} to be kept up to'date by the issue, when justified,
of supplementary information,
b) periodical progress reports on the latest findings
of scientific institutes and of certain operators in their
studies on the jet stream;
2)
WMO invite its Members to seek from operators relevant
information, including surveys on observational data,for the p\~poses
indicated in 1) above and request IC10 to assist by collecting similar
information from the Contracting States not included in the WMO
membership,
Comment
The Meeting considered that the publications referred to in l)b) of
this recommendation should not duplicate the work of existing bibliographies
published by various States and organizations.
It is rather intended to
have a critical survey of the literature with special emphasis on the
practical results an4 a comparison of the methods of investigation used by
all those concerned with this question.
The two puQlications referred to
um\~r 1) a) and 1) b) above are intended to have dif£erent levels, taking
into account that the first one should be primarily dire(lted to pilots and
operators, whereas the second one should be primarily intended for
meteorologists.
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Issue by master analysis centres of information ooncerning jet
streamS and other phenomena of importanoe to aviation.
Reoommendation No.

2J

It is reoommended that:
WMO arrange that meteorologioal master analysis centres
established in aocordance with Resolution No. 25 of the Fourth
Session of the ExeoutiveCqmm1ttee of WMO, as it may be modified
by the Regional Associations, incilude, in the information they
supply, reference to phenomena of special importanoe to-aviation,
partioularly to the looation of jet streams and the foreoasting
of their trends.
Comment
The Meeting reoognizoed that detailed analyses of synoptioweatl}er -_ oharts, inoluding upper air oharts for several layers in the atmosphere,
and the medium range foreoasting of speoial features need oonoentration
of highly qualified man-power and of material means.
Suoh oiroumstanoes
do not normally exist at regular aeronautioal meteorologioal offices
whioh also work under _great pressure of time.
It therefore appears that
these tasks should be aSSigned to master analYSis oentres.
Meteorological observations from high flying aircraft.
R,ecommendation No.2;;!
It is recommended tha-tl
1)
ICAO arrange that routine, regular airoraft observations,
comprising the same elements as are included in theAIREP form of
air-reports, should be made and transmitted speedily air-to-ground
from high flying airoraft as an essential requirement for the
prOVision of meteorologioal servioe, especially in relation to the
proper exercise of flight meteorologioal watch;
2)
when routine observations cannot be made and transmitted
Owing to overload of work on board high~flying airoraft,
meteorological observations should be made and transmitted as near
as possible to the synoptio hours for surface observations.
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'Comment

1)
Two types of problems were considered by the Meeting in
connection with the reporting of meteorological observations by high
altitude aircraft:
the elements to be inoluded in theair~reports and
the frequency of meteorological reports.
2)
With reference to the first problem» it was agreed that no
ohange is required in the forms of air-reports presently used for low level
flying. since the AIREP and the POMARTorms ofair-reportsoontain
proviSions for the inclusion of all important phenomena whioh are of
interest for high altitude operations and. on the other hand, they include
the minimum information desirable for aircraft observations.
3)
The problem of the frequency of meteorological aircraft reports
was considered to be an important one, especially in those areas where the
density of upper air obs,ervations is not satisfaotory.
It was recognized
that the high speed of these flights makes it desirable to have half-hourly
instead of hourly observations, because the distance covered by jet~planes
in one hour makes. the separation in space between consecutive observations
far too great.
It was noted, however, that the overload of work on board
these aircraft does not, in general. permit even hourly observations. For
the cases where routine observations cannot be made, it was found desirable
to synchronize as much as possible the aircraft reports with the synoptic
hours.
Charts for future high level operations.
Recommendation
No. 53
,
.

It is recommended that!,
WMO be requested:
a) , to urge Members to anticipate future requirElments of high
level operations by obtaining experience in the construction of charts
at levels above 200 mbJ

b'

to take a.ction to improve the accuracy of observational
data from levels at and above 200 mb;
c)
to study, as a result of action on paragraphs a) and b)
above, the m,ost' appropriate levels to be standardized above the
200 m'b! level, to meet the requirements of high level operations.
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When consid.erillg the oharts prepared by meteorologioal offioes. the
M;Jeting egroed that for the neal' 1'utu);'", the pI'er;ent standard levels of
upper air oharts (700, 500, .300 and 200 mb) will suffice for the needs
of high flying airoraft, but that steps should be taken to antioipate
future needs.

lli.i*noy

of foreoast amendment ,llervige ll !"speoiall:'l for high level

oReratio!!!!.
Reoommendati<m, No.
It is

I'eoollll~Emded

54
that I

reAD request of Oontrao'ting States that they take the
neoessary aotion to ensure adherenoe by meteorologioal offioes to'
amenmnent prooedures and the speedy dissemination'of amendments to
aerodrome forecasts especially for meteorological service for high
level operations.

'rhe d:l.str:l.but:l.on of amendments to fot'eo(ilsts for terminals and
al ternates to high flying ail' craft before they begin desc0n1l from the
oru:tsing level. and the speedy exohange of landil1l> foreoasts and amendment/!
between meteoroJ.og:i,cal offioes are matt,eI'S req,uiring urgent attention by
States •

. It is recommended that!
rOAD request Oontrac-ting States to take such steps as are
practicable for the el1mination of delays in -the ground-tIl-air
transmission of' aerodrome forecasts and reports, taking into
account the importance of the ti.m.e-element ill the operation of
high speed. aircI'ai't,

The Ciru:taing speed and ldgh fuel oonsump-tion of ldgh-flying
aircraft were taken as the most importan:t factors '/b:l.oh may affeCit
existing procedures for flight nieteorol.ogical watch and gl'oulld-to-air
cOlll!llW1.ications systems,
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Improvements in aocuraoy of meteorologioal observations and foreoasts
for aerodromes,
J.l£S'.Q}l!!!!sndatj,on No. j6
It is reoommended that;
WMJ request that Members conMnue to
matter, means· of effecting improvements in
observations, especially of cloud base and
forecasts, ··espeoially of visibility, oloud
temperature.

i!l:IYestigate, as an urgent
the aoouraoy of aerodrome
visibility, and aerodrome
base, wind velocity and

Sui tabiH:t:t'.of eJdsting orlZ~tion.QLFl~~ InformatiQn Regions
for ar&a:metllorologicalwatch bver:.<high 13Pll,ed.highrlYlng aircraft~.
Recommendation No.

:i1

It is reoommended thats
ICAO advIse Regional Air ~!avigatj<on Hastings of the neoessitY
for examining, on the basill of eXperienoe gajned·/lo far, Hhether the
eJdsting organization of flightinfor:moSltion regions w.Ul be suitable
for area meteorologioal watoh pur'poses when the· volUll16 of traffic
of high speed, high flying aircraft issubatantial.
Improvement of
accuraoy.,

aircraftmet~g~~~a1.2~~I~rstio~a

snd reggired

Recommendation No. 58
It is recommended thats
1)
lOAO dra1l1 the at,tention of States B..''ld theorganizationa
concerned to the need fOT continued action on Recommendation No. 12.
paragraphs 12.10.3 and 12.10.4 (amended) ahd on Reoommendation No.7,
paragraph 7.17.3 (amended) of the Thi:rd S"i!,'sion of the MET Division
(Doc 6955-MET!515). concel'ning meteorological observations on board·
aircraft;

2)

in the implementation of the reoommendations referred to
in paragraph 1) above, the following values be oonsideredas
desirable for the standard of acilUracy in the measurement of
temperature, wind velocity and D-value.

'\l', - Other Recommendations
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a)

temperature:

b)

mean wind speed (as specified
in AIREP or POMAR
form) I

+ 5 m/s (10 knots)

wind direction

+ 2.00

D-valuel

+

c)

15 m (50 feet)

Comment
The Meeting recognized that the investigations carried out in various
States since the Third Session of the MET Division have considerablY
improved the instrumentation for temperature measurements on board aircraft·
and that an accuracy range of :!: If.>C can now be obtained with special
instruments, except under certain weather conditions and at very high
altitudes. It was agreed that there is an urgent need for research to
determine the preCllse limits of reliability of such instruments and for
operators to bring into use instruments of proved accuracy. It is
recognized tlwt the measurement of wind on board aircraft is subject to
oonsiderable error and that improved accuracy is urgently required. Insofar
as D-valuas are concerned, i t 1-18.S agreed that i t is possible, with existing
instrumentation, to obtain measurements which are consistent for each
individual i'll.ght aJ;ld .'that, thel'efore, D-values can be utilized even if the
absolute value is subje~t to large errors. Research should, however, continue with the object of reducing the ~rrors in absolute value.
1ropopause chart§ and cloud forecasts for high level operatigns
Recommendatiop No, 52
It is

rec~mended tr~t:

WMO draw the attention of Members to:
a) the importance of the routine construotion of oharts
showing the height of the tropopause, in forecasting for high
levels;
b) the importance 0.£ developing techniques .for forecasting
the vertical extent of cumulonimbus c.loudOl and the oocurrence
and extent of cirrus clouds up to the levels required for highflying airoraft.
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Comment
Recommendation No. 18 of the Commission for Aerology, FirstSession,
contains a comprehensive definition of tropopause, including stratified
tropopauses and invites States "to apply those definitions at a selection
of their stations from 1 January 1954". Therefore, there is a uniform
criterion which can now be applied internationally to indicate tropopaus'es
on weather charts. Knowledge of the tropopause level is of great importarlCe since it is a 'factor which must be taken into account, when considering
a number of phenomena of importance to aviation, such as strong wind shear's
and clear air turbulence. This,is particularly noticeable where the tropopause is stratified, as usually happens near the levels of maximum strength
of jet streams, It is recognised that fUrther developments in the subject·
referred to in part (b) of tl1e recommende.tion would require better measurements of humidity at the levels concerned.
Exchange of opinions on devel2Ement of high level forecasting
techniques,
Recommendation No. 60
It is recommended that;
WMO, in consultation with its Members, establish a programme
permitting an eXChange of opinions among forecasters in different
countries on the development of forecasting techniques for' high
level operations.

Forecasting techniques for high levels in the atmosphere are in an
early and continuous stage of development; various research projects
carried out in University institutes and in meteorological services bring
continuously new ideas which take some time to be circulated ona worldwide basis in a consolidated form so as to serve as guidance to forecasters
working in other centres. Exchange of information and personnel. between
meteorological services is considered to be the most practical way of
allowing forecasters to become acquainted with'the newly developed methods.
Interpretation of radar

weat~£hoes.

Recommendation No, 61
It is recommended that:
ICAO, in conjunction with WMO, should appoint a panel of
experts to:

v.- Other Recommendations
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a)
prepare an illustrated sUlllImry of erlilting lmowledge on
interpretation of weather eohoes reoeived on various standard types
of radar display;
b)
advise on problems of the interpretation of the echo
pattern display in order to provide airorews with the neoessary
basis for the best operational use of the weather information so
obtained from airborne eqQipment.
COImnent
1)
No satisfaotory olassifioation is available of general types
of disp1ay-whioh could serve as a guide for interpretation of the echo
patterns obtained on the radar soope,
Many oharaoteristios of preoipitation
eohoes, whiahmay be signifioant, are diffioult to interpret and still more
diffioult to describe. However, the amount of material published in the
la:st few years sugge:sts that there is already oonsiderable kno~lledge of
this subject and that, :if this were systematized~ it may lead to a
classifioation which would greatly increase the usefulhes:s of radar
information for meteorological purposes.
Efficient use of radar equipment
by the pilot may be reduced to s study of the following aspeots!
a) Classification of the different types of display in terms
of the elements (rain, snow, hail) producing the echol
b) Interpretation of the oomplex echo pattern iii! term:s of
the synoptio situation (fronts, squall lines, etc.),

c)

Indirect detection of suoh elements as turbulenoe and

icing.
2)
The requirement expressed in paragraph l)a) above is
. essentially the same for both ground and airborne radar equiplnents?
The difference comes from the limitations inlposed in the airborne radar
by the size and characteristics of the equipmento
In so far as the
oper<\tional use of radar is oonoerned, there are, however, differences
due to the looation of the radar in space, the limitations in the soanning
of the antenna and the specific type of' information which the pilot seeks
in order to find his path through regions of stormy weather"
It appears,
therefore, that the panel could attempt to. give an integrated presentation
of the problem and to advise on the operational possibilities of both
types of equipment.
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CHAPTER 5

CLIMATOLCGICAL

I~T'r~

Preparation and presentation of aeronautical climatological
information
Recommendation No.

g

It is recommended that!
1)
WMO cancel Resolution 2rY7 of the IMO Conference of
Directors, '1947,
2)
WMO include in the Technical Regulations the parts of the
following material which the Meeting recognizei! as necessary to fulfill
aeronautical requirements (and whi.ch are accordingly annotated "A");
together with the associated models included in Appendix C to
Part V of this Report.
3}
WMO give further consideration as to whether it is
appropriate to include in the TechP~cal Regulations the remaining parts,
which the Meeting decided were not needed for the primary purpose of
fulfilling aeronautical requirements.
C1iw,atological SUlJlll1aries
I.
Subject to the provisions of paras. 1.1. L 2 and 1,) ,below, each
Member should publish, or otherwise make available on request. as many as
practicable of the following lnonthly aud annual climatological summaries,
annotated IIA", for each international aeroorOllle within its administrative
jurisdiction at which the meteorological elemen'll;; specified in each summary
are observed and for such of its other meteorological stations as it considers
necessary!
A

(a) mean number of simultaneous occurrences of' specified
visibility ranges and specified ranges of' the height of the base of
the lowest claud layer covering More than 4/8ths of the sky at each of
the eight synoptic hours for which data are available and for such
additional hours as may be necessary adequately to represent the
diurnal variation (Model A).

A

' (a t) mean number of occurrences of specified he.igh"ts of the
tops of the highest clond layer of amount more than 4/8ths, the tops of
which are below the level of the :station (Model An),
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A

(b) mean nUmber of occurrenoes of ooncurr(mt wi!ld speed and
direction within specified ranges at each of the eight synoptic hours
for which data are available (MOdel B);

A

... (c) mean. number of occurrences of concurrent wind speed and
direction within specified ranges when the horizontal visibility and/
or the height of the base of the lowest claud layer covering more than
4/8ths of the sky lie within specified ranges (MOdel 0) for hours of
observation and ranges agreed between the meteorological authorities
and the users;
.

A

. (c i) mean number of occurrences of speCified. values of surface
dry bulb temperature and wind component along the runway (MOdel ot),
for such hours of observation as will adequately show the diurnal
variation;

A

. (d) mean number of simultaneous occurrences of speoified values
of surfaoe dry bulb temperature and mixing ratio at 0000, 0600, 1200
and 1800 GMT and mean number of occurrences of specified values of
surface maximum and jIdnimum temperatures (Model PI); E!'
mean number of occurrences of specified values of surface
dry bulb temperature and humidity at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 GMT
and of daily maximum and minimum dry bulb temperatures (Model P2);

A

(e) mean munber of occ·urrences of specified values of dry bulb
and dew point temperatures at the surface and at standard pressure
levels at 0300, 0900, 1500 and 2100 GMT (MOdel E);
.
(f) mean number of occurrences of hydrometeors and" lithometeors (Model F*);
(g) mean values of monthly amounts of precipitation, bright
sunshine and cloudiness and the maan number of days with thunderstorms
and with specified amounts of pr~6ipitation (Model G*);
(h) total number of occurrences of specified monthly amounts
of precipitation and evaporation (Model H*);

(j) mean recurrence intervals. of specified amounts ofprecipitation during specified time intervals (Model J*);
A

(k) mean number of occurrences of specified values of atmospheric pressure at station leV'el and mean monthly pressure (Mode:j.K);
(1) mean n~ber of occurrenoes of specified amounts of ·solar
radiation (Model L );

*

MOdelc; are contained in Volume I of the Abridged Report of the Fi'i'st
Session of OAel1.
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(m) mean number of occurrences of specified values of earthtemperature at,specified depths below the surface (Model :If);.
.

(n) mean number of occurrences of upper wind speed ·and direc·tion
within specified ranges at standard pressure levels at 0300, 0900, 1500
and 2100 GMr (Model N*);
. .
A

1.1
When so requested, summaries (a), (b)j (d), (e) and (k)
should be prepared whenever practicable on a routine basis for each international aerodrome, in order to meet aeronautical requirements.

A

1.2
Summary (a) and. where appropriate. summary (a f) should
normally be prepared on a routine basis for·any meteorological observing station situated at an operationally significant location along an air route, in
order to meet aeronautical requirements.
1.3
Summaries (g). '(h). '(j). (1) and (m) are not required for
international aerodromes to'meet any aeronautical requirement.
2.
'EaCh Member should publish, or otherwise make available on
request, the following monthly and annual climatological summaries in respect
of each ocean station position for which it is responsible (or for which it
has been allocated climatological responsibility by agreement between the
authorities concerned in the operation of the ocean station);

A

(a) mean number of occurrences of specified values of dry
bulb and dew point temperatures at the surface and at standard pressure
. levels at 0300, 0900, 1500 and 2100 GMI' (Model E);
.
(b) mean number of oCQurrences of concurrent upper wind speed
and direction within specified ranges lit standard pressure levels at
0300, 0900, 1500 and 2100 GMI' (Model N') ;
3.
Each Member should publish, or otherwise make available
on request, the following monthly and annual climatological· summaries in
respect of each Marsden square (or subsquare) for which it undertakes, either
unilaterally or by regional agreement, to summarize data;
tal mean number of occurrences of concurrent wind speed and
direction within ·specified ranges (Model B);
(b)

mean number of occurrences of specified values of surface

dry bulb temperature (Model p*);

(e) mean number of occurrences of hydrometeors and lithometeors
and of tropical cyclones and mean value of cloudineSS (Model Q"');

'" Models are contained in. Volume I of the Abridged Report of the First
Session of CAeM.
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'd) mean number of occurrences of specified values of atmos-pheric pressure and mean monthly pressure at sea level (MOdel R*); or
mean monthly pressure and the standard deviation therefrom;
s) mean number of occurrences of concurrent upper wind speed
and direction within specified ranges at standard pressure levels,
deduced from upper air synoptic charts (Model N*);
or alternatively, should publish or otherwis@ make available, in chart or
atlas form, the climatological data specified above •
•
The period of record for each climatological swnmary should
A
-4.
be not les8 than five years.
A

5.
The format of each summary should conform with the specified
model (when such a model is provided), the notes shown with the model being
reproduced with each summaryp or set of sun~ries, and each summary being
compiled in the manner indicated in the supplementary notes.

A

-6.
When a }fumber is unable to comply fully with the provisions
of parll..-5 in the case of a particular summsry, the format and method of
compiling the summary should be such that the summsry approximates as closely
as possible to the recommended model and will equally well meet the requirements
of the users.

A

7.
Each 11ember shall keep the Secretariat currently advised of
the climatological summaries which it is publishing, or is otherwise making
available on request, and the 8ecretaria t shall issue annually a _consolidated
statement.

A

.8.
In order to facilitate the preparation of the climatological
summaries necessary to meet aeronautical requiremen-Gs, each Member should make
provision, -insofar as practicable, for recording on punched cards (or in
some equally suitable form) all routine surface meteorological observations
made at international aerodromes and all upper air observations.
Aeronautical Descriptive ClilJl8,j;ological

A

Memora.~

1.
The information given in the climatological summaries should
be amplified as necessary by aeronautical descriptive climatologIcal memora.nda
for particular- areas and air routes"

*

Hodels are contained in Volume I of the Abridged Report of the First
Session of CAel-1,
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A

Such descriptive memoranda should normally include:
a l a discussion- of the mS.i~ciimatological ieature-so:i<tl1earea or air-rout~~_with_partic~ar reference to seasonal yaria~ions;

-b) _ - descriptions of typical synoptic situations, of the
weather conditions associated with them and of the influence of topography upon those conditions;
c)
a discussion of significant features of flight conditions,
including upper winds, over the- area or along the air route and notes
upon the occurrence of phenomena 9f significance to international air
operations e.g. hail, ice-accretion, turbulence, thunderstorms, tropical
cyclones, etc.;
d)
discussions of the local weather conditions at the international aerodromes in the area or along the routes.
A

3.
The text should be illustrated by a topographical map of the
area concerned, specimensyrlOptic charts for typiqal synoptic situations and
aerodrome weather diagrams" OIl the lines of Model T. for each of the illter- .
national aerodromes concerned and should be supplemented by such statistical
tables as are appropriate"'·
Comment
It was believed more important that ne·cessary aeronautical climatological
information be made available than that standard formats of presentation be
strictly adhered to. Further, it was believed that some latitude should be
allowed in order that the needs of individual users or groups of users might
be met. In recommending that climatological info~tion lle IDade available in
certain preferred forms or in other forms by arrangement between the Meteorological Authority and the user, it was recognized that the terms goverlling the
·supply of the information would also. be the subject of negotiation between
supplier and user.
Flexibility in choice of ranges of the various parameters is
provided for, because the absolute values and the changes which are operational~
significant vary wid~ly from aerodrome to aerodrome, among operators, and
between different types of aircraft and operation. For example, the height of
cloud base may be required for the lowest layer of some amount other than four
eighths, in particular, one eighth. Flexibility in this respect is provided
in the notes for Table A.
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..
..
.. _. .. Tables Dl, D2 &E._Tlle.distri9~ti~!l:L Qf o]:>serv:~cLv:?'J.~~s 9f.tl1!'lle!laraJll?ters.donu:l:;in gellera1. /l.wro.ach th!, nGausSia!lI'_.sufnCliElnt,],yclose:).yto.ell!~ble
reasol')B.bly accuratEl frequencies. of o.Ccurrence, .. ():r s.i,m4i;allElous o"currence, of
eJ(;tremEl values. to be cOlllPuted from means, standard deviations and correlation
co-efficients. Frequency distributions and joint frequency distributio.ns in
tabular fo.rm are therefo.re pro.pesed.
.
-

-

~.

"'

~

~

-

-~

Tables A. C, Cn & K. The exact number of table·? to be prepared fer
separate heurs 0.1' o.bservation is not specified in order that the number may
be kept to. the minimum censistent 'With an adequate representation of the diurnal variation. For practical reaso.ns it is expected that the observations for·
synoptic h~'s 'Will be used, supplemented when necessary byadditio.nalobservations. For Table K a preference.has beene:JCpressed for the hours nearest to.
04, 10, 16 and.22 Local Mean Time, because the daily.maximum and minimum of
atmospheric pressure occur near 10 and 16 hours Local Apparent. Time.
Table K. The Report of the rCAO Standing Co.mmittee.on Perfo.rmance·
(Doc 7401-AIRjOpsj612) proposes the use of a fixed value of atl1lOsphericpressrire
for take-off and landing performance purpo.ses. namely the pressurEl at an ali;itUde in the standard atmosphere corresponding to. the elevatio.n ofthe aerodrome.
However, operators require climatological data relating to observed pressures.
For the convenience of Meteorological Authorities, the alternatives of station
level pressure and pressure at official aerodrome elevation are. spec~fi~.
Table AV. This ·table is required in order to provide, for selected high
level stations on air-routes, information regarding cloud below station, to
supplement that on cloud above station (Taple A).
.
Table B. Summaries for eight hours of observation are needed in order
that the usability of an aerodrome can be determined for any time of day.
Table C. Table C as proposed by the CAeM Working Group has the disadvan"
tages, for some purposes, that
a)
,it treats certain ranges o.f visibility and cloud height as
equivalent and does not apply for operations for which the equivalent
ranges are not the same. and
b)
it does not permit separate assessment of the effects of
visibility and cloud height on operations.
Some Meteorological Services.have not been asked for tables of this kind
but, instead, have found it necessary to prepare separate tables for wind speed,
wind direction and visibility on the one hand and for wind speed, wind direction and height of cloud base on the other.
The notes for Table C. as now
recommended, provide for either of these fOl~S as alternatives.
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_ •.... •Tables DI & D2.. Operators. ha,ve e:l!:pressed a_preie:r:ElIlce foj. hl;n,id1.ty-•.-=If hUlllidity is given in another form (e.g~. dew point or vapourpressure) the ranges should, as far as practicable. be equivalent to the specified rangesof miJt:Ll1g ratio •.

mixing ratio.

Charta of upper winds and upper air

te~tures

gver the world.·

Recommendation No. 63
It is recommend?Q that:
¥nMO sponsor a co-ordinated programme for the preparation of monthly
charts of mean vector winds and their standard vector deviations and mean
temperatures and their standard deviations. for standard pressure levels and
for all areas of the world.
Comments
The Meeting recognized the great value of the United Kingdom publication
''Upper winds over the world" and -was amicus that charts of this kind be produced for temperature also, for sspara,te months and for additional levels.
The Meeting.also desired that both the wind and the temperature charts be
periodically revised as additional data became availableo
Use of aircraft meteorological observations for climatological purposes.
Recommendation Noo 64
It is recommended thatg
WMO be requested
1)
to establish. as a matter of urgencry. a method for recording
aircraft weather reports on punched ca~s.
2)

to develop a method of

~rizing

such reports;

3)
to request Members to retain such amount<'< o.f aircraft weatl:\er
report data as will be adequate for su.bsequ.ent use in the preparation
of sUlJllllll.ries in co-opera lion with other Members.
OOl!l!1lents

For many areas the only upper air information available ia that obtained
from aircraft. The value of air-reports is expected to be greater with the
introduction,· on 1 Se~tember 1954~ of new reporting procedures.

v._ Other Recommendations
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65

It is recommended tllst:
WMO and leAO '<;ake 'action in their respective fields to ensm:e that full
recognition ill given to the high q,¥-,lifications r~quired e,nd spec:j.al working
conditions of meteorologists and meteorological assistants at internationa~
aerodromes in order to ensure the employment of personnel with adequate qualifications, and in su.ff'icient numbers, to provide the meteorological serVices
required for international aviation.

Corgme.IDi
Experience has demonstrated' ~hat, as a career, meteorological work at
:l.nternational a~rodromes is unattrzmtive" wh(3n compared-With oth~r'Work req'lliring
similar qUll.11.fications. by reason 01' the special working conditions, particu1a.rJ;y
shift ,work and work on Sundays and recognized holidays. ~s_e,.r~suJt i~_has
proved difficult, in most countries, to recruit personnel and also, what is
-even more important, there ,has been B. continuous los'S of e,xperienced personnel
to other, more rewarding and less burdensome, occupations.
,Qualifications and training of meteorological personnel.
Rf)connnendation No. 66

~

It is recommended that:
I,CAO arrange;
1)
That Part VI (Aeronautical Meteorological .Observers) ana. .
Part VII (Aerooou:Ucal Meteorological ]'orecasters - Aviation Knowledge)
of the rCAO Training Memorandum is amended to include the qualificatip.ns
and train:tng specifications for meteorological assistants and meteorologists respectiveJ;y. as recollllJlended by WMOj
2)
that a statement is included in the rCAO Training Mmual
(Doc 7192-AN!857) to the effect that the qualifications and training t:£
these classes of aeronautical meteorological personnel should conform
to those specified by the WMO;
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all

.3). thB,t sufficient '&Ieight iag1ven' to the training ~n
subjects c()ntained in Part VI. and the revised Part VII of the Training
Memorandum to ensure a satisfaotory level of achievement in each subject, a,s "ell as a satisfactory overall standard.
Development of nev abbreviations for meteorological oi'ficesifor Annex 15.
Recommendation

No~

67

It is recommended that:

lCAO re-examine the abbreviations for the different classes of meteorological offices w.tth a view to s.dopting abbreviations "hich can be readily c'.
understood throughou;t; the.~ld~;
Q.omment
The present abbreviations cannot be readily translated in all languages.
In view of the frequent use which is made of these abbreviations throughout
the world and in view of the fact that it appears possible to find a combination of letters readily understandable in all countries, efforts to find such
a combination of letters appear desirable.
l:!9difications to "Combined :Mg!;eorological Tables".
~commendation

No. 68

It is reoommended that:
ICAO consider' the following suggestions aj.med at improving the usefulness,
for operational purposes, of the . "Combined Meteorological 'J,'ables for International Aiit' Navigation" (Doc 7155-MET/522):
Gener.al
a)
In the .beadings ""nd legends, the taxi; should be expanded to
describe more fully the seI~ices, facilites etc. listed, and should
include references to relevant paragraphs of the Regional Supplementary
Procedures and. if necessary, other documents (e.g. in Table II, the
heading of col= 8 might make it clear 'Ghat the warnings are for FIRs'
and are dissemina;ted. in accordance w.tth NET SUPPS 5.1.1. to meteorological offices serving neighbouring FIRs)';
b)
Efforts should be made to keep the tables more up-to-date by
urging States to report changes w.tth the millill1UlIl delay practicable and
by isstLtng quarterly amendments promptly;
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c)_
Facilities ~~d services not based on a Regional-Plan should
be included i~ it is ~elt that they clearly replace parts o~ the plan
not implemented.
The sequence o~ the tables should be changed in order tod)
group them in a more logical way.
TABLE I
Some indication should be given o~ whether meteorological
are at aerodromes.

a)
o~~ices

If a meteorological o~~ice provides dif~ereritcl~s-se's o~
b)
service (column 3) at di~~erent times o~ day, the hours (column 5) ~or
each class should be indicated.

TABLE II
a)
Table I;

b)
o~~ices

Meteorological

o~~ices

should be grouped by States, as in

Some indication should be given o~ whether meteorological
are at aerodromes,

I~ it will simplify presentation, Table II should be combined.
c)
with Table I.

_TABLE III
For Regions (e,g. API) ~or which there are procedures governing the
division o~ responsibility ~or ~light meteorological watch, the procedures should
be quoted and only eJl:ceptions to them. or cases not covered by them, should
be- listed.
TABLE IV
The headings o~ columns should show which meteoi'ological o~fice prepares
the aerodrome ~orecasts when the meteorological o~~~ce at the aerodrome concerned does. not do so.
TABLES IV and VI
The heading o~ the second column should be amended to read: "availallle
at". The recipient 01' reports and ~orecasts. and not the sender, should notify
the Secretariat o~ entries to be made. in. the tables, in order that data
received by interception o~ broadcasts may be recorded.
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TABLE VIII
The type of emiaaion (AI or A3) should .be stated for each broadcast.
Comment
It is hot thought that charts could satisfactorily repla,ce tabular
presentation. Further. the overall view is required primarily in connection
withRAN Meetings and this need is met by the charts in the fact-finding
..
reports prepared prior to such meetings. The labour involved in the preparation of such charts more frequently was not felt to be justified.

Inclusion in "Combined Meteorological tables" of table showing meteorological information available at flight information centres for aircraft
Recommendation 69

"

It is recommended thatg

ICAO include an additional table in the ."Combined Meteorologica::(. 'fables
for International Air Navigation" (Doc 7155-METJ522) J,tstin& for each flight
information oentre,
a)
the international aerodromes for which hourly reports,
selected special reports. aerodrome forecasts and amendments to aerodrome forecasts are available for transmission to aircraft in flight,
and
the other flight information oentres whose advisories of
b)
important meteorological phenomena and messages contained selected aircraft reports are available for transmission to aircraft in flight.

v.- Other Recommendations
APPENDIX A
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11) PAR~!

Instructions for the determination of visibility index
1)

Divide the horizon circle into sectors such that the
visibility can be fairly represented in each sector by a
single value.

hori~ontal

2) Write down first the :highest visibility and the angular
value of the sector to which it applies; then the next highest visibility
and its angle, and so on down to the :minimum visibility observed. In
some cases the same visibility may apply to two or mors sectors in
different parts of the horizon circle, in such a case, the corresponding
angles will be added together.
.
EXAMPLE

Sector Angle (s )

Visibili:l;y

6.5 nautical miles

900
,,,0
",or

3 nautical miles

60° + 45° = 105

10 nautical miles

1200

1.5 nautical miles
. 'Ibtal

0

-

3600

3) If the highest visibility listed applies to a total angle
of 1800 or more, then it is the visibility inde~ This applies whether
the angle is that of a single sector or is a total of several sectors
of equal visibility, that is the significance of the phrase "not
necessarily continuous" in the formal definition as given in Recommendation 24 of CSM-I,
4) If the hi.ghest visibility listed applies to a total angle of
less than 1800 , add on the angular sector of the next highest visibility_
If the total now equals or exceeds 180°1 the lower of these two
visibilities is the visibi.lity index.
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If this sum is not as much as 180o~ the prooess is continued
by adding on the total angle of the seetor(s) of next highest visibility,
until finally a summed_valus-is reached which equals 01' exceeds 180°,
'!he visibility value o=,es~nding to the last angle added which brings
the progressive total to 180 01' more,!; working down from higher values
of visibility. is -the visibility index.
"
In the example quoted above the visibility index is 3 nautical
miles. Note carefully that this is true despite the faot that there is
another individual value (1.'5 nautical miles) whioh applies to a greater
horizon angle tha.~ does 3 nautical miles, by itself.
'
A REMARK oan~ however. be added at the end of the report giving
the visibility 2800 yards (1,'5 nautical miles) together with the mean
direction of the sector in whioh the visibility is 2800 yards (1. '5
nautical miles).
5) When observations of full horizo~ circle is impossible
The formal definition assume~ that the full horizon circle is available
for observations which in certain oaseS mlley not be true, due to the
presence of obstructions SUch as mountains, etc. In such cases the
words lihorizon circle" in the formal definition should be :interpreted
as lithe sector over whioh hori:;ontal visibiUty ill- observed" and
half the hori:;on circle given in the- definition becomes half of the sector
over which horizontal visibility is observed.
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Indioator group for downgrading and/or cancellation times for certain types of
meteorological messages

Type of Ji!9S BSS"

Normal
priority
of message

"

Indicator
Number of hours after Numbe., of hours after
filing at which mee- filing at which message oan be downgraded sage can be oancelled
,in priority

!IF

Not applicable (N)

1-2

Routine hourly
AERO re ports

JJ

1-2

'-4

for VOLMl!:T
broatlOQsts

FF

AERQs for VOLMET

Notes

broadcasts

. TAFp

.

Not applioable (N)

2-8
.

TAFCRS

aGorFF Not applicable (N)

6-18

Airoraft metsor-'
ologioal reports

.FF

3-9

Not applicable (N)

FIFffi
(HIFCRj

FF

Not applioable (N)

To end of validity
period of forecast
laS6 x hours

ROFffi

GG

Not applioab1e (N)

6-18

ARFffi

GG

Not epplicable (N)

6-18

DD or !IF

2-6

6-12

Surface and upper air synoptic
reports

JJ

6-24

12-48

AnalysAs

GG

Reports of saleoted special
observations

See Note (1)

x to be
deoided by
originator
See Nots (1)

See Note (2)

M!lMl4lf BBBBB

Warnings

BVII or DD

Not applioable (N)

-

-

See Note (3)

6-18

-

No indioator
groups ince ,
normally, no
downgrading
or oanoellation required
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Note 1. - The general principle is that the time of cancellation should
be chosen on the basis of a reasmlll,ble period prior to the
end' of period of v;l.lidity of the TAFOR. Or ROFOR, tay..:i.ng into
account the practicability of using the TAFOR or ROFOR at
the point of receipt and the complexity of the ,communication
circuit involved. Regular 'routineTAFORs Or ROFORs could be
downgraded in priority after a time appropriate to the diffel'ence between tWo consecutive times of preparation of TAFORs.
Non.-routine TAFORs Or ROFORs should not be downgraded.
Note 2. - The range of values is 'given to cover cases of reports of
selected special observations which are folloved by transmissions of routine hourly or synoptic reports. '
Note 3. - Surface and upper air synoptic meteorological ob.servations
from ocean station vessels, isolated arct.ic, antarctic, and
desert areas, as well'as reconnaissance flight observations
should have no indicator groups given,to them.
Note 4. - Mlxed messages, containing a number of individual types of
message, should be avoided as far as possible. However. if
such a message has to be transmitted, the indicator should
be that corresponding to the longest elapsed times for downgrading and cancellation, respectively, of the individual
messages making up the oolleotive'message.
Note

51' -

Amendments to any message listed in the table c.ould be, 'treat,ed
under the same category as the initial meSSage which is amended.

Note 6. - It is not implied that the times of downgrading or cancellation
must. in all instances. fall within the ranges given in columns
3 and 4.

V.- Other Recommendations

APPENDIX C TO PART V
MODEL CLIMATOLOG reAL TABLES
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TABIE A

Notes on interpretation of the table
(for reproduction with the table)
Notes:

(a)

The ranges of visibility are expressed by the figures of the
current International Meteorological Code Specification for VV.
The height of the base of the cloud layer is similarly expressed
by the figures of the current International Meteorological Code
Specification fer hshs '

(b)

The figures in the oolwnn marked" indicate the number of occasions on which the specified visibility ,Jas observed in
conjunction with
(i) hshs = 80 or more

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(ii) cloud amount 4/8ths or less
LInsert note indicating the locations at which the observations
were made, the method of observation and the estimated accuraci7.
An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrences in the
specified category during the period of the record, i.e., if N =
number of years of record and n = total number of occurrences in
the category, then the entry is n/N.
The entry "p" indicates that the mean number is greater than zero
but less than 0.05.
If P is the mean proportion of occurrences of a particular discrete element for a specified hour, i,e. ll-, the number of
NK
occurrences for a particular month will be appraximately distributed in the binomial distribution (p + q)K, ,where q = 1 - p,
K is the number of days in the month and N equals the period of
record. Probabilities of a month having greater than or less
than a designated number of occurrences at the specified hour
may be read from the attached chart.""
Notes for cOm2letion of the table

Entries should be made to the nearest 0.1. A separate table should
be prepared for at least each of the eight synoptic hours for which observations are regularly available. Additional tables should be given for other
hours if this is necessary for an adequate representation of the diurnal
variation. Several of the tables may be printed on the same page to reduce
the number of sheets required.
This form of summary may be used for other amounts of cloud if
required. Other ranges of both visibility and height of base of cloud may
be adopted to suit individual requirements; it is desirable, however, that
the selected ranges Should be such that they can be combined to oonform to
the categories of the model tables,

*

The model for the attached ohart is given as Model S.

v
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Nadel A
Modele A
Modelo A

Stntion 01' Alwodromo •._ _ _
Mmth
"Time of obseTvnt!on
GMf
Station oU llerodl'OlllG _ _ _
__ _ lvbis _ _-'---_-"I{oure d 'o'bservation
GMf
Estaci6n 0 oor6dromo __
______ He"' _ _ _ _ lIora de .La ob.el'Vabi6n~Hl.fl

Latitude _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
I.atituda
___ ~
Latitud _ _ _ _ __

Period of record _______- - - - - P~riode ___~---------------Perfodo para e1 oua~ se
ha preparado In tabla _____________

Longitude
Longitude - - o r "_ _ _ _ _ __
Longitnd ________

Elevation
Altitnde

abovo

'l'otal number of·hbservationa' ___-'-______
NODJbre 'tOtOl, d.'obsorvations_· _ _,_ _ _ __
N6DJBro total de ohsarvacionaa _ _ _ _ _ __

~~L~

Elovllcion _____ no bra MSL o

cauohe de nuagos 16 plua basas couvrant plus de 4/8 du aiel
"
,
Promedio de ca.sca de slmuJ.taneidad de determinados l:tmitea de
visibiUdad detorminadoa Hmito" de 1. altura da la, pasa
'Cie1"Etoapa
8 ba18 de nube~ ue oubra
s' do
del c1s10
"

vv
a 00
~
h.

02

01

~,
01

OJ
-

04

05
1-

I--

06-07 08-0') 10:.14 . 15-29 ]0:.79

- -I---

--

03

05

_1_0-_1_1_

Total

~

02

04

X

--

---

.--

--

"

-v--

-~

-~'---

~

-

--+--t--- _____. _~_

1?r15 _ 1--- - - - ---" . _ , - , - - - --f----- -,--'--1---J..---1--'-+----I

16-23

1"-"---- -- ----

'
--"---+--1----' --+-,.,-1--1-----1---+---"1

21"..39
r-'-'1---- --- ---- ·--1,- ,,---- --.--1---,- .,,--.
1,0
Of mox'o
OU' pI""
() ".(111

,,"""- ----- -----'-'''--- ._,-- . _,-"-,-,, --,-- ---,-. " -

-,---~-+_-_4
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TABLE A'
Notes on interpretation of the table
(for reproduction with the table)

Notes~

(a)

An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrences in the
specified category during the period of the record, ioe. if N ~
number of years of record and n = total number of occurrences in
the catogory, then the entry is n/N.

Cb)

The entry n¢n indicates that the mean number is greater than zero
but less than 0.05.

Notes for completiop of the table
Entries should be made to the nearest 0.1. The number of hours of
observation and the number of months for which the table is to be compiled is
subject to local agreement.
The standard intervals are of 50 metres (150 feet). The altitude intervals
in the table should therefore start at the first whole multiple of )0 metres next
above the elevation of the station above MSL, and decrease in units of 50 metres
(or multiples of 50 metres) to the maximum distance below the station as is agreed
upon locally.

__

IT.- Othtn~ Ho(';omm.endations
----"_._--_•..... _.....•-------._--------_.
._-.- .
Q.1lM.&TOI,OQ.IG~L

ill".!:'illlill

_._--.
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--..,....._----:

sl!).tMlIBXs

GLJ.!.IATO IflJll:99.l!!2

n':S.II.l:!I';N,_Q!!:Ll1<I-TOLOG IGO .~
M:mth
Mo.is

Station _ .
St,ation _
Estaci6n

Mas

Latitude _
Lat:!,tude _ _ _.________
Latitud ____________________
~

Longitude ______________
Longit]1de
LongHud _ _ _ _ _ _.
Elevation
above NSL,
Al t,itude _ _ __
E1evaci6n _______ sabre MSL.

Period of record
Periode
Psriodo para sl cual se
ha preparado la tabla

Total number of observations
Nombl;"e total d'dbservations ________~_
Ntimero total de ol;>servaciones ________

Nean number of oCCllrrences of specified al tituds" of the to s of the
highest cloud l~er of mnount of more than
8ths the to s of which
are below the level of' the station
Fr6quence mo anne de 1 'occurrence de valeurs d~termin~es de l'altitude
.du sammet de la couche de nuages la plus ~lev&e COllvrant plue de 4 8
gll ciel et dont Ie sammet est all-dessous du nivsall de la station
PrOlnedio de casos en que Be observan determinadas al tHudss de las
elm,," de la capa de nMbe~ ffi&s 81 ta que' excsda de > cuyae ·cima..!!.
eS.Mn par debaja del nivel de Ie esteci n
~~'--------------.-----------..-~.----r---r---r--~---;---;---;;---r---.---.-----,

Ititude of rap. of cloud
HOUR
Altitude des sommets
(If observades nuagcs
tion GMT
Alti~ud de la
HEUR£ (CMT) de
l f obscr'latlon
ima de las
IiQRA (HMC) de I.
ubes

Total

ohscl'vadihl

-----------------------r--+-~I--~-~~~---+__1--~--+__1-----1

------------------------r--+--+--;-~--_r~r__+--+-_1--~--_1

--".--"-.-'-----.------t--t--

______ .__ ._~j:(j~"l _____ ._.__._ ____

_---I.. - -

f---

-·t-,+-f-~+--t---I

__J. _-'-_.______ '- ___._ . --'-_-'__-'-__-'-_-'-___
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TABLE B

Notes on interpretation of the table
(for reproduction with the table)
Notes:

(a)

Wind direction is with reference to true North.

*(b)

(Insert note indicating the location of the anemometer and its
type) •

(c)

An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrences in
the specified category during the period of the record, i.e ••
if N number of years of record and n total number of occurrencesin the category, then the entry is n/N.
.

=

(d)

*

=

The entry "p" indicates that the mean number is greater than
zero but less than 0,05.

Omitted in tables for Marsden squares.

Notes for completion of the table
Entries should be made to the nearest 0.1. In the case of a land
station, a separate table should be prepared for each of the eight synoptic
hours for which observations are available. For a Marsden square all available observations for the four synoptic hours should be included in one
table. The ranges of wind direction employed should be one of the following,
in accordance with the method of observation:
(a)

16 compass points

(b)

8 compass points

(c)

12 ranges of 300 each, beginning with 345° true, i.e.,
345 0 - 140 , 15 0 - 44°,45 0 - 740 , etc,
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CIJMATOLOOICAL SUMMARY,
RESUME CLTMATOI.OOIQUF.,

MOdEde D

RESUMEN CLlMATOLCCICOI

Modele B

StatIon or

Aerodrome •••••••••••••••••••••••• Month •••••••••••
or Marsden

Modo1 II

Time of observation ' ••••••••••••• GMT

Square

Station,
aerodrome oU ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• Mole
carre Mara den
Estaci6n

Heure d'obBervatlon ••• ,Q ••••• ~ •• GMT

0

Aerodromo 0 ••

I ••••••••• 0 • •

•

• .. •

• ••

Mes

Hora de observaci6n ••••••••••••• HMG·

Clladro de
Haradan

Latitude
Latitude
Latitud

..........................
•

0 ...................... .

••••••••••••••••• ! •••••

a

Longitude
Longitude
Longitud

Elevation

~

Alt1tude

•• t

El~vaci6n ,

•••••••••••••• a ••

above 118L

................ . sabra MSL
~

reriod of record ••••••••••••••••••• , ••• " ••••••••
Periode •••••
0 ••• 0

•••••• I

......................... .

Pertado para e1 eual Be
ha preparado la tabla ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Total number of observations ••••••••••••••••••••
Nombre total d'observationa •• ~ ••••••••••••••••••
Ndmero total de obaervacionee ••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••

Height of anemometer••••••••••• above ground
Hauteur de llanemomatre au-desaus du sol ••••••
Altura de ane.m6metro •••••••••• sabre e1 terreno

Mean Dumber of occurrences of cQncurrent wind Bpeed
and direction within specified ranges
Freguence mQyenne de 1 ' oQcurrence aimultanBe du vent, en yitesae
at direction.....fmtre certaines yeleurs deterroineea

Prgmedjo de casas de Bimultsneidad de yeloqidad y direcci6n
del yianto dqntra de limite~etermin8dQs

\lind Di-

Taction
.Dh'action
du vent
1-3
Direcci6n
del viento
"Calm

Calma
CalJna

Wind speed in knots
du vent en noeuda
Velocidad de~ viento en nudos
4-6 7-10 11-16 17-21 22-27 28-33 34-40 41-47
Vite~s8

56-63 )63

IIVII1/ / // //1/1/ / / /
-

1'01. I'll

48-55

Total
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Notes on

ihterpretati~n

of the table

(for reproduction "lith the table)

Notes:

(a)

}lind direction (dd) is Hith referonce to true North

(b)

Ranges of wind speed (i'f) Bre given in knots.

• (c)

The ranges of height of the base of the lowest cloud layer covering
I

more than 4/8ths of the sky (hshs ) are as follows:
00-01 ;;: height equal to or great,er than zero but leas than
60 metres (200 feet);

02"'04 ;;: height equal to or greater than 60 metres
(200 feet) but less than 150 metres (500 feet);
05-09 ;;: height equal to or greater than 150 metres

(500 feet) but less than 300 metres (1,000 feet).

*

(d)

'fhe ranges of horizontal :risibility (VV) are as follows;
00-03 ;;: horizontal

visib~lity equal to or grea~er than zero
but less than 800 metres (apprax:imately 800 yards) j

horizontal visibility equal to or greater than 800
metres (800 yards) but less than 1,600 metres (1 mi1e)j
08~2J ~ horizontal visibility equal to or graater than 1,600
matTes (1 mile) but less than 4,800 matres () miles).
(8) The wind observations upon which the above table is baaed are those
made at the meteorological wind observation site at the aerodrome;
the remaining observations are those made at the meteorological
observation site for those elements.
(f') An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrenoes in the
specified category during the period of the record, ioe. if N ~
nwnber of years of record and n ~ total number of occurrenoes in
the cat€gory, then the entry is n/N.
(g) The entry ltpH indicates that the mean number is greater than zero
but less than 0.05.
04-07

• (h)

~

When a combination of hshs and VV occurs which does not oorrespond
with one of the combinations listed in the COlUD1n headings of this
table, the combination is counted in the lower of the two possible
categories. For example, an observation "/here hahs = 02 and VV =
0) would be counted in the column headed hshs = 00-01, VV = 00 .. 03.
Notes for completion of the table

In general only one table is required for any spsclfied amount of the
lowest cloud layer, but this \01111 depend on local requirements. The ranges of
wind direction and speed, of height of' base of cloud and of horizontal vis1bili ty
are to be inserted as required. In the absence of specifically atated limits,
the following ranges may be found sui table:
(i) Wind directiOn! 16 compass points or ranges of )0 0 each, baginnihg
with J45° (true), i.e. 345°_14°, l5°-44°, 45°_74° ate.
(ii ) Wind spoed: 5 knots.
(iii) Height of base of lowest cloud layer covering more than 4/8ths of the sky:
(0) less than 60 mot,'e. (200 reet) (c~e OO-Ol)
.
(b)

60 metres or above but less than 150 metres (500 feetf (coos 02-04)

(0)

150 metres or above but less than 300 metres (1000 feet) (code 05-09)
Horizontal visibility I
(e) less then 800 metres (880 yards) (code DO-OJ)
(b) 800 metres 01' over hut less than 1600· metres (1 mile) (oode 04-07)
(c) .1600 metree -or over but less than 4800 metres (3 miles) (odds 08-2J)
If tables are requit'ed giving -the combined frequenoy of wirtd speed and
direction with visibility and with height of base of cloud separately, the table
heading should be amended by omitting the row giving the values of the unwanted
parallleter.

(iv)

*

The specific ranges inserted in the headings and in notes (c), (d) and (h) are
oXl1IttploB only.

V,-- Other Recottllnel1.dations
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Station eu

a~roarome

Stll.tion or
Aeroarome
Eataoi6n
a aer6dl'ODlQ.

on ObaervationB;:;;;~=====
G11r
lhnth ====== ABaaed
fuael obaervationa
de
mrr
:============:: ""
HMO
------ baDe obaervaoionea
J.bia

hora~'

Pel":l.od O",f~r~.~,:or~d=:::;===============:

Lo.tituda:~=========

pdl'iod(i_
Perloda para e1 oua1 ea

Lat1tllde
latltud

hll. prepSl"sdo la

Longitude -==========

tabl~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Longituda_

l.ougitud.

Elevation

above "'SL.

Elevaoi6n _

sobre "'SL.

Altituds _ _ _ _ _

Total number of ObS61'vaUOna ~===========

Nombre total d'obaBrvationa

NdmeI'D total de obeervacloneB

~i3l\n number of oonUl'renoes of conoUl'I'ent wind ~d and direotion within
specified ranges ",hen the horizontal- visibility and/or the-height of the baae of the loweat oloud
layer oovering IIlOre than 4/Bth or the sky IJe within Bpeoifl.ed rangeD

Fr6guenoe moyenne de I10ccurrence Dilllnlt(ln6e du vent '~n vitaaaa et
horizontals at ou de Ie hauteur de In base
do la couche de nua as 18.
us basse oouvrnnt IUD de
du oial

~!9lli...P.2ur une a6rie de valeura ap~oimoo de Is via:J.bili~

Erol!!edio de callOS de Ilimultaneidad de velacidad y direcci6n dentra de
llniites determinados cuanda la visibilidad horizontal a la altura de la balle de ls cape mas bula de nubes que cubre
.
mas de 4/e del ciel0. 0 amoos gueden dentro de 1l.mites detel'llliIlAdas

'-

--

ff
huhs

0-6<'
00-01

02-04

05-09

00-03'" O/rD7 08-2)

00-0)

O/rifl

08-2)

anll/or

at(ou)
y/o

dd

Calm
Delma
Caltaa

'rotal

7-10'"

00-01* 02-04 05-'"

-

-

vv-

-

--

----

-

--

--

Totul

-

-

-

-

.

--_. --

--

-

*The apao1tl0 ranges ioserted in the headings are axampl$ll onl}r".
Les valeutll .fiBuranL dans laB tines de colonna nlil sont mantiannaes

quia titre d 1 e:x:mnple8.

loa valorell qua figuren en loa enoabezamientoa "de las llo1umnaa 13610
1'18 lMioan a titulo 1nfol'lllat1vo.

._-

-
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Notes on interQretation of the table
Notes:

(a)

(for r<ilproduction with the table)
(Insert note stating the locations at which the ,.Jind observations
and the temperature observations were made; these will normally
be the meteorological observation sites for these elements at the
station) ,

(b)

(A note should be given of any known relationship between the air
temperature at various heights over the runway and the dry bulb
temperature as observed. for meteorological purp'oses),

(e)

An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrences in the

specified category, i.e, i f N = number of years of record and
n
total number of occurrences in the category, then the entry
is nlN,
The entry IIj1ilt indicates that the mean number is greater than zero
but less than 0,05,

=

(d)
(e)

If P is the mean proportion of occurrences of a particular discrete
element for a specified hour, i.e, ~, the number of occurrences
for a particular month will be approx2mately distributed in the
binomial distribution (p + q)K where <l '" 1 - p, K is the number of
days in the month and· N equals the period of the record, Probabilities of a month having greater than or less than a deSignated
number of occurrences at the specified hour may be read from the
attached chart,*
Notes for completion of the table

A separate table should be prepared for at least four equally spaced
synoptic hours, so chosen as best to show the characteristics of the diurnal
variation, Entries should be made to the nearest 0,1, The temperature intervals should be each two degrees Celsius or four degrees Fahrenheit. If the
temperatures were originally recorded to tenths of a degree the figures should
be rounded off to the nearest whole degree and the tabulations should be based
upon the resulting figures, The preferred method of disposing of tenths is
that "hieh rounds off to the nearest whole degree with the quantity .5 thrown
to the "odd" whole number, Thus 0,5 to 1,5 :: 1; 1.6 to 2,4 :: 2; 2.5 to 3,5:: 3;
3.6 to 4.,4 :: 4, etc.
If an alternative method of disposing of tenths is adopted the method
should be specified in the notes below the table. The entries should distinguish
between the two directions of the runway, e,g, in the example shown SE winds are
inserted under runway 14 and NW winds under runway 32, Both runway and wind
direction should be expressed in degrees true.

Calms are to be distinguished from winds blowing across the runway and
would be entered only in the columns so marked, each wind observation being
included in one column only,

*

The model for the attached chart is given as Model S.
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V.- other Recommendations
CLlMAIDLOOICAL Sm.!MARY:
RESUME CLINAIDLOGIQUE:
RESUMEN gLlMAIDLOGlGo:

Nodel C'
Nodeile 0'
Nodelo 0'

Aerodroms~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Runway'_~1""4",-/..
3,,,2_*_ _ _ Month _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Aerodrome'
Piste
Mois _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- , _
Aer6d;romD-Piata
Mes _____________

Latitude ____________
Latltude'______~---Latltud ___________

Time of observation _______ GMJ'
Heure d' observation
GMT
Hora de observaci6n
HMG

Longitude _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Longitnda _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Longitud ___________

Periode~_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - -__- -

Period of record ____________
Periodo para el cual se
ha preparado la tabla ___~_ _ __
Total number of observations ________
Nombre total d'observations, _________
Nlimero total de observaciones ________

Elevation _______ above MSL.
Alti tude _______
Elevaci6n

sobr(:l MSL.

Mean number' of simultaneouB occurrences of specified

values of surface dry bulb temperature and of the surface
wind campaD.ent

~long

a specified runway

Freguence moyenne de l'occurrence simultanee de valeurs deterrninees de Ia
temperature en surface, au thermom~tre seCt at de Ia
composante du vent en surface Ie long dtune piete determines

Promedio de casas de. simultaneiGlad en que se ohservan
:valoree determinados de temperatura de supai-fieis de termometro
§~~omponente del viento a 10 largo de una piata determinada
Surface
temperature

°c
Temperature
en surface

Wind
Calm
Vent
calme

Wind component (knots) along the runway
Oomposante du vent (en noeuds) le long de la piste
Componente del viento (nudos) a ,10
largo de la pista
"
.

0-3
4-6 7-10 11-16 17-21
Viento 14* 321' 14 32 14 32 14 32
Temperatura
en

°c
°c

22-27

28-33

calma

.

The runway orientation is inserted as an exam~le only.
L'orientation de la piste n'eat mentionnee qua titre d'exemple.
La orientaci6n de la pista se inserta solamente como ejemplo.
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Notes on interpretation of the table
(for reproduction with the table)
Notes:

(a)

The observations upon which the above table is based are those
made at the meteorological temperature observation site at the
aerodrome.
An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrences in
the specified category during the period of the record, i.e.
if N '" number of years of record and n ~= total number of occurrences in the category, then the entry is n/N.

(c)

The entry "!if" indicates that the mean number is greater than
zero but less than 0.05.

(d)

If P is the mean proportion of a particular discrete element
fcr a specific hour, i.e. ~~ the number of occurrences for
a particular month will be app-roximately distributed in the
binomial distribution (p - q)K, where q = l-p, K is the number
of days in the mOnth and N equals the period of recor~Probabil
ities of a month having greater or less than a designated number
of occurrences at tne specified hour may be read from the
attached chart.*
Notes for completion of the table

A separate table should be prepared for each of the four hours 0000,
0600, 1200, 1800 GMT for which observations are available. Additional tables
should be given for other hours if this is necessary for an adequate representation of the diurnsl variation. An additionsl "temperature" column may be
inserted to permit of the adoption of different ranges. for daily maximum and
daily minimum temperatures.
The temperature intervals should be each two degrees Celsius or four
degrees Fahrenheit. If the temperatures were originally recorded to tenths
of a degree the figures should be rounded off to the nearest whole degree and
the tabulations should be based upon the resulting figures. The preferred
method of disposing of tenths is that which rounds off to the nearest whole
degree, with the quantity .5 thrown to the II odd" whole number. Thus 0.5 to
1.5 :: 1; 1.6 to 2~4 :: 2; 2.5 to 3.5 :: 3; 3.6 to 4.4 " 4 etc. If an alternstive method of disposing of tenths is adopted the method should be specified
in the notes below the table. The class intervals for the tabulation of
mixing ratio should be established by dividing by 20 the whole range of mixing
ratio for the year, subject to such intervalS being not less than 0.5 g/Kg.

*

The model for the attached chart is given as MOdel S.
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V.-· .other RecollUnendations

Stat1.on or Aorodromo _ _ _ _ __

Month
Time of observation _ _ _-..:' GMI'
Mois _ _ _ _ _ Heuro d' observation
GMI'
Mes
Hora de observaci6n
HM1

Stat.ion ou a6rodrome _ _ _ _ __
Eataoion 0 AerodrolUo _______

Period of reoord ___________- - - - - P6riode ___________________

Latitude
Latitude _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Lat1tud

Perfodo respeoto 0.1 cual

Be

ha preparado la tabla _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Longitude _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Longitude ________- - - - I,ongitud _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tot.al number of observations ________

Nombre total diobservations
Ndmero total de obssrvaclonoa _______

Elevation _-'-_____ above MSL.
Altitude _--'_ _ __
Eleva.cion
sabra MSL.

Mean ·number of simultaneouB occurrences of specified
values of surface dry bulb temperature and mixing ratio p

and mean number of occurrences o~ified values
of maximum and minimum temperatures
FreouenC'8 moyenne ce I' occurrenl'e simultanee de valeurs determim~es
de 1a temperature au thermom~tre sec et de 11 hmnidi
specifigue ,

te

el~ surface! et frJguence may-anne de 11 occurrence de valeurs
dJ-l.e!"min~es des tempJratures guotidiennes P.lB.ximUJD et minimum

Promedio de -cases en gue

a8

observen.det~~nadoa valor~5

~ecif1.oli.do.'LfuL t.f.lmJ?er~"t.u.r'!~E9 Bu~rLt1.cie.l! de. termolDetro· securaz6n de

, me¥.i.~;!.;!aJ~J?L~o ~ de casos. en 9110 813 obssrvan determinadoB
valoree esp·ecificB.dos de temperaturas mhima i irnima

.----

.

Temperature Daily

Mixing ratio g/Kg

oc

Humidita "pacifique
.- -

g/kg

elacion de
0 .- ml
ezcla g/Kg

ml - In2

ffi2 - m)

Temperature oc

Temp6rature
oC
Temperatur
oC

Haximum

Quotidianne
maximum

minimum

Diaria

Diaria
nUnim.a

Ill ttima

Temperature DC
Tempera.tura DC

Daily
Minimum
Quotidienne

1-------.-.. ------ ----l----I-----I-------H-----+---l
----~----.-.-

--- -------1-----11---+-----/

1--------------_.._-- --.-.-----. - . - - -..-------..
1------..._... _--_._--_._--_._.- .------ - - - - .-----.-

-----------/1..- - - 1 - - - - /

-------- --------. - ------.- - - - - ---------.-- --·--------ll---+--~
-------.- -.---- -----------+-------11-----\---1
..-.-.. ----.----.---. --- .-. -- -------- .--.... -.-..-- .. -..-----....-.----.--.--..- - - . - - -.. jf...----I-------j

--.-----.---..---.----- ..----.- -------..-

- - - - ---_··--·--11----\---

- _ _._._...____ .__._ ... ___ ._ ..__ .. __ .. ______.... _ . ______ .____.. __ L _ _
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OIl

interpretation of the table

(for reproduction with the table)
Notes!

(a)

The temperature observations upon which the above table .is based are
those made at the meteorological temperature observation Bite at the
aerodromeo.

(b)

An entry in the tables gives the mean number of occurrenCes in the
specified oategory during the period of the record.

(0)

The entre "!i" indicates that the mean number is greater than zero but
less than 0.05.

Notes for completion of the table
If no observation is made at one or more of the specified times, the appropriate column or columns -may be ami ttedo Separate "Temperature ll columns may be
inserted for any or all of the several elements to permit of the adoption of different
ranges of temperature for different elements,9 if this is more convenientQ If the
tempera tures were originally recorded to tenths of a degree, the figures should be
rounded off to the nearest whole degree and the tabulation should be based upon the
resulting figureso The preferred method of disposing of tenths is that given for
Table nl; i f an alternative method is used i t should be specified in the Notes below
the table.
If the range of values ~nv-(}lvcd for the particular station is inconveniently
large for tabulation of all the elements against a conunon set of temperature, intervals j two Or more "Temperature" columns may be inserted in the table p the set of
temperature intervals in any such column being selected to suit only the values of
the particular observation to which i t ceferso The t~mperature intervals to be
tabulated throughout the whole range Gf temperatures for each month are each two
degrees Celsius or each four degrees Fahrenheito
I f the daily maximum or minimum dry bulb temperature observations are not
obtained by means of maximum a.nd minimum thermometers or from autographic records, a
further note indicating how the tabulated values were determined should be inserted
below the table. All observations foc the month should be recorded in one tableo
Entries should be made to the nearest 0010 The class intervals for the tsbulation of
humidity mixing !SUn, dew point or vapour pressure should be established by dividing
by 20 the whole range of each parameter for the year., subject to such intervals being
not less than 0,5 g/Kg, 0.5 0 c and 100 mbo respectively.

v.-
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Other Recommendations
Model D2
Mod~le D?
f.bdelo D2

Station or Aerodroms-::======
Station ou a&rod~ome_
EstacicSn

0

Aerodromo ~~~~_ __

Honth _ _ _ __
Moia _ _ __

Me.

Period o£ record _________- - - -___
P6riode _____~-~-~-------Fref6do respeoto 81 aual
ae ha. preparado la: tabla _ _ _ _ __

Lat
itud
L.tJ.tud~===========
Lon itud8==========

Total
of observations
Nombrenumber
total d'observations

Latitude

~=========

NUmero total de observaoionea

Height
gro1Jlld
Hauteurofduthermometer
thermometre above
au-dausus
du~:~====
Bol
AUura del termometro Bobre al terreno

g

Longitude
Longitud

Elevation,:::::::::::= above MSL~
Altitude _
Elevacion _ _ _ _ _ _ eobl'e MSL8
Molan number of occurrences of apec:l.fied values of surfR.Q.il
dry bulb temperature and hmirl.dity at 0000. 0600, 1290 and. 1800
GMr and gf daily Dl8.rlnuY!L! j minimum dry luh1.b_temparatures

Frllguenoe moyenna ,de l'ooourrenoe de valeurs determineas
de 1a temperature au thermom'&tre aeo at de 11 h)JJl1idit~ an surface \
0000. 0600. 1200~,llt 1800 aMI' et dee temperatures guotldiennes
~mwn at min1.mum. au thermomlitra seo

--

00
T~perature

00

Temperatu~a

00

Sl1l'i'ace:fi
Surface *_

Surface dry bulb temperature
Temperatnre en surfaee t therrnometre .eo
Temneratura aunerficie ·terrnomatro aeeo
Daily
Daily

Temperature

0600

].200

1800

OMl'

Gl1r

OMr

OMr

!OO

!OO

!OO

!OO

0000

--

maxim:um

minimum

Quotidianne

Quotidienne

S'!lp~rfioie*

t
0000

maximum minimum

Mru<lJna

di~ria

Minima
diariB.

0600 1200 1800

OMr

OMr

OMl'

OMr

!OO

HMJ

llMJl

!OO

-

...- t---.-.

-

lit

Insert mixing ratio, dow point or vapour pressnre
Irrliquer lIhwnidiM 8p~oifiqU6, 1101 point, de ros6a au 1a tension de 1n vapeur
Inaertar raz6n de mezcla, .P1Ulto dE! roc1o 0 prssi6ri de vapor

+

Insert g/K&J DC or mb.
Indiquer elkg, DC ou mb.
Inaertur e/kg J

°c

0

mb.
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Notes on interpretation of the table
(for reproduction with the table)
Notes:

(a)

The mean number of occurrences at each of the times of observation (0300, 0900~ 1500, and 2100 GMT) of the specified temperature at the specified level are shown by entries within the
appropriate square according to the following scheme:
Number
at
0300
Number
at
1500

Number
at
0900
Number
at
2100

(b)

An entry in the table gives the mean number of occurrences in
the specified category during the period of the record, i.e.
if N = number of years and n = total number of occurrences in
the category, then the entry is n/N.

(c)

The entryll¢1I indicates that the mean number is greater than
zero but less than 0.05.

(d)

(Insert note regarding the e.stimll.ted accuracy of the data.)

Notes for completion of the table
Only the appropriate boxes need be filled in i f less than four daily
·observational series are available. The temperature scale should be in steps
of 2oC, the range for each level being selected to fit the observed values.
Entries should be made to the nearest 0.1. Only one table is required for
each station. If the table is required for aeronautical purposes only, it
may be prepared for the standard pressure levels only and dew point temperatures may be omitted.
.

~
ModeieE
Modelo E

_________________________
StatioD _____________________
Estaci6o ______________________
Statio~

Mois_
MbDth'.~=======================

Period of record

Periode

Mes ___________________________

Periodo para e1 cua1 fie

ha preparado. la tabl.a __-'-_________________________

Latit~de_
Latituce-======================
Latitud
_______________________

longituce
Iollgit':.lc
LongitUd:_=======================

*El.evatio~============= above MSL.

*Altit1!ce

*El.e... aci6n

sobre MSL.

Heap TIwiber of Qcc;ru:;=ences 'Of" smr' riea yalues of" drv bulb wd dey w5;;t tffl'!Pftraturea at
t,ne S1l.,..fare and at stanqaTrl PNsStrrn Jevels at 03002 reDO. 1")03. eng 210Q mIT

."

Fciouence mQvepDe do l'prsu.,.rgpge de valeuT!? 9§t""minees de 10 temperit,yte Ell ther.;Q!!letrg Soc
et du point ge rosee. eu surtaw 1 aux niveaux isoCaTes ,37.2ngc.:-C a 0300, 09,00. 1500 et ~l::>O GMT'
PromOd~9 n~

kasQS aD oue Se gbserygp v§lores

aftterrn~#2dos

Aft term6metrq seen v

de mdg en Is. surerfi "jf y a niveles s}e presi;$n tjpg a las

Surface
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Ilnitted in tables for ocean stations ..
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Notas on interpretation of the table
(for reproduction w1th the table)
Notee8

(a) The pressure observations. reduced to station lev.l, upon which th."above
table is based, are tho •• made at the meteorological pressure observation
8it. ~t the station or aerodrome.
(b) An .ntry in the table (except in the cas. of mean monthly pressure) gives
the mean number of ocourrenc •• in the opecified oategoryduring the
period of the record, i. •• , i f N • nwaber of years of reoord and n= total
number of occurrenc.s in the category, then the entry is nlN.
"

Notoe for C2mnl0tiOn of the table
table.

One table only i. required, all hourly observations being included in the
Entries .hould b. made to the near.st 0.1.

If the class intervals shown on the model table are not appropriate in a
particular ca •• (e.g, in tho Tropics), class intervals should b. established by
dividing by 20 the wbol. range of presaure for the year, subject to such intervals
being not los a than 1 mb. In the Tropica the hours of observation should b. those
nearest tb 0400, 1000, 1600, 2200 Local Mean Time. In other area. aueh hours may
bo ohosen as wl11 bo.t show the diurnal variation.
"
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V.- Other RecommendaUollB

Station _______
Station _ _ _ _ _ __

Month _ _ _ _ _ __
Moi. ________

Period of reoord

p.riode'~~::~:;==:;==::========::

Per!odo respeoto al oual

Me. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Be

Latitude _ _ _ _ _ __
Latitude' _ _ _ _ _ __
Latit.ud
_ _ _ __

Total number of observations _ _ _ __
Nombre total d t obasrvat!ona ______
Numero total de obasrvac!ones _ _ _ _-'

_~

Longitude _ _ _ _ _ __
Longltu~B

ha preparado 1& tabla _ _ _- '_ _

_______

Longitud _ - - - - -

Elevation __~_______

e.bove MSL

Elev8oion'"-________

Bobre MSL

Altitude_. _ _ _ _ __

*Aerodrome elevation
above MSL
*Altitude de 11 aerodrome.
*'Elevao!on del o.erOdromo ___ sabre MSL

Mean

nUll~ber

of· ocourr.snces of speoified values of atmospheric pressure

at station level- and mean monthly pressure at station level

Frs llence rna enne de l'ocaurrence de valeura determinee8 de Ia re8alon
atmoBph dqUB. au. niveau de 18 station at. de 1~_p_~.E~88~on marauus mensuelle a ce niveau
Promadio _de casps ,en-\g~tl_:~e_' ObflS~8,n v_~ior.eia, deterrdnadol;3 de prsf!l6n
. atmosf6rica al'nivel da la 6atac16n Y Eresioh media menaual.

•• Pressure

Hour of obaerva-

tion (Gt1T)
Horaa de observaoion miG

-.

in millibars
en millibars
Presion en milibares

.* Pr'easion

tion GMT
Hatire d1observa<0--

990.0994.9

1000.01004.9

995.0
999.9

1005.0- 1010.01009.9 1014.9

00
06

-

Total

.

12
18
Total
Hean monthly pressure =
Pression moyenne menauello::::
Pre~ion media' mensual -

mb.
mb.
mb.

* Requirod

only if summary refer a to a atation at nn international aerodrome.
t-UicOCloniro BBuloment oi 10 reaume ao rapports h une station d I B_eroclrome international.
So, roquloro fJolamontu a1 el resumen so rafiere n una ostn016n 0 n till aerOdromo
iuternllci.onnl.

-tt..;.

Pllrt II, IlJteootrunBodod Instructions for Compilin~ the Model 'fablea u (Table K)
{'or nl1.orrlll1.lvo cnt.lJg()ries to thos6 opooif1ed in thifl modol.
Cf'. 201110 portio - IIHoconunnndnt..1.ons pOllr in camp'! ln1.ion des 1. nbleaux ll (Tableau K)
un 00 quI concorno los int,o.rvnllos nutl'OS quo oaux spooifieD dans 06 lUod~le.
vliwJO P8rl.o 1 I, IIIno-LrllocionoB roooniOlldndna pnrfi 1n cOlUpllnolon de laB ffablus
Hl1dolo" ('rllbIIl K) pilrn c,nLocor!na IlltornnUvfiB n In::! do1.ermlnndaa en "8131.0 modelo.
Sot)
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J:1ODEL S.
J:!ODJ?LE S
NODELO S
Chart fQr attachment~"od_els A, C', Pl. F and Q...
Diagramme joint aux mod~las A, C', Dl, F at ~
Carta para anexarla a los modelos A, C', Dl..... Jr.Y...Jl
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p._ FllEQUENCE MlYENNE DES OCCUIlRENCES
:,:;
P - PllDPOROION NEDIA DE CASOS
~:i: i<::;
1 ; NOTE: TABLE IS FOR ;JO-DAY M:lN'rnS BUT GIVES' CLOSE ESTIMATES FOR Jl-DAY
::'G
1-..1.
l-ilNTHS AND APPllDXIMATE VALUES FOR TIlE 2g..DAY M:lNTH
~l.:lill
NOTE: E'l'AJlLI POUR DESMlIS DE 30 JOURS, LE DIAGRJJ1l.IE FOURNIT roUTEFOIS
DES INDICATIONS ASSEZ PRECISES POUR LES M:lIS DE 31 JOURS ET DES
VALllUllS APPROXIHATIVES POUR LE M:lIS DE 28 JOUllS
1I0TA, . LA TABI,A ES PARA I1ESES DE 30 DIllS PERO DA CALCULOS APROXIHAllOS
PARA HESES DE 31 DIAS Y VALORES APROXlHAllOS PARA ilL HIlS DE 28 DIAS
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TECHNICAL WORK PROGRAMME IN T!lE FIELD OF METEOROLOGY

LEGEND:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEM lU'lD ORIGIN

l.' Rsdiotel"'phony Terminology for l-ET
Information (Ill)
- ~he First Air Navigation Conference
recommended the preparation of a list
of meteorological terms and abbrevia~
tions for r,adiotelephony ground-air '
use. Reference: First AN Conference,
Recs. 28 a:rui. 29. MET III also recomlIJ!Onded the develop!llent of meteorological terms to be used in the
International Language for Aviation on
, aeromcbila 'channels and ground/air
broadcasts.

U = urgent, L ='Less urgent
COJ-MENTS

To provide uniform and readily
understood terminology to reduce
the difficulties arising from
differences in languages. Related
to the III study. 101<1) is to
render advice on the meteorological
acceptability of the terms to be
selected.

ACTION
PRIACTIIlITY
ORITY PRllIE OTBER
BY
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2.

3.

;'Padding" Words in RIT MET Messages
'The Secretariat is required to
L
-A study. is to be made regarding the
study this problem, taking into
ilsefulness of inserting names of
consideration its implications on
elements in R/T MET messages for the
intelligibility, length of the
purpose, of improving the intelligimessages and language aspects.
bility Or R/T transmissions. The
study is ,to include the desirability
of 'interchanging the order of the
elements, time group and station
identification in request/reply
ME:T messages. '
French and Spanish Equivalents of English
Meteorological Terms used for Decoding
Meteorological'Messages
L
The purpose of this stu4y is to
- MET IV recorded in its Chairman's
ensure, equivalent treatment of
Report the need for the development of
meteOl:'ological terms used in
satisfactory French and Spanish equivaexpressing in plain langUage the
lents used for decoding meteorological
information, with due regard to'related <1quiv~.:Lents ,of the contents, of
operationelair communications, problems. meteox!,ologicel messages', received in
;~!.:i:re f arm, in English, French
Sp¢ah.
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DESCRIPTION OF ITEl1 AND ORIG TIl

4.

5.

6.

7.

Abbreviations far "Meteorological Offices"
in English, French and SDanish
- NET IV recommended a r~examination of
the snit ability of present abbreviati.ons
for the different classes of meteorological offices used in·,Annex: 15.
Runway Visual: Range
- l>ET elements primarily involved are
visibility along the runway and slant
visual range. AN Conferencel recommended
that States submit to ICAO information
on methods for measuring the above elements, now being used or developed by
States, information to be compiled and
disseminated by Sscretariat. The
ultimate aim is to prepare detailed
procedures for uniform application so
that optimum operational regularity and
reliability can be achieved. Reference:
First AN Conference, Rec. 14.
Deficiencies in Synoptic Exchanges
- EUM. III NET Rec. 9 request information to
be provided to WM) on a continuing, basis
regarding deficiencies found to exist in
synoptic exchanges, detrimental to aeronautical meteorological services.
NET Requirements for High Level. High Speed
Operations
.; In the absence of an agreed statement 'of
these'requirements, the Secretariat, has
been instructed to prepare a draft statement of these requirements. The subject
arose out of EUM III MET Rec. 16 and
SEA/SOP MET Rec. 15.

COl-MENTS

PRIACTIVITY
ORIn PRTI>1E OTHER
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This item is related to the general
L
subject of meteorological minima
and integration of aids to approach
and landing. Processing will probably necessitate trea~nt at one or
more future meetings. The l£T "Division
has expressed initial views and made
an attempt to prepare, in general terms,
procedures, thus complying with the
desire of the Commission expressed when
it reviewed the final report of the
Third Session of the NET Division.
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This Secretariat commitment is conL
sistent with the terms of the rCAO/
\1M) ·working arrangements.
The Secretariat periodically compiles reports
to w}D, prepared on the basis of in.formation received £room various sources.

j'ET

SEC

The subject was discussed by the 4th
L
Ssssion of the NET Division. Following the meeting, ·the Secretariat will
report to the Air Navigation. Commission
on progress made on this project.
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This recommendation aims at arriving
at abbreviations that are readily
usable in the various languages used.
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8.

Metaorolog1cgl Ir1o~~tion in SU0e2l1 ~f
Altimeter Setting ~roc~dure§
- Iii accordance "i th EUM III ~jet :-Racs:·31
and 33 ..and SEA/SOP MET Rec •. 55 the Sa':'
cretariat is required to compile States i
studies on the determination of transition levels and lowest usable flight.
levels, for guidance of States in applying altimeter setting Procedures

9.

Densit~

10.

Reguirements of gNH Networks
- The EUM III EUL~ Meeting recommended (MET
Rec. 32) the forwarding of ~tudies regarding
accura~ cbtainable in establishing lowest
safe flight levels from QNH networks of
different densities, for subsequent information of States.

Hi h level

The Secretariat has prepared and
circulated to States standard
forms for the. CGlllpilation of the
1Ileteorological data required and
has noY collected the contributions from Stat.ss. It is intended
to report to the Air Navigation
Commission on this subject, folloying completion of the· Secretariat's
"..,rk on this subject. It '""Y ul~
timat'ely result in the publication
of a technical circular on the
subject for guidance of States'
meteorological services.
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These studies are closely associated L
vith those undertaken by States
regarding methods for the establishment of transition levelsand·lovast
safe flight levels referred to under
itemS. The Secretariat has integrated the tvo subjects when forverding standard forms tq States and
vill report on progress made when
adequate information has been received from States and the Sacratariat has completed its study of
such material..
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In_.vie.w Qf the increasing requirements for winds at high altitudes
and the considerable cost of radio
or radar ;dpd observation.", resillting in a_ .standstill in the
!l.evelbpment of: suc;:h·r:stworks, there
teneed to explore·.fully the
possibilities of considerably
cheape.w.in!i·.obsE!rvations. The
project requir~s cHr.dinil.tion li:nh
mD. Upon completion of the
S.,=tariat. study of information
re1>liIiyed, a report is to be
presented to the Air Navigation
Commission.

II
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Bal~oon'Wind

Observations
- The ilEtr .OP.·RAN !'",eting recolillrlSnded. (w;:±
Rec. 13) compilation by the Secretariat of
techniques followed by States for obtaining
wind ·inf.orma.tipn at. high III t;!.tudes by means
of large-sized balloons rather than radio
or radar wind measnring equipment.
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DESGRIPTION OF ITEM AtID ORIGIN
li.,

Progress Reports CIl Preparation of Meteorological and ClimatolcgicaJ. Summ.aries
The Secretariat has been directed to
prepare and circulate to States progress
reports on this subject. This item is
based upon SEA/SOP MET Rec. 53, which
has been interpreted as apPlicable on
a ;,'Orld-wide basis.

12.

World-Wide plan for VOLMET broadcasts
- This i tam arise s :from the First Air
tJavigation Confel'ence ·Rec. 27, which
requested the preparation of, an outline
plan for world-wide integration of broadcast systems. The outline. plan is t'? be
considered by States for the purpose of
determining whether it is desirable to
develop it to the extent where it may be
considered f~implementation.

13.

Climatological Aspects of Temperature and
Humidity. Accountability
- In acc.<lr.dlimce With MET II); j';ec. 21.12.4
the Secret~iat has continued, in
cQUabqration With WID, .tostudy the
ne.ed for .!'peoial procedure s and the
accumulation of climstological data
to be used in aircraft operations and
performance considerations.
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The Secretariat has issued the
L
'£irst report (r$ference~·Doc
7 427-NET7523). It is intended
to continue these compilations
on an annual basis. The purpose
of this annual publication is to
enable State.administrations!and
operators to·have ready reference
to the most up-to-date meteorological and climatological statistics
wen planning air navigation facilities and operations •. ·
Tbe Se cre tariat, in i t9 study of
this matter, has f'ound that the
project is clo~ely related to
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expected modifications in"ruataorological procedures for inflight
service and to the degree of
progress made in the introduction
of radiotelephony cn aeromobile
channels. The Secretariat has
obtained guidance from the Air
Navigation Commission and has
communicated to States.
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A study was requested of States reL
garding one aspe at of this problem.
namely the need for temperatures over
runways, and it was found generally that
. no special measures were required. The
Standing Cpmm1ttl'eon Performance has
aSsess.sil. JIlhe e1"f"eoi;. of variations· in
the related atmospheric parameters on
aircraft l"'rfoI'1llS1lce;and the results
of these considerations were discusse~
by- 4th Sessio!) of the MET Division
together 1.iitfL .the needs. as stated by
.'tJJ£o. ·"pe1c'ator;r in order to ascertain
whElther available statistical data
mee~ the ·requirements.
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14. Methods of -Determining M-.an Wind.s and
CaJ.culstion. of Flight time
~ET IV recommended the develonment
of methods of determining lJlea~ winds
over a route and for. the calcuJ.ation
of f:1...ight time. The possibility of
arriving at. a unifonn proced.ti....e for
t4e determination of mean \djile OVer
a route should be established.

15ft

The Secretaria,t ,is -required to
cOfl.EU..lt uitb. States on this·
proje'ct arld,"1:ic 'cii-Culate. the
results '?:r the: st.,? r1 y', to States
foll~Jing approval by representative b.odies of' tZte Org!i:n;!.zation.

L

l~

Th3 're,con:rm.enO.ations of the Division. L
am at achieving a unifor-m approach
to~-ards the tmiclng of meteorolo-....
gists and meteorological assistants
to adequate levels of acc=!,Ji.shmente It is not believed tha.t
reference to States is necessary.'
Action by leAD should a_it finalization of WMD's qualification and
training specifications for these
personnel.

MEr

The amendment :aims at including in
tur~~ence reports records of cases
when no turbulence is encountered.
so as to arriv'B at more representative statisticai data for the
occurrence of phenomena.
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mAO Training Memorandtilll

MET IV recommended a modification of
the present contents of the IGAD
Training V_orandum so as to in~orpo
rate therein qualifications for training
aeronautical meteorological-personnel
(forecasters and observers) nOloT being
developed b~WMD.
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16. Turbulence Reporting Programme
MET .IV recommended amendment of the
lOAD high level turbulence report
foDD.o

.
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17.

Classification of Turbulence in
Aircraft Reports
The pUrpose of this project is to
MET IV recommended continuation'of the
study on the classification of turbulence arrive at a more ~efined classification for turbulence than is .
for use in air-reports.
contained .preslmtly in the
Specifications for reporting turbulence in POMAR and AIllEP fo1'!!lS. In
particular, the possibility of
indicating the frequency of occurrence of turbulence should be
investigated.
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DESCRIl"l:ION OF ITEM AND ORIGIlif
18'<10

Parameters fQr Gusts of Otmraticnal..
I:!!roor1.ance
'"' l"iET IV
reccmmended the; . esta.blishment.
.
~_ ~~B~~a.~!9~..¥~th f?ta:~es_J~~r;.(t._
0l;1erators •. "f the l'alues of tl;le
p&rameters defined Qy the~~eting
describing gusts, considered to be
~or

or importance

the operation

of aircraft.

PRI..,
ACTIDTY
ACTION
ORITY PRIME: ORDER
BY

The purpose of this recommendation is. to obtain a statement
Of thell!agmtUdes of the· parameters
\,!efined, co"-Sidered to be significant for operations,. particularly
near the gr~. so as to enahle
WMO st<b!>eo..uently to establish
satisfactorY reporting criteria
for" g-~tso'
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19.
recOJ;!!lle!)ded action to
full recognition :j,s given to
cations. required and special
oondi tions of meteorological
at i!lternational aerodromes.
20.

ensure that
the qualifi>rorking
pe!'sonnel

This aot.ioo .sin1s at ensu.'"ing the
L
employment of personnel "ith
ad~quate qualifications and in
sufficient !lumbers so as to satisfy
the needs of international aviation.

Amendments to DOC 7155=MEr /522

Most significant amongst the
L
recommended improvement's are the
be made to the presentation clarification of the availability
of the 'Combined Meteorolo- pf """rnings at FIe I s andasBociated
for International Air
MEr offices and the inclusion of
an additional table· 'showing the
availability at FIG's'",f meteorological information for transmission
to airoraft inflight.

- l-1ET IV recommended that _!'iOllS

improvements
and contents
gical Tables
lhvigation. •

21.
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radar weather
ra·commended the establishment CIt
.... penel of experts in co-operation with
WMD which should prepare' an illustrated
summary of existing knowledge on interpretation of weather echoes on airborne
J;adar c;U.BP~y'S

;,P<i j'lLail;:i!!!L2!L "Pel'-\

ational Use of weather information
obtained from airborne equipment.

'rhe establishment of the panel is
L
considered necessary because of the
present concentration of experience
in otUy a few centres. The appli~tiOl> of a~rborne ra~r. 1'0'1' w!'atllei'
dej;ect:i.Q)l.~p1iU1'IlSe$.is iJ:I~t:lle ..experimental stage but the Meeting·believed
tjJatthe device holds promise of
important operational applicability
and more general.- application is
anticipated.

METOPS
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22.

standard P4rcraft Icing Indicator
- MET'IV recommended early cor~ideration
of ways of meeting the need for a
suitable aircraft icing indicator ,as a
standard instrument. It associated this

L
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The purpose of this project is
IT
to expand Appendix 1, para. 4.3
of -the existing NET "Specifications~,
so as to consolidate therein the
international agreements reached on
the subject.
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The purpose Of this project is
to arrive at comparable aircraft
icing reports for subsequent
operational application. '

AIR

recommendation wi-th a study to be under-

taken regarding the possibility of
claSSifying icing conditions on the
basis of rate of icing and shape of ice
accretiono
23.
recommended as an urgent matter
the development of the material
associated with Recommendation No. 1 of
the 3rd Session of the MET DiviSion,
related to the atmospheric data required
by an aircraft in take-off, approach and
landing. Related developments on the
subject resulting from the 1st Air
Navigation Conference should be taken
into account.
24.

Separation of proposed PANS-MET and
Appendices into Procedure and "Manual"
Material '
- MET IV recommended action by the reAD
Secretariat in association with the
P.resident CAeM/WMO, leading towards
the isolation from the PANS-MET proposed by the Meeting of certain
material now contained in Appendices
to the proposed PANS.
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The purpose of this project is to
IT
study the possibilities of developing certain of the Appendices into
guidance material, pg~sibly in'the
form of "Manuals~ for promulgation
by lll-!O. Submission to States fOI"
comment is foreseen in the reco_
mendation. The matter is urgent in
vie" of the desirability of having
the 2nd Congress of WMO act on this
material in April 1955.
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VII.- Statements by Delegations

VII-I

PJh'1.T VII
STATEMENTS BY DELEGATIONS
10 - S'rATEMENT OF THE BRAZILIAN DELEGAT ION
AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS
10 1
The Brazilian Delegation ,Iishes to state its disagreement in
regard to the handling of airoraft observations as prescribed in paragraph
2.3.2.3, Part IV, page IV·-8 of this Report.
2.- srATENENT OF THE CANADIAl, DELEGATION
UNITS USED IN OBSERVING SKY COVER

2.1
The Canadian Delegation, considering that the units used in
observing sky cover, as distinct from the units used in reports disseminated
internationally, is a matter for determination by the State, does not support
paragraph leU) of Recommendation No. 24.
WORLDWIDE S'i;!illDARDIZATION OF PLAIN L.Al1GUAGE NETEOROLOGICAL
NESSAGES FOR RADIOTELEPHONY
2.2
With reference to the procedures for transmission of ,mather
messages from ground to air by radiotelephony, recommended for insertion in
Appendix "X", paragraphs 103 and 2 of the PANS-NET, the Canadian Delegation
supports the desire for uniformity that led to these procedures. However, the·
recommended procedures differ on some details from those long established in
Canada for ground to air .radiotelephony, and which like the procedures recommended in PANS are conditioned by the form in which much of the data is available.
Therefore, while Canada endeavours in so far as practicable to serve international
aviation according to internationally agreed procedures, the inevitable overlapping and interdependence bet,reen domestic and international facilities and
procedures makes it unlikely that the above-mentioned part of the PANS can be
applied in exact detail in Canada,

J,- STATENENT OF THE EGYPTIAN DELEG,@'ION
FLIGHT NETEOROLOGICAL WATCH

3,1

Egypt would like to reserve its position in respect to the

following:

3,1.1
Paragraph 2,4,5.2 and the note thereto, of Part IV of the
report concerning "Flight Heteorological Hatch".
3.1,2
It is thought that flight meteorological watch is to be
provided when .area meteorological ;{atch does not exist. If area meteorological
watch exists, then flight meteorological ,ratch sha.ll only be provided in limited
special cases subject to the agreement of the I1eteorological Authority.
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3.2.
Egypt would like to £eserve its position in respeot of
paragraphs 2.4.3.2 and 2.4.3.3 of Agenda Item 3.1, Part :'!V' of the Report,
oonoerning "Information for OperatoriS ii •

4.-

ST}.7EMENT

m'

THE FRENCH D1'LEGATIO!:i

PRDCEDlJRES FOR RADIOTELEPHONY VOIJ:lET

BR01llJCAS~

4.1
The French Delegation oonsiders that meteorologioal
broadoasts by radiotelephony should be oapable of being used by all aircraft,
irrespeotive of nationali ty;'located within range of the broadoast, and that,
in the present stage of development of an international language, suoh
lior1dwide use oannot be 'achieved exoept by means of prooedures involv:l.ng only
figures and letteriS and not pIaLn language.
4.2
'!he Frenoh Delegationl therefore, wishes to enter, in
respeot of Aeenda Itema 3.4 and .3.5, a reservation similar to that mad€! with
regard to. ;~eoonunendation No. 25 o.f the 1st Air Navigation'Conferenoe.
J]lFORMATION FOR. OPERATORS i' LOCAL EEPllESENTATIVlf,S

4 •.3

The Fl'e!I,ohDelegation, having rioted:
a)

That paragraphs 2.4.3.2 and 2.4.3.3 of the draft Annex J
did not meet with the general approval of the Meeting;

b)

That the Ai:r' Na'lTigation Commission has the general problem
of operational control under study;

'Considers:
1)

That the provis;!.ons of paragraphs 2.4.3.2 and 2.4.3.3
should not appear in Annex 3;

2)

That in the study of the general problem of operational
cl)ntrolp.inetsorological aspects should be given specia:!.
attelitionp in order to avoid;

- the .:pract~ce in which two or more n:ieteorologioal offioes
would be calledi:lporito provide. independently of one another,
meteorological. irifol"!Jllltion for the same fUggt. This would tend
to cause confUsion,· arid the relative responsibilities of each centre
would need ,to be defin$d;
.

- the risk of any non-defined and non-oontrollable use of
meteorological information for oper.ational control purposes.

1,,'~
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STA]'&"1ENT Ol!'~lli!L..1;QR~['UGUESE DELEill),TIO!!

INFORMATION FOE Ol'ERATQRS i LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

5,,1
Portugal'conside:rs paragraph 2.4.3.3, inoluded in the text
submitted as draf-I; Standards and Reoonlll'lended Practices in Part IV of the
Report~ to be unsati.sfactery,
5.2
A Meteorologioal A:uthoritL being a State organization
duly L'ltegra ted in the C10vsrnlllsntal .i\.ihuillist.i:ation, i't is a:ppropria te for each
State to use "the Meteorologica,l Au·thox'i ty 1;0 enswe "that the information
required by the operatort3 is oompatible with the economical use of the means
provided by ·I;he State for mee"ting the X'sC(ldrements speoified for international
air navigation and that the provision of' the ini'ormation required does not
oonfliot wi"th the re.'3poll.sibilities assumed by the State. '
,5.3
l!'ul.-therJ:aol's, it is noted that" in the partiC'ular oase
tmdsl; (lOnsidel-a,tion. the deviation f'!'oYn the 8.bov9<>n1ehtioned principleooours
in relaUon' to the provision oi' inj;'orDlation whioh seems not to be of, high
pri,ority and grea'c importunoe, as can be recognized by the looseness of the
text' of. paragraph 2 0 4.3.3, which was proposed by lATA and adopted by the
Meeting lcyithno t'lhange in substs:(we.
Portugal, 'therefor'e, reserves its position.
6.- STATI"lll)!Pl'.~ llND'EDKINGDOM DELEGATION
Il~~ ~'QJl.QPERi11~~~j&Q!L

REPRESENTll,TIVES

6.1
The United Kingdom 11M noted the terms of paragraphs
2.,.,).2 I!;nd 2.4,;3.3 of. Agl~nda Item 3.1 in Part IV of "the Report oonoerning
th<;J (l,vaila:bil:l.ty of nl(3teo1,'olog.ic>.al inf'ormution to operators.
6,2.
The Uni.ted Ki.ngdom has HVElry sympa"thy with the intention
.rh;l.ch :it believes these paragl\'aphs are framed to express - namely, tha"t
ID",i;,;"l"ological inf"ol"lllati,on nec.essary for the performance of their functions
shO:l'll.ld be available to operators.
6.3
Nevel:'"theless. the Uni.ted Kingdom considers "that the
il'rt;roduction of these concepts as a gEJI1€iral praotice rather tha.n by individual
agreement has many implica.tions \~bi.!Gh require to be studied in detaH, 'e.g.la)

the respol1t,ibHlty '~hat 'lihe, Sta"te ·may have for making
available suoh information and keeping it amended;
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b)

the respective responsibilities of two or more
meteorological, offices in different States supplying
information for the same flight at the same time;

c)

the responsibility, of a meteorological office for making
available information which may be inadequate for the purpose
for which the operator intends to uss it,

6.4
The United Kingdom is not convinced that these important
considerations are adequately oovered by paragraph 2.4,2,1 in Part IV of
the Report. It further notes that the paragraphs under discussion are
closely allied to the problem of operational control which is at present
under consideration by the Ai" Navigation Cormnission, The United Kingdom
is of the opinion that the arrangements referred to in paragraphs 2,4.3.2
and 2,4.3.3 should be subject'to agreement with the operator and, therefore.
pending further study reserves its POSiti011,
·7,- STATEHENT OF THE UNITED STA'lIP DELEGATION
WORLDVIIDE STANDARDIZATION OF PLAIN LANGUAGE HETEOROLOQICIIL HESSAG#'?,
FOR RADIOTEJ,EPHONY
7.1
The United States is in accord with the intent and
efforts of the Heeting to effect worldwide standardization, in so far as
practicable, of plain lunguaee meteorological messages for radiotelephony
trarismission. However, the United States has plain language radiotelephony
procedures, fOl' the transmission of such messages, which have been developed
and utilized for a lonG time at its acrodrom"s and aeronautioal communications
s'Lations. There will, therefore, be minor vClriations between radiotelephony'
procedures used'by the United States and thoFJe set forth in Sec1;:ians 1.3
and 2 of Appendlx "X" II of the PANS-MET.
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FlIRT VIII
M;I&:ELLIlNEOUS

1. Nisc<tllaneous matters arising from consideratioll of Agend'!; Item 4.2.2
~

ON Tlj1jLPW,J?lJl:M3 RELATED TO

T~EF'INITION

OF,A GUS'!'

1.1
An aircraft mJving through the atmJsphere is a system under
the influence of random disturbances. The system is sensitive to certain
types of oscillations characterized by a limited range of frequencies. The
oscillations ,of very long period are either counteracted by thepilo'~ or result
in a slow up-and-down motion which is not' "felt II as turbulence. Oscillations
of very short period, on 'the other hand, are "averaged out R by the size of the
aircraft. If the motion of the atmosphere is'visualized as a continUous
spectrum of eddy sizes which range from the smallest disturbances near the
ground up to largescale synoptic features, the precedil~ considerations
indicate that aircraft are sensitive to eddies of certain sizes only. It
appears that these eddies are of the order of 100 m.

1. 2
The effec'l; of atmospheric eddy mJtions on the aircraft is a
chauge in t.hemagnitude of lift and drag, resulting in changes of aircraft
motion. ,Two di!jtinct characteristics of an aircraft, which are affected by
tUI'bulence, sht,lculd be considered in this, regard:

:a) the contl"Ollability, which must be adequate to cope with the
effect of gustiness on control,' particularly inoperatiohS close ,to the
ground;
b) the st~·uct)lral strength, which must be' su:rficient to cope
"i'th loads caused by gUEr~iness.
Not only do these two COllsidera-cions differ in t.he amJunt 01 detail with
which the structure of turbulence must be known, but in general they are
concerned wi'Gh different layers of the atmosphere. It is the flrst of these
characteristics that has to be considered in any l"evision of the specifications
for the reporting of gusts in the 10.lest layer of the atmosphere. In arry case,
knowledge of the respOllSe of an aircraft to turbulence is essential in order
that it may be possible to defi.ne properly the parameters necessary to describe
that part of the eddy motioll which is of significance to the alrcraft.

1. 3
Eddy mot.ions ill the atmosphere a.re detected as fluctuations
of the velocity field. These fluctuatiollB are usually referred to as lt e dc1JT
velocities" or "gust.s". Although the first term is the one currently used
in the literature all the theory of turbulence, it is the latter which is
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universally applied in synoptic meteorology. The definition of gusts now
in use, which is the one contained in Resolution 131 of the Conference of
Directors, Washington, 1947, is in fact a reporting criterion. In view of the
considerations put fGl'Yard in paragraph 1:.2 above; it appears that reporting
criteria llIay differ near the ground and in the free atlllDsphere, since in
both cases the characteristics of airctraft which have. to be taken into
account are different. On the other hand, in any reporting criterion, there
are several parameters which would have to be considered, and the tS01"lllinology
noW' used to rerer to them is not precise enough. A definition of the terms
is needed before the competent authorities are requested to provide the
values of the parameters to be used in reporting criteria.. Recommendation
No. 45 (first part) offers a setoi' definitions for cohsideration by wMJ,
aiming at the realisation of a uniform tsrminology. These definitions are
broad enough to include all possible cages of interest. When establiShing
special reporting criteria for a particular ptut>0se, the values of the
parameters (gust amplitude, gust formation time) may not be the, same as
those established for other purposes. It is expected that WMO will finally
establish a reporting criterion which will replace that contained in
Resolution 131 of the Conference of Directo~s, Washington, 1947, and which
may·
adequate for all fieldeof intere~t.

be

2.

Miscellaneous matters arising frOm consideration of Menda Item 5.1

AERONAU'l'ICAL WUIREMENrS FOR INJ!U¥ION CONCERNING PAST, MEl'lOC>ROLOGIGAL
CONDITIONS

2.1 Requirements for climatological information
.Using information available to it regarding requirements
for aviation, the Meeting prepared the fbllo\{;i.;ng list of requirements· for
climatological data, the· elements of which were recognized as having.
different degrees of priority, ·as a basis for its work leading up to
recommendations (contained in Part V) for practical ways.oflileeting present
minimum requirements:
2.1.·L. Surface <'wind. with .visibility and cloud at international
aerodromes·
'
----

2.1.1.1 Requirement
Joint frequency distributions of wind speed, wind direction,
visibility and height of base of lowest layer of cloud covering more than
four eighths·
the· sky, as observed at international aerodromes, from which .
it will be possible to determine the frequency of:

of
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a} simL11taU(~"us ()C(lm'~l.m(les of two or more of these, Pilll"aJP.eters
within prescribed ranges a~ any',ime of' day ,anrl for each month of the
yeru.',the rangeS being of 5 knots for wind speed, 300 for wind direction,
100metres:,fOl,,,'visi1iility Wi to 1000 metres and :30 metres for clriud
he:j.gJi:~ up to ;300;metres, the'ranges for 'vil~ibi1ity and cloud height
increasing in proportion' to 'the value of' the parameter for value
aoove 1000 metres and JOO metres respectively.
b) cross wind components over ruuwB¥S witb.in ranges of' 5
knots, ,for Ciolll'ponants greatel" than 10 knots"
Pt1£Q9~6S

2.1.1,2
a)

Aircraft perfOl"lllance atta)(e-off,and landixlg,
route planning and aerodrome uEiab'ili ty and' design.

b)
Aerodrome u,,'lability and aerodrome design modificatiollll,
(Presentation of 'data 130 ;lsto indicate diurnal and. a!Ui1.l/l.1 variation
of' us'abilityreql1.!lste,d by ope,rators i'orllcbeduJ.e pl;mning but generally
not by States, whoar~ 'nol'11i8.llyconcerned 'only witboverallusability).
Surface wind...w:Uh surface temeX'atursl3 at international
aerodromes

2.1,2
2,1.2.1

~uireman;t

a) ,On request, .ioint frequenoy distributior.a of ,surfaoe wind
speed 'and direction ,and l3urfaoe temperature for' oerla;i,l).,inter1\ational
aerodromes from whioh it will be possible to oompute'the frequenoy
of' simultalleg~, oC,curren';:;e (If rmrw:ay wind ,components and, 'surface
temperatm'eS ~litliip. :i."anges cif 2kiWts Il,nd' IOC t'ellpectivelyforany
tiIiie ofdil.y and for each mOnth of'the year,
'
b) An. indioaM,61i of' anysystemittic dlffe;r>snoebetween the
values of' temperature in the thermometer scre~n, and tbOse at heights
over I1.lllt,a;ys corresponding to the intakeS of ,theengiries, 01 aircraft
when on the g:t'l;lUUd,
'
2.1.2'.2 Purpt:lse
Aircraft performance' at, tlik:e-off and landing.
2,1,:3

Tem12erature .N.t\ill...h1:!!n;i.dj,t;<,urt 'interrlP,tional aei'Odi'omes
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2.1.3.1 Reguiremen3
Joint frequency distributioQB of aurface temperature and
humidity mixing ratio from which it will be possible to determine the
frequency of simUltaneous occ~rence of values of the. two parameters within
ranges of 1°C and 0.25 gjkg, respectiiT.ely, ·atany time of day ·and. i'oreach
month of .the year.
.

2.1.3.2 Purppse
Aircraft performance at take-ofr and landing.

2.1.4 Atmospher1c

pressur~

at international aerodromes

2.1.4.1 Reguiremell1i
Frequency distributionll of atmospherio pressure at official
aerodrome elevation from Whioh it will be possible to determine the frequenoy
of occurrence of pressures within ranges of 1 millibar at any time of day
and for each IOOnth of the year.

2.1.4.2
2.1.5

~g$ijl

Aircraft performance at ta~e-ofr and landing.
GUBt~!!lld turbulence at international !erodrgmes

2.1.5.1 Requirement
Information concerning the prevalenCe) and nature of gusts
and tUrbulence over the runways and in the approaches to runW~B in relation
to wind spe·ed and direction.

2.1. 5.2 . Purpose
Aerodrome usability and aerodl."Ollls del!~gn modific.ationll.
(effect of gusts and. turbulence on maximUll\ pe:t'lllissible cross-wind com,pone!):l;).

2.1.6 Temperatures at international

aerodI2~~

2.1.6.1 Requiremeng
Temperature data needed for the oolll!putation of aerodrome
ref~rence temperature in connection with the required actual length of
~waya, .namely either mean for the month and meandailf ~~mum for each
month, Ql: mean day-time temperattu'e for aaoh month.

2.1.6.2 Purpose
Aerodrome usability and aerodrome design

modifio~tions.

.
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2.1.7 Humidity at international aerodromes
2.1.7.1 Requirement
Humidity data needed for the determination of the required
actual length. of runways.
2.1.7.2

fg~Jt

Aerodrome usability and aerodrome design modifications.
2.1.8

1'Ieatl].er~n ,aute

2.1.8.1 Requirement

a) ]'x'equency distributions of operationally significant
meteoroiogic8,1 elements 8.t selected en-route stations oot at international aerodromes (e.g. high level stations. stations on'islands
along ocean l"Outes, ocean stations, etc.) for all times of the day
and £or each month of the· year.
b) Analysis of· occurrences of operationally significant
weather phenomena in all areas of the, wurld.

Route. planning.
,
2.1.9

Upper wind@ en·route

2.10 9.1 ~gl1i:r2:ment
Upper wind statistics in the fo1'1l1 of a continuous
repl"esenta'Gion of ths frequency distribu.tion of winds ovel:' the 'World, and
theIr annual variation, for the foilo'flng pressure le1TelB~
700, 600 9 500, 4QO, 300, ,200. 150 and 100 millibars.

2.1.9.2

~~

Rpute p1anniJ'l.g and airc;l:'aft pe:<>fo=ance in 'the en-route

)

.

.
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2.1.10.1 Requirement
.
Upper air temperature statistics in the ferm of a continuous
represeptation of the frequency distribution of temperatures over the world,
and their annual variation, for the following pressure levels:
700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 200, 150 and 100 millibars.
2.1.10.2

Purpose
Route planning and aircraft performance in the en-route stage.

2,2 Requirements fer aerodrome site selection and initial design
For the selection of a site for an aerodrome and for the
design of·the initial layout of runways, information of the kind specified in
paragraphs 2.1.1, 2.1.5, 2;1.6 and 2.1.7, and also statistics of rainfall,
snowfall and other meteorological elements not referred to above, are required.
As a rule the required basic data are not available before a site is chosen and
the information needed must be deduced from similar statistics available for
nearby stations. If it is possible to make special observations for these
purpose~ then the paragraphs quoted provide guidance regarding the climatological
data which is likely to be necessary.
2.3 Requirements far original observations
2.3,1 Hourly observations at international aerodromes
2.3.1.1 Requirement
Hourly observations ·for international aerodromes for each
month to be available promptly at the end of that month, if required.
2.3.1.2 Purpose
Analysis by.operators of month's qperations.

